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A SAFE PLACE TO WORK
ft NO MORE AID f
Kelowna
lumber mill of Crown Zeller- 
bach have gone two and a half 
years without an injury re­
sulting in lost time. This is a
record for B.C. and the Pac­
ific Northwest. Holding a sign 
announcing the record are, 
from left, Dick Hartwick, 





A Tirsf For Eleven Years 
Sees Speaker Voted Down
Wilbur Wosfradowski, Ed 
Fresorger, Art Kretchmer, 
Alex Wirachowsky and Herb 
Rashke. Mr.-.Welder is safety 
director for the International 
. Woodworkers of America here.
MHMHhHHBH BUENds AIRES (Reuter) - 
Two Argentine navy vessels 
' sailed today for a windswept 
Antarctic island to join two 
Chilean ships in the rescue of 
< about 168 persons from the Nor- 
wegiap liner Lindblad Explorer, 
aground on the icy outcrop 
called King George’s Island.
Conflicting reports from San- 
tlago,: Chile, and the vessel’s 
New York agents left unclear 
■■HHHHWiHHMB , whether the passengers were 
boardipg the Chilean navy 
■ ■■■> ships, whether they were still
huddled on the snow-swept is- 
_. . jland or whether they had left
This is the union of which the f---------------------------- —-----------
and then re-boarded the Lind­
blad because of severe weather 
conditions.
Earlier reports in New York, 
which has had radio contact 
with the luxury cruise liner, 
said the Chilean ships had ar­
rived at the scene and were tak­
ing p a s se ng ers from King 
George’s Island, ah uninhabited 
South Shetland archipelago 
more than 500 miles south ot 
Cape Horn.
But in Santiago, a naval re- 
port said gale-force winds of up 
to 56 miles an hour were delay­
ing the two Chilean ships rush- 
fag to the scene.
men are members. iSrorri I ™ ■ ■
June 3, 1969, to last month, I |f AI ..ss xr.sx.’s Kelowna rarmer uraerea
cident. (Courier photo)
Drinking Drivers Target Picket Line Deported from Canada
VICTORIA (CP) - The Social 
Credit majority of the British 
Columbia legislature Thursday 
night defeated a motion to in­
crease aid to the elderly of the 
province. f
The motion—in effect a'non- 
confldence motion' again# the 
government—read: "This house 
regrets that the budget speech 
of the -Honorable, the master 
of finance, fails to make ade­
quate provision for the needs of 
the senior citizens of the prov­
ince.”
The vote was 33 to 17 with the 
New Democratic -. Party, the 
Liberal? and the lone Progres­
sive Conservative member vot­
ing In favor. The motion was 
injected into the budget debate 
by Garde Gardom (L—Vancou­
ver-Point Grey).
Mr. Gardom. said the govern­
ment could easily afford a pro­
gram of helping the elderly, but 
instead it had decided to "shab-
For Tough New B.C. Laws
VICTORIA (CP)—The'British 
Columbia government Thursday 
Alight announced a new crack­
down on drinking drivers. 
Under amendments to the 
Motor Vehicle Act introduced 
into the legislature by Attorney- 
General Leslie Peterson, there 
will be an automatic one-month 
licence suspension for impaired 
driving and a six-month sus­
pension for a second offence.
There/ will be no exceptions 
to the suspensions. Those per­
sons who need to drive a$ part 
of their jobs will not be granted 
limited suspensions. 
। Mr. Peterson said the new 
3* goes beyond an earlier pol­
icy in which the superintendent 
of motor vehicles suspended the
licences of drinking drivers. 
That policy was ruled illegal by 
the courts last spring.
Asked whether the provincial 
government has the authority to 
impose licence suspensions for 
impaired driving, which is an 
offence under the federal Cri- 
minat Code, Mr. Peterson re­
plied :
"We take the position that 
^▼licensing of drivers is in pro­
vincial authority. If we have 
the right to license we have the 
right to . suspend.”
Mr. Peterson said he had read 
' newspaper stories from Ottawa 
indicating that the federal gov­
ernment is planning to revise 
tlie Criminal Code to allow im­
paired drivers to continue to 
hold their license during work- 
Ytlng hours if it' was needed In 
Their job.
"I have written to the new 
minister of justice (Otto Lang) 
suggesting that caution be exer­
cised in this area because ot 
the problem of drinking dri- 
vers/’ Mr. Peterson said. ।
The new legislation gives only 
a slight concession to driver^
who need their licence in order 
to hold their jobs. The super­
intendent of motor vehicles, if 
he chooses .to extend a licence 
suspension beyond six months, 
can allow a person to drive 
during working l hours only for 
the extra portion of the licence 
suspension.
The new legislation also drops 
the requirement that car owners 
must obtain a police certificate 
before auto body shops can per­
form damage repairs .costing 
more than 3200, "" 5 ‘
That provision was brought in 
in 1966 in am effort tq cut down 
on hit and run driving, but Mr. 
Peterson said it hasn’t been "of 
any great assistance” to police. 
However, the amendment adds
a new section to. the Motor 
Vehicle Act that requires the 
driver of a car that hits an 
unattended parked car to either 
locate and notify the owner or 
driver of the parked car, or 
leave a notice !on the damaged 
vehicle. The notice must con­
tain the name of the driver and 
owner of the car that hit the 
parked car, as well .as its lic­
ence'number. A similar require- 
ment applies to drivers of cars 
involved in , accidents causing 
damage to property, such as 
fences or buildings.
Another amendment will al­
low the highways department to 
set different speed limits on pro­




KAMLOOPS (Special) — Paul 
Jantschgi of McCullough Road, 
Kelowna, was ordered deported 
at the request of the Canadian 
Immigration Department in­
quiry at the Kamloops federal 
building Monday. He was ac- 




" I $Irs. Jantschgi, similarly ac-
A strike by government elec-1 cused,- had her sentence ad-
tronics technicians across Can-.] journed to March 14.
ada is holding up work bn the] Vancouver lawyer, Devlin 
control tower at Kelowna air- Deverell; termed the depart­
port, although only one man is mentis action and inquiry *de- 
on picket duty now. cisioh as "capricious and arbi-
Local 2228, International] trary.” It seems the couple will 
Brotherhood of Electrical Work- likely lose the chicken farm 
ers, is. striking because of a for which they paid $10,000 if 
pay dispute with the federal the order is carried out, he said, 
government. Members operate Mrs. Jantschgi came- to Can- 
electronic equipment at airports, ada in 1969 to visit Mr. Jants- 
and supervise radio regulations, chgi at Kitchener, Ont,, and
PerCy Wise, manager of Ini- later flew to, Vancouver where 
terior Industrial Electric Ltd;, they consulted the Austrian Con- 
subcontractors on the job, said sul office and the couple were 
two company electricians have advised they could get a job il' 
not worked there since the pic- they liked and need not report 
ket line was set up early this to the immigration office. They 
week, and will not do so as long moved to Lumby to work on an 
as the' line exists. Other work egg and poultry farm, and later 
has been found for them. Invested their life’s savings in
Officials of Douillard Con- a Kelowna poultry farm, sale, 
struction Ltd,, general contrac- Mr. Deverell.
While there, he called at the 
mmigration office and for the 
first time became aware that 
he and Mrs. Jantschgi had not 
applied for landed immigrant 
status and they were living in 
Canada illegally.
Mr. Deverell said Mr. Jants­
chgi had never been jn any 
trouble tn Canada and was hard 
working and trying to build a 
new life in Canadas He added 
the inquiry order prohibited Mr. 
Jantschgi from making any ef­
forts to earn a living. - 
APPEAL MADE
The order has been appealed, 
but because of a heavy load of 
cases now before the board, 
would not lively be heard for 
three or four years. Mr. Dev­
erell said die Jantschgis- "are 
pot here as draft dodgers, nor 
is this one of those cases of 
convenience marriages." He 
said "they went to the immigra­
tion department voluntarily be­
cause they felt they should be 
working and the department ig­
nored their, requests to allow 
them to follow a life on a landed 
immigrant status,.
He termed the department’s 
action as "unjust in the ex­
treme,” adding they do not ap­
pear to be prepared to make 
any exceptions whatever.”
bily forsake our pioneers." He 
said the government could also 
help the elderly-by establishing 
an ombudsman, comprehensive 
egaL aid, compensation-of--vic­
tims of crime, as well as special
programs to’enable senior citl- 
zensto buy food at farm prices.
Barry Clark (L—North Van­
couver - Seymour), who sec­
onded the motion, deplored 
what he said was the cynicis'ht 
the government’s budget > dis­
played to the elderly.
‘POLITICS’ CHARGED
Rehabilitation Minister Phil 
Gaglardi accused the Opposition' 
of using the elderly as a "pawn 
in a political game.”
"There is nothing more 
shameful,” Mr. Gaglardi shout­
ed. The Opposition, the Liberals 
in particularly, he said, -were 
"trying to camouflage the inad­
equate programs of the federal 
government;”
He challenged the federal 
government to match' the 385 
million being provided for sum­
mer youth projects with 385 
million in aid for the country’s 
elderly.
Opposition Leader Dave Bar­
rett said the government, could 
deal with people’s. problems, 
but when the Opposition brought 
them >up,. they - were ’charged 
. -with playipg .politics, ' -
'We See Premier Giggle..
Rlasts Loft
CNR Boxcars
MORR1SBURG, Ont. (CP) -r- 
xticveral Canadian National Rail- 
Ways boxcars were hurled a 
' quarter of a mllo Into the bush 
today when three propane cars 
exploded shortly after a 36-car 
derailment.
There were no Injuries. CNR 
officiate at first feared a tank of 
toxic chlorine gas might spring 
a leak but no leaks were re­
ported.
The .derailment occurred 18 
mde« southwest ot Cornwall at 
'W& a.m. F.ST and officials 
said the first propane car ex­
ploded aix minutes later sending 
flames more than 100 fect lnto 
the air,
"I thought there waa an 
earthquake," 'said Alee English 
who lives six ptites from the 
accnc. Tire earth trembled as 
far as eight miles away.
The 96-car freight train was 
en route to Montreal from To­
ronto with a five-man crew. Of­
ficials said the d e r a 11 m e n t 
«arted nine cars back of the
Mete - and several hundred 
yards of track were torn up.
The Une was closed indefl- 
bltely and the area cordoned
OTTAWA (CP) — Executive 
ot the striking electrical techni­
cians union,. working around the 
clock, had managed early today 
to keep some technicians work­
ing in every Canadian airport 
but Montreal..
"We’re on a winning streak in 
keeping the men at work,” said 
Bill Andreeff, president of the 
International Brotherhood o f 
Electrical Workers, after 24 
hours In strike headquarters 
here, mostly spent in keeping 
designated technicians on the 
job.
Designated workers—men
toho by agreement** or law are 
Staying on the job to do essen­
tial work—threatened Thursday 
pight to leave their jobs at Hali­
fax,, Moncton, ‘ N.B., Gander, 
Nfld., Toronto and Montreal.
But only Montreal was out 
early today and Mr. Andreeff 
said union officials from across 
the country were telephoning 
Montreal to urge that the desig­
nated employees return to work.
The men at Gander'went,out 
at midnight but were persuaded 
back to work by , 3 a.m.
Three technicians were stand­
ing.by at Montreal to deal with 
emergency situations, Mr. An- 
dreeff said.
-And designated technicians at 
Toronto airport had given the 
executive a firm undertaking to 
remain at- work only until 
10 a.m. Mr. .Andreeff said he 
hoped to persuade them to con­
tinue on the job.
’ Meanwhile, union representa­
tives broke off mediated talks 
with the government at 3 a.m. 
today for a nap and planned to 
be back at the. bargaining table 
at 7 a.m;'
There was- no indication of 
what progress was made at the 
all-night mleting^
tors, were unavailable for com- The couple’s troubles began 
ment. jn May, 1971,- when Mr. Jants-
Jim Whiteside, one of three chgi returned to' Kelowna, 
ocal members in Kelowna, is . ... .......... ............ .............................
doing sole picket duty, but may ■■■ ■ d A s 11 I 1* lh s
“S—SS Elephant Act Hard To Beat 
offered help, but this has beep ■ a f ts ■■ a v 
KSSSSil During Queen s Thailand Tour
Je*v6*S
U.S. Tells Hanoi: 
That's Enough
WASHINGTON (AP) — Prcsl- 
dent Nixon has drawn the line 
against further concessions to 
the North Vietnamese until they 
negotiate bn his eight-point 
peace proposal.
1 "The next stop Is up to the 
enemy,” Nixon Told a news con­
ference Thursday. "Our pro­
posal is on th<v table and it is 
going to stand were until we get 
a reply from them."
At the same time, the presi­
dent appeared to hit somewhat 
harder at Democratic White 
House hopefuls who spurned his 
earlier plea for caution In their 
criticism of hla Vietnam policy.
"Hie responsibility for tiio en­
emy’s falling to negotiate may 
havtv to bp borne by those who 
encoprage the enemy to wait 
until after the election,” Nixon 
said.
BANGKOK (CP) - One of takw-Ma 1 might not Thailand’s sacred white ele- 
---------—J-----------—;------------- phants threw a tantrum on its
■ . way to appear before Queen
Dma.xu /V>1i Elizabeth at a glittering state 
11111 WllalBill banquet Thursday night—and
IrlVlfll Will |sat on a police car and crushed
■ It
- ■ I r 1/ And the Queen, denied the
RjIIIJY II IK privilege of feeding the rare
VI l|fil Valla beast sugar cane, was enter-
t » talned Instead by Princess Chu-LONDON (CP) —. Britain S |a])})0).n) 14-year-old daughter of 
power emergency began to hit j,er hosts, King Bhumibol and 
ha rd today, pausing chaotic Queen S|riklt) “ 
traffic conditions in London and _ , .
forcing many, workers In Scot- The princess gave a piano re-
W&^li£uf,S!ied in many «nld nlg>o,XSyn^o1,,e m*!* 
parte ot London during the ear-
British Hail; which runs the ceremony had been
country’s railway system, said . ...cancellations are almost cer- n ■ flP®^h, the 
tain> Queen, now in the second day of
a slx'-day visit, assured her 
hosts that Britain’s entry into 
the European Common Market 
will not weaken its ties with the 
Southeast Aslan kingdom.
Later, almost the entire . 10,- 
000-member , student body of 
Thailand’s Chulalongkorn Uni­
versity turned out today to wel­
come the Queen to the campus.
It took the Queen nearly 12 
minutes to walk through x crush 
of students from her car to a 
building where she had lunch 
with the faculty of Thailand's 
largest university.
Earlier in the day, the Queen 
visited the Thal Red. Cross of­
fice with Queen Slrlklt.
STOCKS decline:
NEW YORK (AP) - Stock 
market prices declined today in 
moderate trading.
The Dow Jones average of 30 
industrials at noon was off 5.04 
at 016.24.
"This • government isdomi-1 
nated by one man, whose entire I 
motivation'is politics," he. said, t 
. Premier W. A. C. Bennett was | 
at this moment talking-to .Mr. 
Gaglardi and smiling and Wink­
ing at the'-’cabinet members be­
hind him. . , , i
’’We tee the premier giggle,” 
shouted' Mr. Barrett. "It’s a 
typical reaction at a time like 
this.” .. ' ■
PREMIER SHOUTS
Mr. Bennett jumped to his 
feet and on a. point of personal 
privilege, started to call Mr. 
Barrett names. He was ruled 
out ot order And over yells of 
Crotest from Opposition mem- 
ers and attempts by Speaker 
William Murray to get order, 
the premier shouted: 
. "The honorable leader of the 
Opposition, the leader of the 
Socialists in this province, has 
deliberately created this, false­
hood. I was serious. I w^s not 
laughing. I was not smlllng. It 
was a falsehood.”-
Mr. Barrett had said the gov­
ernment should be able toispend 
$96 million a year out of its 
$1.45 billion budget to help old 
people.
He then moved an amend­
ment, calling for a $200 guaran­
teed monthly income, free drugs 
and free medical and hospital 
care for persons over 65. .
Attorney-General Leslie Pet­
erson said this amendment was 
out of ordeb on the grounds it 
recommended an expenditure of 
public money, but the . speaker 
ruled It was in order.
“I regret, Mr. Speaker, that 
I must challenge your rultag," 
said Mr. Peterson. w
A vote was taken anr the 
speaker’s ruling was defeated 
33 to 1G-M.li© New Democrats, 
Liberals and the lone Conserva­
tive member voting against the 
government and for the 
speaker.
RARE HAPPENING
It Is only the. third time in 11 
years that the government has 
voted down the spesker, and 
brought immolate cries from
WILLIAM MURRAY 
... a rare defeat <
tlie opposition that the govs,' 
ment was running the hous^ 
like a dictatorship, ■
. Later in the debate, the legls- | 
latlve chamber reverberated 
with catcalls and desk-thumping 
when Deputy Spearker Herb 
Brush (SC — Esqulmalt), who 
was then presiding, ruled that 
an NDP member had no rfalit 
to speak during the debate.
Leo Nlmslck (NDP — Koote­
nay) had seconded the amend­
ment introduced by Mr. Barrett , 
and Mr. Bruch ruled that under 
house rules, a member who 
either moves or seconds an 
amendment motion,- forfeits hla 
right to apeak on . the main 
motion.
Robert Strachan (NDP-Cow- 
Ichan-Malahat) jumped to hla 
feet to protest the ruling. Lib­
eral leader Dr. Pat McGeer also 
jumped Into the fray to defend 
Mr.' Nimslck’a right to speak.
Speaker after speaker rose to 
Seek to theipolnt of -order and 
a mood In tiio house became 
tense. . ■ ■ •
Call Made For Democracy
‘Dt»r Pnnkty0'Brijm Ftntfier 
to your recent M$k... ’
Bandits Set Free 
Mexican Rancher
GUASAVE, Mexico (AP) — A 
wealthy Mexican rancher kid­
napped a week ago waa freed 
Thursday in exchange for a 
8304,000 ransom, his daughter 
said. Guilebaldo Uanea Here­
dia, 68, was exhausted and had 
MOtoach trouble, but apparently 
had suffered nd other injuries.
11
The state of emergency de- .. .................. .................... '........... ............ ...... .. ........................ -...............
clnrcd by the government be-|
enuse of a nationwide strike ot| ' MEVA/C Iki A AAIklll”FE 
coal miners came Into effect at NtWj |N A IVlINIJ I t midnight Thursday night. Under v
wrtiSeme’nte o?c flfijihte “I' Probe Urged For Incredible UIC Mes^*
i? n i ■ ■ a a w imiinv <-nr«l OTTAWA (CP)—New Democrat Leader David Lewis Is 
stonned running'and!Ksaads Bsk,ng Primo Trudeau for a full investigation "into 
nf wnrkprn had to tnuiaw to! incredible mess nt the Unemployment Insurance Com- 
their tabu in miserable winter mission," Mr. Lewis said when the new session ot Parliament 
weather \ WHner begins next week, Mr. Trudeau should have the issue referred.
The central electricity gener-l I*1® Commons labor committee. \
power situation throughout Brit-1 U.S.-Canadian Trade Facts Sought 
■nd thnUt mtehf not bJ^hteto OTTAWA (CP) - Conservative Leader Robert Stanfield
th\ Jd lend demand^wn 1,0 c“I,ed <”» Prime Minister Trudeau to take Canadians Into 
Ifter thibrine made I th« government’s confidence "and give them some straight
Trade and Industry Minister I on 1118 currcn^ trfldc negotiations, with the
John Davies warned that possi-1 Un«®a States.
laid off as factwies To™ Pakistanis Protest Bangladesh Killings
KARACHI (Reuter) - Pakistani workers called a nation-
• r.vin.in nmn mm wide general strike today to protest reported killings of non- 
VANAi>A» liiuii-idJW I jjenga||8 |n Bangladesh, the country's breakaway eastern
New Westminster, I . province, Shops, factories, schools and colleges were to Ims
Vancouver,. ...... .45 ] g|mt down for 24 hours.
Churchill ........................ -19 > ....... . ......-............
Shaking with anger, Mr. 
Strachan shouted: "For God’s 
sake, let’s have some democ­
racy In (his house.”
At this point, the New Demo­
crate, the Liberals arid the .tone 
Conservative began thumping 
and pounding their desks while 
Mr. Bruch attempted to . main­
tain order.
"The first principle of democ­
racy is tliat the house abides by 
tlie speaker,” said Mr. Bruch, 
Ids voice barely audible.
"I’m protesting an unjust 
speaker,,r Mr, Strachan shouted 
bflclc
Mr. Bruch demanded that Mr. 
Strachan ruume fate seat ap<l 
Mr, Strachan refused.
SMASHWTUDENT RALLY
LIMA (Reuter) —Police used 
water cannons and tear gai to 
break up a demonstration by 
about 200 students In atreeta 
around the central Plaza San 
Martin Thursday in this Peru­
vian capital. The students were 
demanding the reinstatement ot 
colleagues expelled' by .authori­
ties of Ban Marcos University.
Speaker William Murray then 
took over the chair again and 
order was restored.
Mr, McGeer rose to charge 
that whnt the government hsd 
done was to force "a unique 
form of closure.”
Mr. Strachan jumped to hla 
feet agaih,
"Tlie next election,” he 
shouted, "will be fought on the 
rules of thia house and democ- 
racy in .this chamber,
Honor For Jesus 
Not Permitted \ 
CAMPINA GJAWOE. BraxII 
(Reuter) - Tlie city council 
turned down a xuggestion by 
one of Ite members Thufaday to 
make Jesus Christ an honorary 
citizen. The council member 
proposed the motion on the 
grounds of Ufa "services ren- 
derod to <h« People of the city” 
in ndrlheast Brazil.
 | Mine Blasts, Gun Battles
Bennett's Heir 'Has To Be Phil' Mark Day In N.lreland
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NAMES IN THE NEWS l'Y-- 1
.j
A Liberal member of the 
British Columbia legislature said 
Thursday ip Victoria .there axe, 
five people in the race for the 
leadership of the Social Credit 
party in B.C. should Premier 
W. A. C. Bennett resign. If and 
when the, Social Credit party 
should allow a new leader to be 
chosen at a leadership conven­
tion, Garde Garden (L-Vancou- 
ver-Point Grey) said Rehabili­
tation Minister Phu Gagla^I 
would win bands down. He 'said 
Mr. Gaglardi would control a 
convention and all the “flying 
circus would come .flying on 
their brooms’’ to vote for Mr. 
Gaglardi.' ’
. Labor Minister James Cbsbot 
announced in Victoria Thursday 
there will be major revisions 
to the Workmen’s Compensation 
Act at this session* of the B£\ 
legislature,' including increases 
in pensions and payments to in­
jured workers. He told the legis­
lature in the budget debate the- 
legislation will result in "tre­
mendous upgrading" of pensions 
for widows and dependents as 
well as additionaL aid to injur­
ed workers throughout the prov­
ince.
David Murray Livingstone, 20, 
of Vancouver Thursday was 
sentenced to 20>years in peni­
tentiary after he pleaded guilty 
to rapipg six women, including 
' two 16-year-oJds and a girl of 
12.
La Prcsse resumed publishing 
in Montreal Thursday while 
executives of the daily and rep­
resentatives of 11 unions signed 
contracts formally ending a la­
bor dispute which had kept,the 
newspaper off news-stands since 
Oct. 27. An editorial signed by 
Pierre Dansereau, president 
and publisher, said' the paper 
had long been regarded as es­
sential to Quebec life. The pa­
per, he said, will make a strong 
effort to fulfil its role in Quebec 
society.
• A 20-year-old Cuban woman 
applied Thursday in Nanaimo to 
enter as a political refugee af­
ter leaving Cuba hidden aboard 
a Greek freighter. Lydia del Rio 
emerged from her hiding place 
on the freighter Dorine Papilios 
Wednesday in Nanaimo and 
was taken to the immigration 
office for an interview.
Konstantinos Issoghos, 29, an 
unemployed laborer, was trans­
ferred Thursday to Richmond
PHILGAGLARDI 
... a iure thing
by the Feb/ 10 deadUne be had 
set. Dr. Max Euwe insisted the 
match between world champion 
Boris Spassky of the Soviet Un­
ion and his challenger, Ameri­
can grand master Robert Fis­
cher, still would start about 
June 25. He said the Soviet and 
American chess federations also 
Were unable to agree on the site 
of the match. Spassky favors 
Iceland, 'and Fischer prefers 
-Belgrade. Euwe’s decision about 
the site was expected in a few 
days.
The ItaUan Christian Demo­
cratic party, refused today in 
Rome to endorse' the wide­
spread demand - for an' early 
general election and instead 
asked Giulio Andreotti to try 
'again to form Italy’s 33rd post­
war government. The decision 
of the dominant party came at 
the end of a stormy eight-hour 
meeting of its directors?
by RCMP following his arrest! 
in Powell River, B.C., on a 
charge of attempting to extort 
$200,000 from CP Air. Issoghos 
\vas arrested Wednesday bight 
at his home in Powell River, 
about- 80 thiles north of Vancou­
ver, following a five-day police 
investigation -into a bomb 
threat against the airline Fri­
day. He was to appear in court 
today.
Labor Minister James Chabot 
lashed out at the federal gov­
ernment Thursday for hiring 
Pierre Valtieres, described at 
one time as a leader of the 
Front de Liberation du Quebec, 
to work on a winter works pro­
ject in Quebec. Mr. Chabot told 
the legislature in Victoria the 
hiring, announced last week; 
was a political move by the fed­
eral government to gain separ­
atist votes in the province. Val- 
lieres was hired as coordinator 
of a 20-week winter works pro- 
conditions . of low-income work- 
ject in Mont Laurier to study 
ers in the area.
The president of the Interna­
tional Chess Federation an­
nounced .in Amsterdam Thurs­
day that the contenders in the 
Spassky-Fischer championship 
match failed to agree on where 
the contest should take place
wil be no new negotiations If 
the proposed independence set­
tlement between the Rhodesian 
government and Britain failsto 
go through.
A body found by hikers-in the 
bush on Eagle Mountain near 
Port Coquitlam has been iden­
tified by RCMP as Graeme K. 
D. Smith of the Haney area. 
Police said the death apparent­
ly occurred in October. Cause 
of death was not known.
Chrysler .Corp, reported today 
in Detroit a profit of $83.7 mil­
lion in 1971, compared with a 
loss of $7.6 million in 1970, and 
said its sales of $8 billion Were 
a company record for any year.
Marshal Nikolai L Krylov, a 
soldier who fought in the Com­
munist revolution and- rose to 
command Russia’s nuclear mis­
sile forces, is dead at the age 
of 68, Tass reported Thursday.
John James Dunning, 34, Wed­
nesday was sentenced in Kam­
loops to two years on a reduced 
charge of wounding with intent 
in connection with an Oct. 6 
shooting incident. Mr. Justice 
D. R. Vcrchere also. gave Dun­
ning a suspended . sentence 
when he was found guilty of 
possession of a firearm for a 
purpose dangerous to the public 
peace after the shooting -of 
Larry Fitger of Kamloops, who 
was wounded in both legs.
Angela Crippin, 78, of Van­
couver died Thursday in hospi­
tal from injuries received in a 
three-car collision Jan. 30 in 
the city.
North Vancouver Mayor Tom 
Reid was in fair condition in 
hospital Thursday after suffer­
ing a heart attack. The 48-year- 
old mayor suffered the attack 
Wednesday near city hall and
was assisted to hospital 
passing motorist.
Prime Minister Ian 
said today in Salisbury




PENTICTON (CP) — Bill 
Mitchell, a retired Canadian 
Army major who served with 
the Black Watch regiment, has 
been appointed Interior director 
of the British ■ Columbia-Yukon 
region of the Canadian Red 
Cross. He had previously been 
in charge of blood service for 
the region.
PICKET UIC OFFICE ■
PRINCE GEORGE (CP) - 
Six members of the United 
Steelworkers picketed the Un­
employment Insurance Commis­
sion office here Thursday, pro­
testing delays in receiving sick 
benefit cheques. Camille Le­
mire, vice-president of Local 
959, said some men wait up to 
11 weeks to receive payment. 
A UIC program started last fall 
provides up to $100 a week to 
workers sick or injured outside 
the job and payments continue 
tor up to: 15 weeks.
GAS LINE BURSTS
KAMLOOPS (CP) -r- Twenty 
workmen escaped with only 
minor irritation Thursday after 
after a chlorine gas line rup­
tured at the Weyerhaueser Can­
ada Ltd. pulp mill at nearby
mine presumably planted by the 
Irish’Republican Army blew up 
a British Army jeep near the 
border ^Thursday night, kilting 
two British soldiers. And in Bel­
fast a-gunman shot Wednesday 
night in a fight with police died 
in a hospital.
This raised the4 death toll to 
243 in Northern Ireland’s reli­
gious-political warfare, includ­
ing 37 this year.
Bomb* also exploded in down­
town Belfast smd in the. centre 
of Armagh. British troops skir­
mished with bands of youths in 
CoatislaniL No casualties were 
reported in these incidents;
• The British cabinet Was re­
ported weighing .a proposal for 
new peace talks between lead­
ers of Northern'Ireland's Prot­
estant majority and the Itoman 
Catholic minority.
WON’T JOIN IN
But the titular leader of the 
Protestants, Ulster Prime Min­
ister Brian Faulkner, took a
hard.Une toward the.only thing 
that might bring the CathoUcs 
to the table—relaxation of the 
internment without trial of sus­
pected IRA guerrillas. .
The Catholics and their repre­
sentatives in the Ulster parlia­
ment, the Social Democrats and 
Labor party, have vowed not to 
participate in any-talks until in­
ternment is ended; The'British 
cabinet is reported to agree that 
internment must continue in 
fqrce. but “we think we can 
tinker with it a bit*' by allowing 
this release or trial of minor and 
political offenders, one official 
in London j. .
Faulkner did not make clear 
how much tinkermg.be '’ould 
agree to. But he' told arally of 
his 'governing Unionist party: 
“It will be utterly wrong to let 
the internment issue become a 
political bargaining counter. It 
would clearly be quite wrong 
and irresponsible’to release dan- 
: gerous men in circumstances 
■ where they would simply re- 
i sume terrorist activity.”
19 Escape 
OhioJail
CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP) - 
Nineteen men sawed their way 
out of the- Warrensville work­
house and escaped, prison offi­
cials said today. <
'The men cut through bars in 
a gymnasium, climbed onto a 
roof, dropped 24 feet to the 
ground and made what author!-
ties believe was the largest 
mass escape in the Institution’s 
history.
One . prisoner was captured 
soon after the break Thursday 
night and two others were W •







during a bed check.
Wqrkhouse commissioner 
Kenneth Cooley said 16 of the 
prisoners were awaiting trial on 
felony charges and the other* 






Submitted by^r Pemberton Securities Ltd.
1654 FJlis St, :
SAULNIER INQUIRY
Policeman 'Was Punished'
For Finding Pay-Off List
FLYING TO EUROPE?
Charter Flights or Excursion
Fares -we book both!
Before you decide, call us for full comparative* 
information on Trans-Atlantic Travel.
Be sure of the best arrangements — book through 
people you know and trust. ,
FOUR SEASONS TRAVEL
■ 11 Shops Capri Phone 763*5124
TORONTO (CP) — Industrial 
Issues on the Toronto stock 
ma r k e t ihoved fractionally 
lower as prices in most 'sectors 
posted fractional declines in 
moderately active mid-mornihg 
jading today.
The industrial index was down 
.66 to 197.69, base metals .18 to 
86.11 and western oils .86 Ato 
217.78. Golds registered the. only 
. advance, gaining .61 to 177.78.' '
Volume by JLa.m. was 
; 858,000 shares, compared with 
: 742,000 at the same time yester-
Decline? Outnumbered ad­
vances 139 to 1Q9 with 202 issues 
unchanged.
Industrial, mining, oil refining, 
beverages, general manufactur- 
ing and utilities moved lower. 
; Real • estate, construction xand 
' material and chemicals were 
fractionally Higher, e.
Imperial OU lost %' to .$31, 
Inco % to $32%', La Luz 50 cents 
to $4, Numac % to $14%, and 
Lake Ontario Cement fjve cents 
to $3.60. ,
Laidlaw Motorways dropped 
% to $17, Trans-Canada Pipe 
Lincs % ,to $40%, Bow Valley % 
to $29% and Bank Canadian Na­










Tor. Dom. Bank* 
Trans. Can. Pipe 
Trans. Mtn. Pipe 
Hiram Walker 
Weldwood, 









































VANCOUVER (CP) Prices 
were up in active-opening trad­
ing on tiie Vancouver Stock 
Exchange today. First-hour vol­
ume was 1,160,995 shares.
Among industrials, Q Broad­
casting was up .75 nt $7.75 on a 
■ volume of 9,400 shares.
, In the ( oils, Futurity was up 



































































































Mission Flats. A company 
spokesman said the men were 
released within an hour after 
being admitted to the emer­
gency ward of Royal Inland 
Hospital. He said the rupture 
was sealed three minutes after 
it occurred when an employee 
entered the area with a respira­
tor. He described it as a natural 
riipture—“there was no bang or 
anything, it just happened.”
LAUNCHES ACTION
VANCOUVER (CP)— Lawyer 
James M. Poyner launched a 
British Columbia Supreme 
Court damage action Thursday 
against Horizon Publications 
Ltd. for alleged libel. Mr. Poy­
ner claims he was libelled in a 
front-page story of the firm’s 
weekly North Vancouver news­
paper, The Citizen.-
■ BODY FOUND
MONTREAL (CP) — A Mont­
real police constable told the 
Quebec Police Commission 
Hearing , he- had been pun­
ished' for finding a “payoff list” 
containing the name of Jacques 
Saulnier, now Montreal’s police 
chief., .
, Constable Leo Villeneuve, 32, 
testified4 at: the commission’s in­
quiry Into Mr. Saulnier’s con­
duct that, he had-.'found the list 
NoV? 8;« 1966, vyhile an officer in 
the morality squad, then under 
Mr.'Saulnier’s, command. ;
Constable Villeneuve, , a 13- 
year veteran of the force, said 
the list was among ^ docu­
ments concerning Mr. -Saul­
nier’s conduct that he had 
turned over to Jean-Paul Gil­
bert, then chief of the Montreal 
force.
“Nothing was done, and I was 
the only one to be punished; I 
was transferred.” 
EXPLAINED MOVE
Earlier in the inquiry, now in 
its third week, the commission 
was told that Constable Ville­
neuve, and three of his col­
leagues had all been shifted out 
of the morality squad Nov. 18, 
1966.
The other men were Lieut.
Emile Ducharme, Constable 
Rolland Clermont and Constable 
Denis Couture. ' <. ;
In his testimony last week, 
Mr. Gilbert said the quartet was 
transferred because their con­
stant, investigations into Mr. 
Saulnier’s activities made it 
“impossible for the morality 
squad to function."
The four men had compiled 
reports and documents concern­
ing events which took place 
while Mr, Saulnier headed the 
squad between 1963 and 1967. 
Mr. Saulnier was appointed po­
lice chief last. April.
Constable Villeneuve' .said 
Wednesday he had gone to Mr. 
Saulnier’s office, on the day of 
his transfer add had demanded 
an explanation.
“Mr. Saulnier would only say i 
that I had done him a great 
deal of harm," he said.
Constable Villeneuve identi­
fied the person who drafted the 
“payoff” list but Judge Ludovic 
Laperriere banned publiation 
of the name. He did not say 
where the list was discovered.
The constable also said that 
until he saw the; list he had 
never suspected Mr. Saulnier of 
accepting bribes.
LIGHT'S TRAVEL SERVICE LTD.







































Alta. Gas Trunk 54
Alcan 10%
Bank of Montreal 22%
Bank of N.S. 
Bell Canada •. 
Bow Valley • 1 
B.C. Telephone 
; Cdn. Imp, Bank






































6.951 BOSTON BAR (CP) — The 
i body of William Charlie; ■■ 40, 
•88| was found Thursday in a house 









































Western. Sto Silver .10
FUNDS
eight miles north of this Fraser 
Canyon community. RCMP are











Toronto Police In Danger 
During 'Kosygin Rioting'
Pursuant to an amendment to the 
“Council Procedure By-Law, 1965, No. 
2722” passed by Council February 7th, 
1972, regular meetings of the Municipal 
Council of the City of Kelowna will'.be 
held on the First, Third and Fifth Monday® 
of each month commencing at 7:30 P.M. 
except when a regular scheduled Council 
meeting falls on a Public Hpliday. This new 
schedule of Council meetings will come into 
effect February 8th, 1972 and all Council 
meetings will be held in the Council Cham­


























































































Int'l. Utilities 49 
Intcrprov. Pipe 
Inter. Steel A Pipe 9 























































































La rgeit "selection'' of" Fabrica 
in the valley. Custom made 
swage and covered valances.






































WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
United States government says 
reports of infection outbreaks 
have more than doubled within 
the last week in hospital nurser­
ies no longer bathing babies 
with the germ-fighting hexach- 
lorophcne.
The National Centre toy Dis­
ease Control in Atlanta said it 
has received reports of 166 
cases of staphylococcal infec­
tion in 24 nurseries nt 33 hospi­
tals and is investigating eight 
additional reports of outbreaks.
Most cases involve minor skin 
diseases and no fatalities have 
been reported, the report said, 
but most of the bacterial infec­
tions have been resistant to pen­
icillin and “resistance to other 
antibiotics has been found in 
some cases."
None of the batcrla, however, 
have been reported resistant to 
a relatively new wonder drug, 
methicillin, the report said,
AfteC the Food and Drug Ad­
ministration publicly warned 
dotor.i and hospitals on Dec. 8 
not to use three-per-cent hex- 
achlorophene solutions for rou­
tine total body bathing of in­
fants and adults, the Atlanta 
agency asked state health de­
partments to report promptly 
any outbreaks of staph Infec­
tions.
TORONTO (CP) — Policemen 
attempting arrests at an anti- 
Soviet rally last October faced 
personal danger until after 
mounted police moved in to 
quell the crowd, an intelligence 
officer testified Thursday.
“Kelt they would get me so I 
got but,” said Detective Donald 
Bradbury of the Metropolitan 
Toronto police.’ ।
He was testifying before an 
inquiry into events outside the 
Ontario Science Centre when 
mounted police rode into a 
crowd of about 3,000 demonstra­
tors protesting against Soviet 
Premier Alexei Kosygin’s visit 
here Oct. 25.
■ "The crowd was so hostile,” 
Diet. Bradbury said that had 
police officers been sent in 
“they could have been killed."
*Hc said members of the Ed­
mund Burke Society and Jewish
Defence League recognized him 
when he was attempting to iden­
tify agitators.
They started felling "Get the 
pigs,” he said, and he went to 
tell his ' inspector “we could 
pretty well expect trouble' any 
time now.” '
Constable, Malcolm Donald­
son,. a community relation?'offi­
cer, said there were about; six 
men in the crowd trying unsuc­
cessfully to ' persuade' demon­
strators not to throw, things at 
the police.
FORESAW RIOT
"I felt there was going to be a 
riot. . . . It would almost have 
been an attempted silicide if I 
tried to arrest'anyone.” .
Other policemen testified that 
youths were blqwing smoke and 
ashes into policemen’s faces 
along the line and that two men 
tried to pull a mounted officer 
off his horse, ' v
MOVIE NIU«M* GUIDE
DC AA CARD CD — rHE WINTER OF< *72 
KCIVICIVIDCK THE SUMMER OF '42
ARobertMulligan/RichardA.Roth
Production








Show Times 7 and 9 p.m. — Adult Enter. 
WARNING A lot of swearing.
R. McDonald, B.C. Director
...........................................  ' ■——■
. SATURDAY & SUNDAY
CHILDRENS MATINEES
HAPPINESS IS
The 5:00 o'clock Club 
“A swinging way to end the Day” 
SPECIALTY OF THE HOUSE
Broiled Odd Ball, 50c to 2.25
"SING ALONG WITH LOVIE" 
No cover charge 5 Io 9 pjm, 
Tuesday to Saturday inclusive 




326 MAGK HUCKS LIGHT 
IKE SCREEH AS SIHDBAD 
HGinS INE EVIL 
ELCARIMI
M’ i;,.
12 noon -1:30 p.m. Monday - Friday : J-
Now at the KoKo Club
h S3
/ ENTERTAINING NIGHTLY 
Wally Zayonce and l|ie Canadian Pariflc 
, plirn ■ , ,
“Suzzctle Monique** and “Tops” Harris




For 1 Week Only
“SUZZETTE 
MONIQUE”
® Stripper • Spanish 
Novelty f © Cowboy Nov­
elty © French Waitress 




• M.C, © Comedian 
• Pantomime © Comedy 
© Singer © Tap Dancer 
© Plays Bongos and
- Congo*
Phone 2-2956 or 3-3407
KOKO CLUB
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Serving Kelowna — 
Fvery Day at 
261 Dorna rd A vc. 762-3111





Mayor Hilbert Roth, even 
with help from Mrs. Edgidio 
Orsi, first vice-president of 
Senior Citizens Centennial, 
Club 76, finds the turf a little 
. hard for the official sod-turn­
ing for the proposed new ac-
MAYOR ASSISTED IN SOD TURNING
tivity centre for elderly citi- Thursday. Construction of the Arajs, will have an area of
zens immediately north of the $143,508 one-storey brick and about 6,000 • square feet en-
• Kelowna Yacht Club. About 25 beam building is expected to compassing one main room
people, including Aid. W. J. begin Monday, with comple­
tion some time in the fall orC. Kane and various senior
plus, several smaller activity 
rooms. The project is part pf 
the city’s waterfront face-lift-.citizen group officials, attend- late August. The structure, 
ed the civic ceremonies designed by Hartley and ing.—(Courier Photo)
January Was Not As Cold Seven Apply 
As Same Period Last Year
January this year in the city 
had more snow but not quite 
as cold as the same period in 
1971.
Weather office statistics show 
a precipitation of 18.1 inches, 
14.7 inches of which was snow 
J^for the comparison month in 
' 1971 compared with 24.2 inches 
of snow for January this year. 
Or an increase of 9.5 inches.
Mean, maximums and mini-
mums last month were 26.5 
and 11 with an average of 18.7 
degrees, compared with 32, 21 
and 27 respectively for the 
same categories in 1971.
Highest daytime tempera­
ture during January, 1972 was 
45 above on the eighth day of 
the month and 12 below on the 
27th day, compared with 48 
and one below for the same 
period in 1971.
Since October, a record 101.4 
inches of the white stuff has
fallen on the city, 51.3 inches
With CUSO
Seven Kelowna persons
Bar Sales At Yacht Club
Down $5,000 Last Year
R. .Outside competition is con-1 $57,171 in 1970 to $52,116 dur- 
tinuing to eat into the bar sales ing 1971, 
of tlie Kelowna YachtQub, in- jjr. Webster also noted the 
currrng a drop of $5,000 last club has lost $i,200 during the
year.
Reporting to the 26th annual
general meeting Wednesday, di­
rector Lindsay Webster said if 
the “trend” continued during 
1972, the club may be forced 
to “curtail services” or increase 
prices. Bar sales dropped from
*.. Cloud
Tomorrow is expected to be 
mainly cloudy, with a high of 
38 degrees. The low tonight is 
forecast as 28 degrees. Thurs­
day temperatures ranged be­
tween 25-38 degrees in the city, 
23-35 degrees at the airpprt.
$250 DAMAGE
An estimated $250 damage re- 
w suited in a minor motor vehicle 
^ accident Thursday morning at 
the corner of Harvey Avenue 
and Burtch Road, between cars 
driven by Glenn Farough,. of 
Rutland, and Gary Llpsett, of 
Kelowna. There were no injur­
ies.
FILING TIPS
CITY PAGE $gns Provet* ^nsuccess^
Friday, February 11, 1972 Page 3 Enforce Law Says Macklin
Motel Zoning 
Again Rejected
If the Ponderosa Motel can­
not be in one zone where motels : 
are allowed, it should be in an- i 
other, according to aidermen.
The motel, at 1864 Harvey 
Ave., is in a residential zone. 
As a legal non-conforming Use; 
it cannot get .major structural 
alterations without the zone be­
ing changed.
Owpers Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Jackson applied last month for 
the area to be rezoned so they 
could improve the property. 
Council denied their wish for a 
particular zone, but asked city 
administrator D. B. Herbert to 
report on the matter.
Mr. Herbert said the motel 
did not conform to requirements 
for the zone asked.
City building inspector W. L. 
Conn said that, if the buildings 
were moved, they could be in 
another zone.
The area was zoned residen­
tial before it came into the city, 
Mayor Hilbert Roth pointed out.
Aid. Richard Stewart com­
mented he asked for the report 
so the problem could be reme­
died. Mr. Jackson said other 
city motels are in the same 
situation.
— - I V AXVIUHIIU MV1OU11O helve
alone during December, 1971, applied to serve developing 
and 24.2 inches during January countries with Canadian Uni- 
1972. To date, February has versity Service Overseas, it was 
escaped lightly with .08 inches reported Wednesday. Names 
of snow. I will only be released if they
The balance of the winter’s are accepted.
snowfall, 25.1 inches, fell dur-1 , B.C. regional co-ordinator 
ing October and November, Michael Wicks, Vancouver, 
1971. visited the Okanagan this week
Regatta month of August last 
year.
On the bright side, the club 
managed to stay within its en­
tertainment budget of $7,180, re­
ported Kenneth Cooper, who 
said expenditures during 1971 
totalled $6,809. He added he felt 
the entertainment committee 
had “accomplished its objec­
tives? and pleased 95 per cent 
of the membership. He also 
urged members ’to be “interest­
ed and active” in the club with 
increased participation.
Relative to this, Ross Lander 
reported a total membership of 
767, including 94 new faces.
Other agenda business includ­
ed approval of an amendment 
to the club’s constitution stipu­
lating membership fees be paid 
three months in advance of Jan. 
1 of each year, and a penalty 
of 15 per cent of outstanding 
dues be levied to members who 
have not complied. Members 
who did not pay in advance of 
the designated time would also 
be < dropped from the club’s 
membership list.
The following is a list of to meet people wishing to serve, 
highs, lows and precipitation He was at the Canada Man­
power Centre on Queensway 
Avenue.
CUSO started 10 years ago 
purely for people who had at­
tended university. Now people 
| with Grade 12 and technical 
I certificates . are considered.
With more than 1,200 people 
working in about 40 countries, 
this is the largest private Can­
adian agency making skilled 
(people available for overseas 
duty. It started with only 17 
people in four countries. More 
than 3,700 people have worked 
for CUSO. ■
for January this year.
Date High Low Prec.
1 37 18
2 34 25
3 25 4 .08
4 28 16 .01
5 35 23 ' trace
6 31 21 .06
7 35 20 .22
8 45 18 .03
9 39 30
10 34 19 .84
11 35 22 .04
12 25 5
13 14 -4
.14 27 8 .31
15 32 9
16 36 12 .04
17 40 24
18 22 2 .50
19 34 19 .06
20 24 19 .03
21 39 15
22 44 22 .04
23 26 21 .01
24 11 4
25 6 -4 trace
26 1 -11 trace
27 1 -12 trace
28 8 -10 .02
29 13 4 trace
30 18 -5 .09
31 20 5 .03
Highway 
Report
Using good winter tires
You And Your Taxes
Having problems with those 
Irritating income tax forms?
The Courier will attempt to 
•ns zer some of your most ask­
ed questions through the Pen­
ticton branch of the National 
■^Revenue through this series of 
MLrilclea.
» The follotring tax tips, deal 
P^wlih Income problems.
Question—My wife and I have 
a joint bank account. The pay. 
ments into the bank , account 
are made by me since my wife 
has no private income of her 
own. ITto T5 slips are made out 
■taUin our joint names. Should I 
MTitlll report the interest income 
on my tux return, including it 
with my income?
Answer—All of the bank' in­
terest must be reported as 
your Income since your wife’s 
share of the money on deposit 
. came from you.
Question—1 changed jobs last 
year and received a lump sum 
payment from my previous em­
ployer’s pension plan. I know 
tills money can be taxed at, a 
reduced i\utc but I do not know 
how to calculate this rate of 
|a?\. What! should I do, •
Answer-—When filing your
Setting unauthorized foot on 
school property can lead to court 
action under the criminal code.
Trustees of School District 23 
(Central Okanagan) are consid­
ering just that kind of safe­
guard against increasing inci­
dences, of trespassing in some 
i schools.
Cases of people in, and on
removing the posted notices 
“quickly”. He favored enforce­
ment under the criminal code 
since it carried mure weight.
। school grounds “when they have
Council repeated its decision no business being there," were 
not to grant the suggested zon-1 described by secretary-treasur­
ing, but suggested Mr. Jackson er, Fred Macklin as a problem 
confer with Mr. Conn about the for principals.
other zone. He told the regular meeting
Three readings were given to of the board some trespassers 
matters approved at zoning were “rude" when asked to
hearings. leave.
OTHER ZONING Informed of the situation in
The first will amend the zon- a letter from Mr. Macklin, 
ing bylaw to designate land on RCMP Staff Sgt. Kenneth Attree 
the south side of .the 1200 block agreed, affected schools be post­
Sutherland Avenue for develop- ed with no trespassing signs, 
ment. If the fourth reading but attached sections of the 
passes, two developers will en- criminal code which would be 
ter into a land use contract to applicable in such instances, 
build two apartments. Mr. Macklin added the use of
The second is for amendments trespass signs by the board was 
to the zoning bylaw to reduce not new and had been tried pre- 
the front yard setback in a com-1 viously without success, since 
mercial zone for dwellings, offenders had a penchant for 
regulate car washing establish-!
M1SCONCEPTION
Mr. Macklin described as a 
"misconception" the popular be­
lief that school property was 
"public property," adding such 
real estate was “given into the 
hands of trustees" who set the 
rules which people had to “abide 
by”. School principals, he said, 
had the authority to request un­
authorized persons to leave 
school property or facilities, un­
der the criminal code.
Willing to pursue the matter, 
chairman T. R. Carter, sug­
gested the board investigate the 
matter of costs.
Gordon Johnson suggested if 
the board was going to post, 
anything that it be “perma­
nent," which prompted Mr. 
Macklin to observe posted dec- 
1 larations "seem to attract peo- 
; pie”, who had a fascination to 
"get rid of "the offending sign.
The board agreed to look into 
• the matter further.
SEEN and HEARD
ments, change the zoning of al _ B
E’TslSpis School Rentals Unchanged 
use zone. **
frSTJ'nn Str^t For ^Ond time in two
weeks, trustees of School Dis- from single and double family _residential to community com- Okanagan)
mercial-low rise. Mr. and Mrs. h.ave faf:e<1 requests for conces- 
R. Gemin plan to build a new S1™S of. sch°?1 r®ntal f®es- . 
delicatessen and living space. , ^1.Vr,sda^’.,die board decided 
to stick to its guns and inform 
■ the Oceola Arts Council the 
rental tab for use of George 
Elliot Secondary School still
Gordon Johnson suggested 
the council might investigate 
space at Winfield and Memorial 
Halls and was not sympathetic 
to the request for rental con­
cessions from the board.
Chairman Carter said the 
board could not rent school fac­
ilities below the board’s “break-
stands at $200.
Secretary-treasurer, Fred 





board had previously incurred.
Anyone wanting additional in- on their cars when they finished the rental fee was more than 
| they could pay. He added theformation not contained in the 
Courier’s running tax tips col­
umn, is asked to contact the 
Penticton branch of National 
Revenue.
Winners of the regular week­
ly cribbage session at the Kel­
owna Yacht Club on Thursday 
night were: 1. Robert Clements, 
2. Kenneth Cooper, 3. Russ Cor- 
docedo.
Four Kelowna area students, 
Dennis Duffey, of 655 Roanoke 
Ave., Holly Wills, of Peachland, 
Aven Wakefield and Louise 
Hrischuk, both of Westbank, 
have received honorable men­
tions in a student writing con­
test sponsored by Canada Per­
manent Trust Compan y. 
Throughout the province, there 
were three c h winners and 28 
participants .,ho received hon­
orable mentions.
games.
organization had the “same
For anyone interested in tra- feelinS” as some who wanted to 
vel there will be a special film use school facilities for free or 
on. Europe and- Great Britain a,r?5re ^en su<; said °?e 
shown at the Capri, Feb. 14 at th« ma]°r Problems was the 
8 p.m. There is no admission shortage of custodial manpow-





Chairman T. R. Carter asked 
what the $200 fee involved, and 
was told it applied to one-day’s
use of the school with a break­
down involving $51; for actual 
fee, $40 for use of the gymna- 
I sium and $120 for custodial 
I services.
or
chains is still urged by the B.C.
highways department. Follow- 
! ing conditions were reported at 
1 8:30 a.m. today:
! I Fraser Canyon, mixed rain 
and snow, men arid ■ equipment
! working in slide areas.
Cache Creek-Kamloops, bare, 
. wet sections.
Listed below is a rundown on Kamloops-Revclstoke, mostly 
the highs, lows and precipitation bare and dry, watch for frost 
for January from 1962 through heaves.
1972. Rogers Pass, seven inches
■ new snow, plowing, sanding.:
Allison Pass, one to five in­
ches new snow, plowing, sand-
Tender closing date for addi­
tions to the new $341,680 Rut­
land Secondary School is March 
8 at 4 p.m., trustees of School 
District 23 (Central Okanagan) 
confirmed at its regular meet? 
ing Thursday. The additions en­
compass four classrooms, with 
construction expected in early 
April for completion by Sep­
tember,
worth of custodial ex­$6,000 _______ _______
penses for various school func-, 
tions and hadn’t yet "recover-
ed” that sum by "any means.” 
He suggested the board was 
“not in competition” with other 
community facilities and felt 
the arts council request might 
come under the adult education 
program.
A motion by Mr. Johnson in­
forming the council the $200 
fee still stands, was approved. 
He suggested the group be ad-, 
vised to check available facil­
ities mentioned. ’
JS? Youth Must Have Fling
round, British Columbia farm-]
Officials of the B.C. Curling 
Association apparently did not 
order enough parking permits 
for the playdowns here, and 
did not ask for more when the 
permits ran out. As a result, 
some curlers haVe found tickets
on the line “Total Tax deduct­
ed per information slips," the 
total amount of your tax deduc­
tions including the amount de­
ducted from the lump sum pay­
ment as shown on the T4A slip. 
There probably will be a delay 
in processing your return.
Question—I purchased bonds 
in my son’s name. For tax pur­
poses is the interest on the 
bonds his income? Or is it my 
income and if so must I report 
it on my return?
Answer—Any Interest Income 
from the bonds should be re­
ported as your income as long 
as your son la under 19 years of 
age.
Question—I won a cash prize 
for a suggestion I made to my 
employer last - year. Is this 
money taxablc? If it is taxable 
where do I enter it on my in­
come tax return?
Answer—Yes, this award 
would be considered to be re- 
lated to your employment and 
docs form part, of your income 
and would be subject to Income 
tax. Enter it On your form in 
the section marked) “Other’In­
come" and specify the source 
of this Income. ;
Question—Last year my uncle 
died and in his will left me sev­
eral thousand dollars. Is this 
money 1 inherited taxable as 
income?
Year -High Low Prec.
1962 46 -7 2.38
1963 no report
1964 46 13 13.6
1965 47 4 18.10
1966 49 7 12.20
1967, 49 17 10.20
1968 51 5 4.3
1069 ; 36 -13 16.10
1070 45 1 20.9
1971 48 -1 18.1




Osoyoos-Grand Forks, mostly 
bare and dry, slippery parts, 
sanded.
Salma-Creston, 75 per cent 
barf), slippery areas, sanded.
Dluebcrry-Paulson, black ice, 
sanding, men and equipment 
working at summit.
Highway 33, mostly bare,Kainuma HI PFIlVlyVlIK* Wf Ll compact sections, sanded.
Monnshee, mostly bore, slip­
pery parts, sanding.
Highway 97, bare, good.
Yellowhead Route (Kamloops- 
Jasper), one to three Inches 
new snow, plowing, sanding.
Negotiations 
Have Started
Negotiations have started be- A|(p|'||ind
tween the city and Local 338, ■■vuua
Canadian Union of Public Em- L n
ployces, representing some 170 KACrilA
members. The union Is seeking *** '
n two-year contract to replace Wilfred Akerlund was elected 
the one which expired Dec. 31. president of the Kelowna Search 
Terms have been extended until and Rescue branch of the Kcl-
Sea Cadets Start 
Recruiting Drive
The Royal Canadian Sea Ca­
dets are making their last re­
cruiting drive for the spring 
training program.
Established in Kelowna 48 
years, the group offers trail­
ing in citizenship and boating 
for boys wljo were at least 12 
years old Sept. 1. The maximum 
age is 18.
“The corps Is well equipped 
for training, and can boast an 
above average standing com­
pared to other B.C. corps," re­
ported Capt. G. D. Poitras, com­
manding officer.
Parades are at 7 p.m. Mon­
days in the armory on Richter 
Street pt Lawrence Avenue. 
Transportation Is provided to 
and from places outside the 
city.
SUNNYVALE?
a new one Is reached. bwna Fire Department at its
returi) you should attach a note 
to your return requesting that 
ihe Department apply the pro­
visions of Section 36 »f the In­
come Tax Act to your lump 
turn payment, Also attach the 
Ti \ slip on which that payment 
la 'reported. Complete your fe- 
liurn ns fat ns tl>e "Taxable 
Income” figure but do not in- 
.-hide the' huhp sum payment... .......... ...... 
at your income. Do not make inhoritedl the money would be 
any tax calculation, but enter I taxable as part of your income.
Answer. No. Money is not 
subject to Income tax. However, 
If there were Investments in­
volved, any Investment income 
received or'credited after you
Local president Ken Preston, ™al ’ncetln« Thursday. Mr. 
city'traffic officer, sold the first Akcrhmd succeeds Rex Utz- 
meeting w»s simply' to “lay the 8crn*(* *n P0}1^ 
ground rules. There was excel- Heading the vice-presidency 
lent cooperation between union position Is Jerry Redllch, with 
and management.” Gerry Sheley elected sccrctary-
Rcprescntlng the union arQ treasurer. Directors named were 
Mr. Preston, Alfred Lnface, Lrnn^s Bfockman ,and Hugo 
public works; Willliun Allen; p“l0r‘c- 
and Richard Jones, public Mr. Fitzgcmld, In his report 
works. Negotiating for the city of the year's activities, noted 
arc R. S. S. Wilson, negotiator the branch had participated in 
for the Okanagan Mnhilinc 1« search alerts involving 149 
Municipal Association, and D. men, 34 vehicles, 30 radios. 
B. Herbert, city administrator. fo“>’ snow machines and two
Mr. Preston replaced Pctcr aircraft for a total manhour 
Cook, engineering department, Icount 511 'lour».
as head of the focal. Qtlier of- During the year, members 
fleers are Joe Welder, public were Involved In training 
works, vice-president; Thelma courses on first aid, compasi 
Young, engineering, secretary; and map rending, and genera 
Keith Skinner, engineering, outdoor Instruction relative to 
treasurer; Sam Krcigcr, public search procedures.' 
works. scrRcnnt-at-arpis; Bren- Plans were also finalized for 
da Johnson and Robin Luxmbre, I an anntisi banquet and dance 
engineering, trustees. | scheduled March 4.
ers enjoy the highest per capita '• ■' 
income in Canada, says Agri- Youth must have its fling, 
culture Minister, Cyril Shelford, and the only thing to do is pick 
He told the B.C. legislature, up the pieces and repair the 
Thursday the agriculture indus- damages.
try in the province “couldn’t That’s how trustees of School 
be better,” and that its citizens District 23 (Central Okanagan) 
enjoyed the lowest food costs in feel about student semi-destruc- 
the world. tion of a partition at Rutland
As Mr. Shelford outlined the Secondary School.
state of various agricultural in- Admitting to increasing incl- 
dustnes in the province, he was dences of damage to school 
interrupted by Social Credit prOperty, secretary-treasurer, 
rnnA°iiVerih^+ke Mla>.Herb Fred Macklin, said he had no
Xsr ST’ojS “™ers *°the
Sd'hefo." “U0 °dWrtlsl"4 “I don't ihlnk people know
The Capozzi family sold its
Catena Wines operation last 111 /"Al IDT
year for $10 million to an Am- I IM WUIVI
erican firm. ’ '
Mr. Shelford replied the grape • Joseph Ronald Schmidt, of 
business was "holding its own." Kelowna, was fined $300 and
The $200,000 provided in the prohibited from driving for one 
budget for the “buy B.C.-grown month> after Plead‘nS 8uUty 
products” would be of enormous Impaired driving, 
aid to the provincial producers, —
the minister said. He ialso pre- Roland John Leadley, of Kel- 
dictedthe $25 million green belt owna, was remanded without 
fund announced by Premier plea to Feb. 22, charged with 
Bennett in the budget speech attempting to steal money from 
last week would be "a history- the Wood Lake Marina. The ac- 
making program” which school cuscd elected trial by judge 
children will read about in his- without a jury, and will appear 
tory. I with two other men, Jarties
how much damage there is to 
schools,” he added.
Blaming destructive practices 
by students on the foibles of 
humanity, district school sup­
erintendent, F. J. Orme, said 
educators had long known if a 
mark was not removed from a 
wall or other surface within a 
short time it would encourage 
“more marks.”
; He added the object of dam­
age in question was a partition 
situated in the locker-room sec­
tion of the school, which made 
it more vulnerable to student 
defacement.
Mr. Orme added the boar ! 
could prosecute parents of of­
fenders if they could be appre­
hended, which the board had 
done several times in the past, 
informed Mr. Macklin.
Chairman T. R. Carter, sug­
gested the damage be repaired 




“ Cyril Squarebriggs and Joseph 
Owen Berg at a preliminary 
hearing into charges arising 
from the same incident, which 
occurred Jan. 20.Empty Handed .
, Raymond Larsen, of Kelow- 
Thlevos escaped empty-hand- na wns rcmnnded without plea 
ed following an overnight break- m Feb, i8, charged with 1m- 
In at Mervyn’s Gulf Station on paired driving.
Glenmore Street.
Although nothing was taken, Robert Wayno Pennle, of Kcl-
from window w«« «m».hed and Surrey Fob. IS oiler enlerlnB a 
the Interior ransacked. Tlie mat- not guilty plea to a speeding 
ter is still under investigation. | charge laid Jan. 26 In Surrey.
Still A Mystery
Kelowna RCMP are seeking 
the assistance of the public in 
providing Information concern­
ing an apparent hit and run In­
cident Thursday morning* cm 
Highway 33 in Rutland. .
A 37-year-old Rutland wo­
man, Meria Nekken, 325 Grey 
Road, was treated for minor 
injuries and released from hop ■ 
pltal after being found by it 
passing motorist as sho lay al 
the side of the road near the 
Mountain View Rest Home.
Anyone with knowledge of the 
Incident is asked to contact 
the Kelowna RCMP detach­
ment. .
McWilliams?
School Name Posing A Problem
A rose may smell by any 
other name, but a school is a 
flower of another color when 
it comes to Identity.
Trustees of School District 23 
(Central Okanagan) decided to 
rescind a previous motion 
changing the name of Sunny­
vale scliool because it (the 
namei slnglcd-out a specific 
founding family.
On recommendation from 
Sunnyvale officials, who will 
tain over operation of the 
school to (ho board September 
this year, trustees agreed to 
change the name to the Mc­
Williams School In honor of 
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. McWlllloms, 
two of the school’s founders.
Relative to a letter pointing 
out other people had been In­
volved tn the school’s founding, 
chairman T. It, Carter said
"In all fairness” to the other 
families Involved, the board 
should review the matter fur­
ther. He suggested officials of 
Sunnyvale, in recommending 
the name change, did not have 
“all the information they should 
have had.” 
MEETING
Since the board was going to 
operate the school, chairman 
Carter recommended a meet­
ing with Sunnyvale officials to 
discuss the matter1 of name re- 
change further.
Other matters of. concern by 
Siinnyvalo executive, said sec­
retary-treasurer, Fred Macklin, 
included budget, a name plate 
tor the school and a request 
tor use of Its facilities.
Ttie board also had to wrestle 
with another suggested name 
change. Thi^ time it was Rut-
land Elementary School which, 
it was suggested, should be 
changed to Rutland Central 
Elementary School on the pre­
mise Itu present identity was a 
"misnomer.’’
The suggested change, felt 
Mr. Macklin, would create con­
fusion with similarly named 
schools.
Attempting tp find a solution, 
Mrs. J. 11. Harland, asked what 
the street name was on which 
the school was situated and 
was informed It w»s Rutland 
Road. \
The board approved a motion 
by J. R, Wallace ,to deny the 
request ’
District school superintendent 
F. J. Orme recommended ihd 
request be reconsidered follow­
ing a proposed meeting with the' 
Regional District ef Central
Okanagan when the whole mat­
ter of school names could bn 
Investigated.
In other business, the how I 
appointed school trustee repr 
scntatlon to four city commit- 
tecs at the request of city fath­
ers, Mrs. Harland was named 
by chairman Carter to thu 
sports and fitiicss committee!; 
Gordon Johnson, the arena com­
mittee; Noll Dcrrlksan tho 
theatre committee and Mrs. F. 
E. McNair to the recreation 
committee.
The board Kiso approved n 
recommendation by the .school 
organization committee uutlv. 
Izlng expenditure of up to Vs 
maximum of 11,000 for an "lu 
basket" workshop In conjunc­
tion with anelementary ed- 
ministration training program.
IT HAPPENED IN CANADAKelowna Daily Courier POLL PREVIEW
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clal States recently formed
CANADA'S STORY called the Union of Arab
gross national'product. the customers under the three
campaign is, of course,
lantic. The half-ships were then
able to get through the small
The Generation Gap Sheik Rashed, who has been
on the throne since 1928,—For Quebec to gain its
this country, I cannot accept
States went bankrupt, but the
that Quebec can stay in Canada
orative, since the entire popu-
Trudeau, the French-Canadian,
Quebec platform while (Con- His New York firm of
servative Leader Robert) Stan-
In This Architectural ProjectCanadian Press Business Editor
Non-ltalian Pontiff? Canada appears to make it
PESHAWAR (AP)
still more territory, this time
which would add to the totalthe U.S. has changed its stand
conflict between President Zulfi-
'We just sat up there on the
about trails and maps of cen-
and in New York State.
foi'e Christmas when he
The hostile, seven took exception to
■■A .
ard was a good man and had
doms, provided almost all of 
that tiny enclave's $27,500
the Ajman general post office, 
goats and dogs mingled with
GOVERNORS BACK DOWN - 
The struggle has forced Bhut-
faced four major options:
—To perpetuate the status quo
—“and I suggest that anyone 
who has the slightest knowledge
searching since the days of 
John Cabot.
A little-known fact about the
Now with the coming of na­
tionhood it will have to live 
off the oil of Dubai and Abu 




1922—Discovery of insulin was 
announced in Toronto.
The 66-ycar-old cardinal would 
appear to meet all of those criteria. 
As head of the prestigious Curial
Saint. John to Quebec and ar­
rived without losing a soldier.
such a possibility;”
—To send in the troops—an
like an architectural project 
but it is for Peter Ridgway.
The third-year architecture
Recently he has been hiking 
in the Barrie area on his way
some of my views, and the bal­
ance (33), were wholehearted­
ly in" agreement tylth me. Of 
. these, 24 said they had voted
can affairs and be known both to the 
Curia (the top level of the Vatican 
bureaucracy) and to the bishops. He
the border provinces of the 
Northwest Frontier and Balu-
fbr his project after spending 
a weekend at Dyer’s Bay in
The facf, of course, Is that 
Canada and the United States 
arc each other’s best customers. 
But, say the Canadians, if the .
cast.
"I think this area is best 
suited to trails for the type of 
people who want to get out for
IN PASSING
The mocking bird can imitate nt 
least 32 songs of other types of birds.
An estimated 102,OOO Japanese 
couples were divorced in 1971.
'I here is no time at the North Pole 
because' all fjmc zones converge.
tatlve route running from the 
forks of the Thames in* Lon-
architecture and trails are re­
sorts. ,
Ridgway, 21, said he de­
cided to lay out a hiking trail
' Published by Thomson B.C. Newspapers Limited, 
492 Doyle Avenue, Kelowna, B.Q 
P.O. Box 40, Telephone 762-4445 4 - 
R. P. MacLean. Publisher
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1839—Durham report was sub- option “exercised before . . .
mitted to Parliament in Britain, and again, it is an option I re-
. . 1869—P a t r i c k Whelan was ject ‘
CPR prospered, thanks to the hanged publicly in Ottawa for _j
to Huntsville, 70 miles to the 
north. .He also plans to do the 
stretch through Algonquin
Churchill, the Mexico City 
Olympics, the coming Munich 
Olympics, space research, 
and a favorite in all Arab
provincial jurisdictions, and . 
probably extremely capable in 
managing the economy.”
, walked from London to 151- 
' mlra, 60 miles to The north-
district. The council, therefore, de­
serves the wholehearted support of 
every group and individual. Minutes, 
of meetings mean nothing without 
someone to explain the thinking bc-
worked hard and they would 
vote for him again if It didn’t 
mean a vote for Trudeau, but 
they were apparently willing to 
sacrifice him under the circum-
cnlng a boycott of Bhutto's 
plana to hold local elections 
March 15 throughout Pakistan.
wagon, and eventually homesteaded a 
place known as McKinley's Landing, 
six miles north of Kelowna on the east 
side of the lake. He moved to Kelowna
Canada.
1897—Parliament buildings
were damaged by fire.
Emirates, the one-storey ___________ ___
stone post office on an un- ing th? emirate has no air- 
paved back street in Ajman, port. •' • ' ■
smallest of all the Gulf sheik- On . a typical afternoon at
Wagner, Joe DiMaggio and
. .. .. _______ ______ Stan Muslal all made the big
themselves into a new nation time in Ajman. Their pictures 
........  . ............................ appeared on air-maiF stamps, , 
a high honor indeed consider
be in a position to bridge the gap 
between the church’s conservative and 
liberal wings.
cantlgated the Liberal party and ' Three people were downright 
Prime Minister Trudeau.
February 1932 , 
John Black McKinley passed away at/ 
the age of 87. He was born at Cobourg, 
Ontario In 1845. He came to the Okan­
agan from Day ton, Wash., in a covered
nadian position. is it any wo-
United States rejection of the der that others don’t understand
proposed trade package with the situation either?
Object of the latest U.S.
pontiff for the first time in more than 
500 years. That being the case, some 
Vatican observers believe that the post
1813—104th Regiment of New dian pledged to the survival of 
Brunswick began march from
_ _____  ______ . ___ . 1940—Gov.-Gen. Lord Tweeds-
Canadian Pacific shipping serv- muir died in Montreal.
independence-“and as’n Cana- J?*®
- r - - - - ... gulf, has a rather bizarre
p .. student at University of To- 
raKi- ronto justifies his class pro-
considerably. ' --------------------------------------- „ _ ...... ____ _ ...
And underlying the entire kar Ali Bhutto and his Pakistan • the Bruce Peninsula, 
issue is the highly emotional People’s party and the largest^ “V,\.
one of economic nationalism party in the two provinces on "-cliffs, looking out over the
West Pakistan's western border, bay, and )E decided I wanted
IODAYin HISTORY1
- - encourage any cults of person-
a campaign of paradoxes, with ality on so grand a scale,
t : Th-“:1L turned instead to the world
campaigning on a . get-tough beyond the sand dunes.
Liberal In- the last election but 
wouldn't do bo In tho next one. 
, Many stated that Bruce How-
he has acquired a wide range of ex­
perience. He would appeal to both businessmen is a lack of under­
English and French-speaking sectors standing—or apparent lack of it 
of the church. • .




i i m i Ridgway said he had never4ir 
stan is showing signs of losing ject saylng resorts involve gone hiking before but had lit- ' 
tie difficulty learning to walk
_ ___ ___ ___ T versified its economy to in­
Stamp printers found itself . elude passports and drivers*
licences.
known around the world. cut in half after crossing the At- Quebec ” He suggested Canada
It was on Teb, 11, 1887, that rn‘— '--’  ------
. . r > - . r> since, so it appears Canada isCommission on Justice and Peace as skating on this ice in the latest 
well as the Commission for the Laity, situation.
What irks many Canadian
daughter, Mrs, Constance Cumine, and 
a granddaughter reside pt Osoyoos.
40 YEARSAGO
with honor. "In the age of moon O„4V.V MiV
flights, T suggest this is not an lation numbers only 4,246.
imnossible undertaking.” Sheik Rashed, not wanting to
The election is shaping ap as
ij
'Electorate In Tur mo if
Snowshoes Necessa ry Equ i pment
j BARRIE, Ont. (CP) — " just a day, or who don’t want 
Walking 300 miles across On- tojarry a pack.” . 
tario on snowshoes to blaze a 
hiking trail may not sound
Aidermen, Reg. Directors 
Swamped With Meetings
City council and the Regional Dis­
trict of Central Okanagan board have 
decided not to have as much repre­
sentation on the Central Okanagan 
Social Planning Council. Council has 
made the same decision concerning 
Kelowna Chamber of Commerce.
An alderman-will be available for 
liaison with the council, but will not 
attend each meeting. The board will' 
not have a representative, but wants , 
to receive minutes of council meet­
ings. And city council has decided not 
to send a representative to weekly 
meetings of chamber directors.
‘ The reason for this is quite un­
derstandable. Aidermen and regional 
directors have “more meetings than 
they can shake a stick at,” to use the 
old expression. As one alderman 
pointed out, so many organizations 
could want representatives, a line has 
to be drawn.
The social planRing council and 
chamber of commerce are not just 
“any organizations,” but groups vi­
tally concerned with the progress of 
the city and district.
Everyone recognizes there are se­
rious social needs in this and every
hinJ them.
Both council and the regional board 
need representatives, but they would 
not be expected to attend every meet­
ing, just as other members are not?
City council members and chamber 
directors meet occasionally to discuss 
matters. Aidermen thought this would 
obviate the need of a council repre­
sentative when directors meet. But it 
does not.
Since the city is paying the chamber 
to perform various services, council 
should be entitled to a representative 
on the chamber executive.
If council or regional board mem­
bers are too busy to give full atten­
tion to these or other worthy organ-z 
izations, they should name other re­
sponsible people to represent" them. 
Ordinary citizens are members of sev­
eral city or regional committees.
At its annual meeting, the social 
planning council appealed for the sup­




No doubt people who love the 
sea and ships were disheartened 
recently when Canadian Pacific 
announced the end of its passen­
ger shipping service. The white 
Empress liners with their red 
and white checkered flags were
. TORONTO (CP) — Canadian 
leaders in the coming federal el­
ection campaign are going to I 
“have tq keep balancing them­
selves on top of an electorate in 
turmoil, a society undergoing 
the most rapid and most radical 
technological changes in the his­
tory of man,” Peter Newman, 
editor of Maclean’s magazine, 
said this week.
Leaders will have to deal with 
. “an electorate that figures it 
has a right to know . . . not, just . 
what is decided, but how it is 
decided—interested not in unc­
tuous words, but-in facts,” he 
told the Empire Club.
“But he has not been a good 
leader of the Opposition .. . he 
has yet to appear to be anything 
more than a Nova Scotia Tory 
... in 'currents . beyond, his 
depth.” - > ' ' .
Mr. Trudeau “has a' shimmer­
ing intellect, he is the most res­
olute political leader this coun­
try has ever .seen. But in his
tendency to stifle dissent there 
is a deep fallacy that may yet 
prove tragic for Canada.”
“Tolerating dissent is an cs- 
' sential means by which a soci­
ety comes to terms with 
change.... Too often, Trudeau 
, and his inner circle have 
' > equated the slightest sign of dis­




people—increasingly demand to 
know not just the news but the 
action. They don’t want excuses 
or even reasons. They want re­
sults.”
Mr. Newman said the Issues 
of Canadian nationalism and re- 1 
lattens with Quebec are fore­
most in the campaign for the el- , 
ection which “I believe will 
come this spring.”
The goal of Canadian nation­
alism “is simply to take'control 
of our industry, our economic 
life and our educational and cul­
tural institutions into our own
Going To Persian Gulf Post Office 
Certainly A Colorful Experience
UNION OF ARAB EMIR­
ATES (AP) — One casualty of 
nationhood in the Persian Gulf 
is the eventual phasing out of 
the world's smallest and most 
colorful general post office.
Until the seven former Tru-
countries, the late U.S. presi- 
'dent John F. Kennedy.
For some reason the sheik 
, showed a passion for Ameri­
can baseball heroes. Babe 
Ruth, George Sisler, Honus
hands and curb undue influence 
ice is that it began on the Great by foreigners, whether from the 
Lakes. Plans were made in 1883 United States or any other coun­
try.” •
QUEBEC MAIN ISSUE
Mr. Newman said "the issue 
that will, really count in this
to operate ships between Owen 
Sound, Ont., and Port. Arthur’s 
Landing, now Thunder Bay. The 
first two ships, Alberta and Ath- 
abaska, were built in Scotland 
in such a way that they could be
A poll of 3,000 young Americans, 
aged 14 to 25, in 72 different geo­
graphical areas, does not reject en­
tirely the current popular theory of a 
generation gap. It does, however, cast 
some doubts on the width or depth 
of the gap and suggests that youth’s 
values in the United States today are 
not dramatically different from those 
of earlier years.
Undertaken by the Institute of 
Life Insurance in New York, the re­
sults of the probing, summarized by 
the Associated Pres's, show that a 
majority of young people think wom­
en’s place is in the home, find the 
hippie life style unappealing, are con­
cerned about their future financial se­
curity, and think people ought to be 
self-supporting, not dependent on gov­
ernment or parents.
“We tend to confuse superficial 
manifestations of change with change,” 
says Dr. Harold Edrich, director of 
the survey. “If you look at the basics,
(Galt Reporter)
If Pope Paul VI decides to retire 
as Roman Catholic pontiff on his 75th 
birthday in September, as is widely 
rumored, there will be strong pressure 
on the church to elect a non-ltalian
might well go to a Canadian, Maurice 
Cardinal Roy of Quebec.
When interviewed in Rome during 
the recent World Synod of Bishops, 
Archbishop Roy was asked to specu­
late about the prospects of a non­
Italian pope being chosen. “For such 
a candidate to stand a chance of be­
ing elected,” he said, “he would have 
to be from one of the lesser powers, 
have considerable experience in Vati-
10 YEARS AGO 
February 1062
A menu of elk, cougar, moose and 
venison featured the 34th annual District 
Fish and Game banquet, held in Kel­
owna at tho Aquatic dining room. Pres­
ident Earl Popham presided and Dr. 
Rankin was emcec. Guest speaker was 
J, F, Bendell, associate professor of 
zoology, UBC. The attendance exceeded 
600.
20 YEARS AGO 
February 1952
Rutland Notes — Flying Officer Rob­
ert Husch, RCAF, has been visiting his 
parents, relatives and friends In the dis­
trict. He is presently stationed nt Dor- 
val, Que., but has been engaged in fly­
ing North Stars to Japan and back. He 
is Rie ton of Jos. Husch Jr,, Rutland.
30 YEARS AGO 
February 1942 
' Sidney C. Coscns passed away. A pi­
oneer resident of Glcnmore, he was born 
at Brixton Hill, London, England, He 
came to Canada as a young man, and 
came to Glenmoro In 1006, where he 
purchased an orchard in Bankhead. A
there’s more continuity than change. 
... The old-fashioned values of mar­
riage, family, financial security, sav­
ings, a good job—those are the ones 
to which the great majority still sub­
scribe.”
The comment does not mention the
Canadian Pacific decided to op­
erate a shipping service across 
the Pacific Ocean. Three 6,000- 
ton liners were ordered: Em­
press of India, Empress of 
Japan, and Empress of China. 
The Empress of India made her 
trial run in 1891 and the com­
plete service began soon after.
It proved to be a moneymaker 
at a time when revenue was 
greatly needed.
There Was an economic de­
pression between 1893-1895 and 
156 railroads in the United
canals to Owen Sound where 
they were put together again.
Other Feb. 11 events:
1631—Charles de St. Etienne 
became governor of Acadia.
1747—French and Indians at­
tacked Grand Pre, N.S.
Stamps from Ajman were 
so rare that the letters at­
tached to them seldom went 
any place. Postal thieves 
around the world—and it is 
strongly rumored, close at 
home—steamed the stamps 
off the envelopes and sold 
them to collectors and deal­
ers.
Once the new nation gets its 
own postal system going. 
Sheik Rashed Ibn Humaid al 
Nuaimi, Ajman’s bearded 
ruler, will have to abandon 
of what’s happening in Quebec his hobby of personally select­
right now, would have to reject ing , his ^country’s stamps,
this choice out of hand;”
fact that earlier generations of young 
people contained members who did 
not subscribe to those values. There 
has always been dissidence and there 
has always been a change in attitudes - .. .aprovided the short route for stemming from the maturing pro- which explorers' had been 
cesses. But at least the survey helps
- . ; . t . , - - —To renegotiate'the terms of
increased business generated by murder of D’Arcy McGee. It Confederation in such a wav
the trans-Pacific steamships, was the last public hanging in _ .
They broke all records for "
speedy travel service between 
Britain and the .Orient, and
taste in stamps.
PRINTED IN NEW YORK
His 100-square-mile sheik­
dom has inspired an exotic 
flow of pictorials featuring 
camels, sailing dhows and tra­
ditional oasis life. When that 
vein ran out, the sheik could 
have immortalized each one 
of his subjects on a commem-
to refute the generalization that the 
young generation is heading for per­
dition, as the conventional see it, at 
a rate never before achieved.
The findings are a useful reminder 
that sweeping. assessments of young 
people are often inexact. It depends 
on which “youth” group is being con­
sidered—and the majority seldom is 
spectacular enough to claim the head­
lines.
rotating ceiling fans, and the 
postal system’s entire staff 
was in evidence at the three -As 
windows, selling stamps from, 
greasy, well-thumbed card 
board folders.
ONLY 468 CAN READ
A barefoot boy in Bedouin 
robes called for a letter and 
was presented with a packet 
of letters and postcards that 
represented the incoming 
mail for the entire country. 
He flipped through it, selected 
one and left Since, according h 
to the 1968 census, only 468 
citizens of Ajman can read 
and write and only 150 have 
been to school, there is—little 
danger of everyone reading 
everyone else’s postcards.
The Ajman post office has 
no letter carriers and no par­
cel post service.
Even' the sheik has to leave 
his turreted and crenelated 
palace to pick up his mail, a 
chore that enables him to 
keep an eye on things.
A few years back his pro­
clivity for playing post office 
almost sank the nation’s econ- 
omy when Ajman turned out 
so many new issues dealers 
around the world cried 
“enough" and the price fell. 
To cover the crisis, Ajman di-
U.S. Rejection Of Trade Deal 
Aims Another Blow At Canada
By IRVING C. WHYNOT . president doesn’t know the Ca-
field, the WASP, running on a rolling out stamps with Arabic 
conciliate-the-French-Canadian writing s aju tin g Wiqston 
ticket.”
FAVORS STANFIELD
Comparing the two leaders, 
Mr. Newman said “a govern­
ment headed by Robert Stan­
field would be honest, meticu­
lous in its regard for federal-
clear that the U.S. has also re- moves is to achieve a better 
jected Canada’s claim that it balance of trade with major 
should be afforded some special trading partners such As Can­
treatment because of its historic ada.
and unique trading position with But again there are Canadian 
the U.S. concerns with such a move. The
Canada tried to press this U.S. points out that Canada had 
claim when the U.S. imposed its a balance-of-trade surolus with
More Losses 
Face Pakistanalso would have to be able to appeal
to moderates and progressives alike, stringent economic moves—in- the U.S in 1970 and 1971.
and it would help if he represented clu*nfi-tl?eJe*trat °n im' . r Bu I9 yetars?ejT
ports—last August, but it was Canada had a trade deficit to-more than one language group within rejected out of hand. The U.S. tailing $13.9 billion in merchan-
the church. argued that it had to treat dise alone. That doesn’t includeargued that it had to treat di,se alone. That doesn’t include 
everyone the same. . payments such as dividends, -------------
There are no indications that management fees and so on chistan.
The threat arises from the
—of the Canadian • position 
Preoccupied; by its own eco­
nomic and political problem?, 
the U.S. appears to many Cana­
dians not to give a hoot about 
Canadian problems.
Canadians point with concern 
at a comment by- President 
Nixon when he told a news co­
herence last year that “Japan is 
our biggest customer In the 
world and we are their biggest 
customer in the world.”
which seems to be gaining 
ground in Canada.
The federal government still 
has not announced Its policy on 
foreign ownership but indica­
tions are that it will Impose reg­
ulations which , tend to slow 
down the rate of foreign invest­
ment in this country.
the National Awami party of the 
Pathan politician, Khan Abdul 
wall Khan.
The challenge from the 
fiercely Individualistic Pathans 
is similar to resentful talk 
heard for two years among Ben­
galis before the fall of East 
Pakistan and the creation of 
Bangladesh.
Wall Khan Is demanding that 
Bhutto lift martial law, from 
which he derives his authority
to find some way of preserv­
ing this type of experience."
He said he could have de­
signed a resort hotel but 
added it would defeat his pur­
pose by restricting the,natural 
beauty to those who could pay , 
and resulting in environmen­
tal damage In the form of 
parking lots and access roads,
SEES ENDLESS TRAIL <
Last1 fall he compiled data
Just how all these problems 
can be resolved remains to be 
seen. It seems essential for Can­
ada that agreement bo reached.
Hasn’t, the ttircal; from Hie - uuuul ...........-
U.S. Is for "appropriate means ’ as civilian president. Wali Khan : tral Ontario and traced a ten-
of reducing the trade imbal- wants the immediate formation, 
ancc. In such a situation, Can- of provincial governments so 
ada would have little chance of Pathans and Baluchis can run 
winning. their own affairs in the smaller
two of Pakistan's four prov­
inces.
I FTTrn Tl if Although Bhutto claims h|s Is
LlTIlK lU I Hl lL)I I OR the; majority parly of all .west r---*kiiL\ iw i i il. L-Miivix Pakistan, he has virtually no other trails In the province
TRUDEAU POLL reaction from your readers has represent!, ion In Baluchistan i .
.Sir: been amazing, with 43 people and little in the Northwest Fron- Hebcganhlshlklngjustbe-
About a month ago you kindly contacting mo personally, by tier. i*
published a letter In which I letter or by phone.
don to Lake Opcongo in Al­
gonquin Provincial Park, 
put he pictures his trail, 
which as yet has no name, as
, an endless one. He spes It 
eventually Joining up with
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50 YEARS AGO 
February 1922
Local and Personal: Mr. Grote Stir- 
ling went to Calgary to attend a meetr 
Ing of the Western Canada Irrigation 
Association. Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Thomp­
son are visitors at the coast this week. 
Mrs. Herga Ambler left this morning 
for a visit to Vancouver.
\ 60 YEARS AGO
\ February 1012
Glcnmore Notes: John Rankin, who 
arrived from Ontario last fall, has com­
pleted the building of a fine new resi­
dence. C. C. Prow«e left for a business 
trip to Montreal. M. W. Russell, ranch 
superintendent, Central Okanagan 
Lands, left for Yakima to supervise the 
shipment of 70,000 fmlt trees that will 
be Imported by the company this year 
for planting.
His False Teeth 
Removed Bite
SAINT JOHN, N.B. (CP)
to-appolntcd governors in the 
Northwest Frontier and Balu­
chistan to back down on plans 
to form Interim cabinpts be­
cause the Awami party refuses 




wear, a sweater, a leather 
vest and snowmobile suit, he 
says he is not bothered by the 
cdld oiled he gets moving. He 
carries 35 pounds of equip­
ment including tent, sleeping 
bag, maps and dried food,
“The worst pai;t is setting Ip 
up the camp or taking things 
down in the morning because 
you have to take your gloves 
off.”
He plans to apply for an Op­
portunities for Youth grant 
from the federal government 
in the summer. It he receives 
it he will go back along the 
trail organizing cpmmittces in, 
each area. JU
"By then I'll have a hand- r 
book with a, suggested route, 
but it'll be up* to local people 
who know the area better to 
make arrangements for going 
through the various prop;, 
ertlcs."
Ridgway says people, par­
ticularly those In small towns, 
arc interested In his project 
and sec the trail as a major A 
tourist attraction. fl
Another reason he says he ’I 
Is getting support Is because 
people who use hiking trails 
havd a good reputation.
"The type of people who go, 
hiking aren't the typo who . 
leftve a mess behind,"
Saint John man's false teeth 
took the bite out of a charge of 
refusing to take a breath analy­
sis test during a recent court 
appearance here. \
A breath analysis technician 
with the police department testi­
fied before provincial court 
judge Andrew Harrigan that he 
attempted to,administer the test \ 
«lx times but "here was no ' 
enough nlr coming from his 
lungs into the macnlne,”
"But did you check for false 
teeth?" apked defence lawyer 
John King.
, 'Die defendant told Judge,liar- 
ann he has a false upper plate 
itch has a tendency of "float- 
Ing.’-'
“I was blowing as bard ns I 
could," he said. So hard that his 
ears "were snapping a bit."
Mr. King contended the fake 
teeth could have been removed 
for proper testing. "He at no 
time refused to take the lent,” 
the lawyer told Ihc court 
judge Harrigan returned a 
. not guilty decision.
stances.
' Il appears from this mini 
opinion poll that n great revul­
sion to Trudeau has taken place 
and that he’s heading tor trou­
ble In the next election. To thia 
I personally say, "Amen."
Trudeau must be, slopped be­
fore the creeping, evil cancer 
of political, social and economic 
disintegration brought on by 
this; man brings ruin to Ciinnda., 
It's time for those who oppose 
him to stand up mid be counted, 
Another four years of rule by 
Trudeau will be catastrophic.
.Hopefully, I say to Joseph 
Pierre lyes Elliotlc Trudeau. 
“Goodbye, good luck and good 
riddance.”
Siitecrely, .
WINSTON Ar SHU .VOCK,
265 Poplar Point Dr., 
Kelowna, B.C, '
The party argues that Bhutto 
will use his mortal-law powers 
to rig the elections and create a 
base for power In the Northwest 
Frontier and Baluchistan and 
drive deeper the wedge bctwech 
the border and the provinces in 
which. Bhutto has majorities of 
national and provincial assem­
blymen, Punjab and Sind.
“Wo will not let.him hold el­
ections In the Frontier," Wali 
says.
Events have taken an' omi­
nous turn. Wali has become su-
preme commander of Paklitoo'n 
Zalinal or Pathan Youth, an or­
ganization of rcd-cappcd vohni- 
teera. It came Into being shortly 
after the People's party put Its 
People's Guard Volunteers Into 
pollce-llke uniforms. Their su­
preme commander, retired 
Maj.-Gen, Akbar Khan,'Bhutto's 
adviser on national security, 
hinted they would be nnntxl,.
"If they want civil war.” said 
Wall, "the Pathans will be' 
ready,” ,
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Feb. 11, 1972 ,
Patrick J. Whalen wan 
hanged at Ottawa 103 years 
, ngo today—In 1809—for the 
' assassination of D ’A r c y 
McGee. It was the last pub- 
■ lie ' execution In Canada.
Whalen, n Fenian, hod shot 
down McGee at the , door cf 
his Ottawa lodgings for 
“ircnchcry" to the cause of 
Irish freedom. McGee had 
been'in the Young Ireland 
movement In 1848 pud fled 
to America in disguise when 
the rebellion failed. After 
moving to Cahadq in 1857, . 
he was loyal to the Imperial 
connection nnd became, a 
Father of Confederation.
1930—Former British' for­
eign office employees. Guy 
Burgess nnd Donald Mb- 
elcnn turned up in Moscow 
after being missing for five 
yrnrs.
1952—Elizabeth, N.J., ex­
. perlcnced the third airliner 
crash In , less than two 
months when a plane fell on 
an apartment house, killing 
31 persons and Injuring 43.
1 1022—The discovery of In­
sulin for the treatment of , 
diabetes sufferers by Fred- .
crick Banting and Charles J
Best was announced In To- '
ronto, '
1808-Anthracite coal was 
first burned ns a fuel.
BIBLE BRIEF
“Now the Lord la that Spirit: ■ 
and where the Spirit of the Lord 
la there la liberty,’’ 2 Corin- 
t|ilans .3:17.
When our experience In the 
Ixird gets stale and stuffy and 
lacking in spiritual depth, wo 
hud butler take another took at 
this great truth, "I «m conn 






ex-fiance that I sold his ring
ISO
t A Decorated White Muff
A white muff decorated with 
tiny red roses and forget-me- 
nots made a charming acces­
sory for Laurianne Regina 
Schatz when she became the 
bride of Jeffery Donald Sweet 
A of Victoria on Feb. 5. The bride 
JI is the daughter of Mrs. Anne 
Schatz of Kelowna and the late 
Anthony Schatz and the groom 
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Don­
ald E. Sweet of Victoria. Rev. 
R. D. Anderson officiated for 
. the late afternoon ceremony in 
Immaculate Conception Roman 
Catholic Church, Kelowna, 
where carnations added to the 
setting. Edward Boehm of Kel- 
towna presided at the organ.
Given in marriage by her 
brother, Larry, the bride chose 
a white peau satin gown, smock­
ed from neck to high waistline. 
Long puffed sleeves completed 
the gown and a veil of scalloped 
tulle fell to her shoulders. Roses 
tipped the ends of the ribbons 
sMBbwhich fell from her muff. 
MA For something old and bor- 
HHBbwed she wore cultured pearls 
RBBHoaned by her maid of honor, 
Debby Gable, of Kelowna. A 
blue garter and her new gown 
completed the rhyme.
MUFFS TOO
Miss Gable and the bride’s 
sister Gail Schatz of Kelowna, 
who served as bridesmaid wore 
^identical gowns of red peau 
satin fashioned on lines similar 
to the bride’s costume. They 
also carried white muffs. A 
single red rose and forget-me- 
nots completed the accessory 
The bride and her attendants 
all wore red roses in their hair.
Kim Elliott of Kelowna serv­
ed as best man and groomsman 
was Brian Turner, also of Kel­
owna.
A For the reception which fol- 
“ lowed at the Anglican church 
parish hall the bride’s mother 
received the guests wearing a 
floor length gown of navy peau 
satin with long puffed sleeves 
ending in a cuff. A corsage of 
red rosebuds added contrast to 
the costume and white carna­
tions completed the turquoise 
and black flowered pant suit
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. BL R. GREER 
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Dear Ann Landers: I don’t 
mind the fact that when a hus­
band’s parents become old and 
sick he expects his wife to cater 
to them, nurse them, help them, 
comfort them, do whatever lies 
in her power to make their last 
days easier. Any wife worthy of 
the name will do everything she
MR. AND MRS. JEFFERY SWEET
(Paul Ponich Photo)
worn by the groom’s mother.
The toast to the bride was 
proposed by Vern Unser and 
Kim Elliott did the honors for 
the bridesmaids. Master of cere­
monies was John Hagle.
The three tiered wedding cake 
was topped with white bells and 
red roses.
For her going away outfit the 
bride chose a dress of blue with 
black and white figures and a 
blue vest. White accessories 
completed the ensemble. They 
left on a honeymoon for points
unknown.
Out-of-town guests were: Rob­
ert Sweet of Victoria; Mr. and 
Mrs. B. Hufty, Jennifer Sweet, 
all of Nelson; Mrs. Rose Brick- 
ner, Mrs. Ann Broshu, Colon- 
say, Sask;, Mr. and Mrs. John
Volk and Lome and Kim, Trail, 
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Schaan, 
Sask., Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Boehm, Williams Lake, Mrs. 
Frank Schaan, Mr. and Mrs. 
Joe Carman, Kamloops and Mr. 
and Mrs. Les Connolly, New 
Westminster.
Garden Club's Annual Meeting 
And Election Set For March 19
and give him the-money. This 
way the boyfriend could buy me 
a lovely ring at a good price 
and the ex-fiance would get part
can for her in-laws. 1
But when her parents get sick । 
and old, it’s a different story. : 
The husband curses under his 
breath, criticizes them, resents 
and argues about the time and 
money and energy she is spend­
ing on her old folks. The wife is 
caught like a rat in a trap—tom 
between her obligation to her 
parents and her responsibilities 
to her husband. This is the di­
lemma faced by women of 
every economic, intellectual and 
social strata. It’s the time of 
life when a wife finally learns 
what a skunk her husband 
really is.
If your column is,, as you 
claim, a true reflection of life 
as people live it, why don’t you 
print some of the hundreds of 
letters you must receive on this 
, subject? Or are you interested 
only in key-hole peeping, fun 




•'/ A welcoming reception will 
be held tonight at 8 p.m. in the 
Chandelier Room at the Capri 
to honor the Marion Ballachy 
and Janis Laface rinks of Kel­
owna.
The Marion Ballachy rink of 
Mountain Shadows Curling Club 
were runners-up in the provin­
cial playdowns held at Dawson 
Creek.
The Janis Laface foursome 
the Kelowna Curling Club 
Avon the district high school 
Stirling playdowns in Kamloops.
Lady members of the curling 
club are welcome to attend — 
a small admission charge.
A meeting of the Kelowna 
and District Garden Club was 
held recently in Martin Ele­
mentary School with president 
Mrs. Harold James presiding.
There was a brijf business 
meeting wherein information 
was given with regard to this 
year’s convention of the Okana­
gan Valley Horticultural Asso­
ciation, This convention will be 
hosted by the Salmon Arm Club 
and the theme will be “Say It 
With Flowers”.
Further arrangements will be 
presented at the association’s 
annual meeting which will be 
held at the Caravel Motor Inn, 
March 19.
There will also be an election 
of officers and reports'from the 
1971 convention which was host­
ed by the Kelowna Garden Club. 
Those interested in. attending 
this luncheon meeting should 
contact the club secretary, Mrs. 
G. G. Thompson.
The local club contributed $50 
to the fund established by the 
B.C. Council of Garden Clubs 
enabling a student to study 
horticulture at UBC.
Wild flowers in beautiful color 
and detail were shown by the 






36" plain cotton broadcloth. A 7Qf* 
Several colors to choose from. yds. Ivb
Ladies' T-Shirt*
Acrylic and nylon with long sleeves and 
collar. Colors in green and i AA
brown tones. Mostly S and M.
Men'* Longa
Stanfield's medium weight longs. Poly- A AA 
ester/cotton blend. Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Girls* Pyjamas
Printed flannelette cotton pajamas "1 A A 
with lace trim. Sizes 4-6X. Ia*lv
Boys* Sport Socks
Wool blend socks In assorted colors, AAa 
stretch sizes 7-11. VvC
Children's Moccasins
Available with 7-eyelet lace fittings. All 
, leather with black stitch lacing. 4 AA
k Slzesl~5-
Hair Spray Oddments \




For all Hoover canister cleaners, BA*
Pkg. of 4 bags. pkg. voG
Open Thursday and Friday 9 a.m. - 9 p.m,
999
Mrs. W. T. Bulman
Elected Regent 
Of Dr. Knox IODE
The annual meeting of the 
Dr. W. J. Knox Chapter, IODE 
was held at the home of Mrs. 
Charles Pettman, on Feb. 8 
and Mrs. W. T. Bulman was 
elected regent
Reports of officers and con­
veners showed the year was a 
very successful one. The organi­
zation receives its Income from 
operation of a superfluity shop 
staffed by members of the 
chapter.
The regent Mrs. John Kropf- 
muller, thanked all the members 
for their help and support dur­
ing the last two years, also the 
general : public who assisted in 
raising money for the various
of his money back.
What do you think?—Waiting 
In Council Bluffs.
Dear Walting: You say your 
ex-fiance “sort of” broke the 
engagement. If this is true the 
ring, according to law, is yours. 
If you broke the engagement, 
the ring belongs to him—in 
which case you have no right to 
sell it.
projects.
The new slate of officers is 
as follows: regent, Mrs. W. T. 
Bulman; first Vice-regent, Mrs. 
L. W. Preston; second vice­
regent, Mrs. Ian Rennie; secre­
tary, Mrs. Howard Williams; 
assistant secretary, Mrs. Mary 
Greer; treasurer,. Mrs. F. J. 
Guerard; education secretary, 
Mrs. Fred Chamberlain; ser­
vices, Mrs. Charles Pettman; 








Dear Mrs. R.: Of ’course, 
some husbands feel as yours 
does but there are also thou­
sands of husbands who are won­
derful to their wives’ parents. 
My own husband, for example, 
adored my parents and treated 
them with great consideration.
One cannot get a true reflec­
tion of life by looking in the 
mirror. What you see my 
frierid, is not life, but a reflec­
tion of your own misery.
Dear Ann Landers: I was en­
gaged to an oddball and he sort 
of broke the engagement. I kept 
the ring, which is a beautiful so­
litaire. I now have a new boy­
friend who wants to buy me an 
engagement ring. I don’t see 
why he should put out a lot of 
money since I already have a 
ring. I’d like to sell this ring to 
my new boyfriend and tell my
Two Sets Of Ties 
In Bridge Play 
Two sets of ties were among 
the winners in 20 tables of Mit­
chell movement during the 
regular weekly session on Mon­
day at St. Joseph’s hall of the 
VemaMarie Bridge Club. Win­
ners were: 
SECTION A ,
N/S—1. Mrs. R. P. MacLean 
and Mrs. W. T. L. Roadhouse; 
2, 3, tie—Mrs. H. E. P. Sullivan 
and Mrs. Gertrude Lewis with 
Mrs. Mike Commet and Mrs. 
Peter Reiger; 4 and 5 tie—Mrs. 
Helgi Olafson and Mrs. Sam 
Devine with Mrs. Ronald Mc­
Lean and Roy Vannatter.
E/W-l. Mrs. Sandra Heal 
and Mrs. Irene Hatherley; 2. 
Mrs. Jack Portwood and Mrs. 
Norman Powell; 3. Mrs. John 
Buchanan and Mrs. Paul Pon­
ich; 4. Mrs. R. A. Embleton 
and Mrs. J. M. Clark.
SECTION B
N/S—1. Mrs. Robert Jemson 
and Ronald McLean; 2. Mrs. 
William Easterbrook and Mrs. 
Roy Rumley; 3. Mr. and Mrs. 
V. Andreev; 4. Mrs. Gordon 
■ Holmes and Mrs. Michael Reid, 
i E/W—1. Andre Le Brun and 
: Maurice Tellier; 2. Jack Kiene 
: and John Weisbeck, Sr.; *3. 
i Mrs. John Fisher and Mrs. J. 
i J. Ryan; 4. Mr. and Mrs. Hen- 
’ ning Bergstrom.
R. D. Knox, standard bearer, 
Mrs. Nelson Rumley; public re­
lations, Mrs. L. J. Brazziel; 
citizenship, Mrs. Fred Gisborne; 
white cane convener, Mrs. 
George Friend; echo’s secre­
tary, Mrs. C. D. Ciley. Mrs. D. 
J. Kerr, and Mrs. M. J. De- 
Pfyffer were elected as coun­
sellors.
The regular monthly meeting 
followed. The provincial letter 
was read advising that the pro­
vincial general meeting will be 
held in Victoria in April.
The zone meeting will be held 
in Penticton on March 25.
A letter from the national 
president, Mrs. G. E. Tait asked 
that new chapters be organized 
and membership increased.
Mrs. Fitzpatrick, service con­
vener, reported receiving a 
thank you letter regarding the 
layette sent in.
Education secretary, Mrs. 
Fred Chamberlain, displayed an 
interesting gift received from 
the school, with a letter thank­
ing the chapter for their interest 
in the school.
The next regular meeting will 
be held at the home of Mrs. 
Fred Chamberlain on March 14.
SAYS CHILD DROVE
BRIDGEPORT, Ont. (CP) - 
An eight-year-old boy was seen 
driving a snowmoble on her 
street, Mrs. G. S. Mueller, 
mother of two, told the council 
of this Kitchener suburb. She 
was appealing for a bylaw re­








1 3 to 1/2
Fashioned from wools and easy-care fabrics includ­
ing fortrel and polyester blends. Available In dressy 
or casual styles in a wide selection of colors.
Regularly $20-$30
GROUP
Choose from 48 dresses 
, In this group.
13”










20 oz. pkg. 5-1.00
Lynn Valley Brand
Green Beans
Short Cut, or Cream
Corn. Standard Quak K fnr ' H I ■■ D 
ity. 14 fl. oz. tin / !• W
14 oz. tin ...
128 oz. Plastic ..
Assorted 
Colours
Vanilla, Chocolate, or 











Assorted Colors. jy Tolls mL jfC
2-ply tissue. Package of W
GROUP
17"
Choose from 35 dreaaes and 






Friday and Saturday, February 11 and 12
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU 
Downtown Open Mon. - Frl. .9:00 *.M‘ ’ l’,m’
Hat. 0:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Orchard Park Open Mon.-Wcd- 0:30 a.m. - 6:00 P.»M 
Thur, and Frl. 8:30 a.m. - 0:00 p.m.; - 6,00
Wo Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
> SAFEWAY
«| — »■'*“*
Curling A Game Of Inches Russians Favor*
MEMBERS OF the Doug (light sweater) applies the
Hannan rink of Kelowna make. 
। interested spectators after a
broom with vigor in an at-
second Larry Smith, lead Don 
Radcliffe and third Len Rad-
________ . _ tempt to sweep the Hannan cliffe. Hannan stole one with 
shot by their skip, while Tony rock deeper into the house, the shot, in the 11th end, and
Eberts of Williams Lake The watchers from left are: stole another in the 12th toLake
Transplanted WCHL Franchise 
Giving Old Guard Team Trouble
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
A transplanted “new" hockey 
club is giving one of the former 
giants of the old-line, teams a 
considerable battle in the West­
ern Division of the Western 
Canada Hockey League.
The. rugged New Westminster 
Bruins, transplanted to the West 
Coast from Estevan, Sask., de- 
I tested Winnipeg Jets 6-4 Thurs- 
’ BOWLING
MERIDIAN LANES
,. Simpsons-Sears, Feb. 9. High 
single, women, Judi Langstaff 
285; men, Wally Woloschuk 306; 
High triple, women, Judi Lang- 
staff 668; men, Wally Wolos­
chuk 741; Team high single, 
Downspouts 1139, triple, Blow­
hards 3190; High average, wom­
en, tie, Chiquita Flippo and 
Ann Hunter 173, men, Wally 
Woloschuk 207; “300" club, 
Wally Woloschuk 306; Team 
standings: Valiants 78, Blow­
hard 76, Sureshooters 67, Mem­
ory Lane 59, Ogies 56, No-No’s 
52, Downspouts 41%, White 
Knights 23%.
Tuesday Ladies, Feb. 8—High 
single, Lynda Frasier 257; High 
triple. Angie Busch 669; Team
day night in one of the most 
evenly-matched contests of the 
year. This put the Bruins six 
points ahead of Edmonton Oil 
Kings, the long-time WCHL 
giants, in the fierce battle for 
second place in the division.
In the other games, Calgary 
Centennials beat Medicine Hat 
Tigers 5-3 to take a seven-point 
lead over New Westminster. 
Swift Current Broncos beat 
Brandon Wheat Kings 7-4.
New Westminster, playing be­
fore a home-town crowd of 
1,843, carried a 5-1 lead into the 
third period but the Jets made 
it close on the Bruins’ loose de­
fensive play in the final 20 min­
utes.
Winnipeg scored three unan­
swered goals before Alex Kogler 
tallied into an empty net with 35 
seconds left to wrap up the win.
Ken Ireland and Kogler each 
scored twice for New Westmins-
“You don't dig me, Kid! I ad­
vised you to fight from a 
crouch/”
Five Golfers
high single. Bombers 1119;
. ■., Team high triple, Bombers
3184; High average, Arlene
Hannan Alive In Consols
For Kelowna’s Doug Hannan, 
curling is a game of inches. 
The inches were for him Thurs­
day, to keep alive in the A event, 
along with seven other rinks in 
that event in B.C. Curling Asso­
ciation Consol playdowns at the 
Kelowna Curling Club.
Twelve rinks still remain in 
the competition, the other four 
in the B event. No rinks are 
left alive in both events as five 
rinks were eliminated and all 
the others suffered one loss.
Hannan, who lost an extra 
end decision Wednesday, had 
to fight back to down Tony 
Eberts of Williams Lake 7-6 in 
the B event in the 3:30 p.m. 
draw.
The Kelowna skip, who went 
through the BCCA bonspiel un­
defeated to win the A event 
championship, came close to be­
ing .eliminated in the first two 
games. He fell behind Eberts 
6-3 after eight ends then started 
his comeback.
Hannan, who came to Kelowna 17-3 lead, scored three on the i 
a year ago from Saskatchewan, 12th end to take the win after ; 
picked up a single in the ninth missed shots by Smale hnd his i 
and started his thievery, steal-1 rink gave them a chance, 
tag one in the tenth, 11th and! Smale came back in the B 
12th ends. event to walk away from Ivan
1>e final end was a fight to Carlisle of Smithers 8-6, picking 
the finish, as Hannan managed I up two on the seventh to move 
to place a number of rocks ini ahead 5-3 and never trailing, 
front of the house. He wicked! Gord ROW]and of Terrace was 
flrst t0 ** eUminated> as 
^PPed • decision Wednes- Eberts came through a port day night then lost to Ed Gee 
and seemed to be in shot rockL,, w-i® Thurcdnv position, but the frantic sweep-pj?elso“ ,™
Ing of Hannan's third, Len Rad-L FT °£er reta£s Jrcn,t ^y,the 
cliffe, brought the stone to the I Harris. Don Scherk of Prince 
back of the house. Hannan I 
counted one only by a matter of Vernon and John
of inches to win the game. I P®°lone of Trail were also
Defending champion Kevin locked out,
Smale of Prince George had his Scherk lost 9-6 to Dave Jen- 
troubles, as he suffered a 10-91 kins of Prince George and then 
upset loss to Jim Flaten of I was bounced 7-5 by Pete Sherba 
Prince Rupert in the morning of Prince George. Breton was 
round. Flaten, who trailed most I tripped 10-9 by Herb Van Groo- 
of the way after Smale picked tel of Prince George and 9-6 
up four in the fourth end fqr a by Flaten. ;
~ ' May lost a 9-8 decision to Don
SAPPORO. Japan ’CP) — An.
atoly Tarasov, coach of the de­
fending Olympic champion Rus­
sian, hockey team,'said Thurs­
day it is not only his'* wish to 
have open hockey contests but 
that of the Soviet-Union's hoc­
key federation.
"I would like to say it is not 
ust the personal attention of 
Mr. Tarasov, but a request ot 
the U.S.S.R. Hockey Federation 
to arrange a series of games1 
through the IIHF," he said.
Tarasov said the games be­
tween amateur and professional 
teams must be on equal condi­
tions, "that is to say, we have 
to accept equal rules for both 
professional and amateur 
alike."
The Russian coach empha­
sized in an interview that any 
exhibition or tournament ta, 
which both his Russian hockt^L 
team and the National Hockey 
League were involved, must be
Twa of Whitehorse after losing 
112-5 to Sherba. Rod Carmichael 
Of Fernie crushed Paolone 10-1 
I in six ends and Frank Beutle of 
Penticton-eliminated him 12-8.
Carmichael, runner-up last 
I year, defeated Van Grootel 9-4 
I in the afternoon round but was 
I walloped by Carlisle 8-1 in the 
|A event in the evening draw.
I ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR I Carlisle won his first game of
■ the A event 10-9 over Twa in an 
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■— Flaten, coming off his big 
twin over Smale, was surprised 
I by Ed Gee of Nelson by an 11-5 
I lost his second game of the day 
score in the A event. Gee hadLafleur Not In Any Trouble
... _ (lost his second game of the day
Especially Against Chicago
take a 7-6 victory in the B.C. .
Curling Association Consols I By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
playdowns Thursday at the „ ,. .
Kelowna Curfins Club For a rookie who was sup-Kelowna Curiigg Qub. _ .. to have difficulty .adjust* 
__ ____ courier £noro)_|.ng National Hockey League 
competition, Guy Lafleur is hav-
Shutout Ddav 1^““”Ir VIW J Imade Lafleur the first choice in
, -- [last summer’s junior , draft,
L--. I [some skeptics doubted whether
rflr I mm nnlllnl ability to score 130 goals in I VI LvV IIVIUIII his last season in the Quebec 
Junior Hockey League would 
CHILLIWACK, B.C. (CP) — mean much when he went up 
Lee Hoium waited more than a against NHL defences and 
Sonth to complete his first goalies.
ut-out in the British Columbia Lafleur faced the NHL’s top 
Junior Hockey League. defence Thursday night and 
The acrobatic young goalie for sCored three goals and assisted 
Chilliwack Bruins blocked 20 on another to lead the Cana- 
shots Thursday night in the diens in a 7-1 victory over Chi- 
third period of a game he start- cago Black Hawks.
ed Jan. 8 to backstop the Bru- in other games, Boston Bruins 
ins to a 3-0 victory over Kam- whipped Vancouver Canucks 9- 
loops Rockets. 1, Detroit Red Wings downed
The January game was called Buffalo Sabres 4-2, Pittsburgh 
with the Bruins leading 3-0 early P e n g u i n s beat Los Angeles
Right winger Lou Nanne 
scored in the first period and 
set up another goal by Murray 
Oliver late in the game to lead 
the Minnesota attack against St. 
Louis ' goalie Jacques Caron, 
who made only 22 saves.
At Boston, scoring leader Phil 
Esposito got back on the score­
board for the first time in more 
than a week with an assist on 
Mike Walton’s goal in the first 
period.
Esposito, who hadn’t earned a 
point in the Bruins’ three pre­
vious games, also scored his 
45th season goal early in the 
third period.
Bruin defenceman Bobby Orr 
scored his 24th of the season 
and helped set up three other 
goals while Fred Stanfield col­
lected two goals.
i It was the Bruins’ 20th 
. straight victory on home ice.
ter with Lorne Henning 
Grant Williams getting 
each.
TIGERS LOST PUNCH
In Calgary, the Tigers 





through conditions arranged by 
the International Ice Hockey 
Federation, represented by 
A. J. (Bunny) Aheame, and 
president Clarence Campbell of 
the NHL. /
“Millions of people of v 
world have an interest in gaii 
between professionals and ama­
teurs," said Tarasov.
The IIHF is the governing 
body for all amateur hockey in 
the world, and also is responsi­
ble for running the Winter 
Olympics hockey tournaments.
Tarasov said he regretr 
“right now we have no CanaTjk 
dian team" in the Winter Olym­
pic games.
"A long time ago we had a 
good time when Canadian teams 
entered,” he said. ' t ,
game winning streak but got 
a rude awakening from Van 
Grootel, who was forced to 
make his last shot in the 12th 
end to take an 11-8 victory. 
Eberts came out of Thursday’s 
action with two wins and a loss. 
He beat Beutle, Okanagan zone 
representative, 8-4 in the first 
round of A event play.
Eberts handed Sherba a 10-8 
setback in the A event to reach 
the- fours of the division play- 
downs.
The winners of the A,and B 
events meet Saturday night for 
the right to represent the in­
terior in provincial playdowns 
later in the month.
HOCKEY SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
National
Montreal 7 Chicago 1
Boston 9 Vancouver 1
Detroit 4 Buffalo 2
Pittsburgh 6 Los Angeles 1
Minnesota 3 St. Louis 1 
American
Tidewater 7 Springfield 5 
Eastern
Syracuse 5 Clinton 2 
St. Petersburg 5 Roanoke 2
North Shore
„ Dalhousie 4 Bathurst 2
Duggan 212; Team standings, 
Rolling Pins 159, Bombers 147, 
Happy Jacks 123%.
Tuesday Mixed League, Feb. 
8—High single, women, Jeannie 1 
Pennington 329, men, Bill Buck- 
ley 303; High triple, women, 
Vera Sengcr 772, men, Bill 
Buckley 772; Team high single, 
Lakeview Market 1218; Team 
high triple, Lakeview Market 
3449; High average, women, 
Dot Ueda 227, men, Nob Yama- 
oka 236; ”300’’ club, Jeannie 
Pennington 329, Bill Buckley 
303; Team standings, Makeups 
SOH, Western Discount Optical 
49, Capri Motor Inn 47, Willows 
46, Lakeview Market and Bump­
ers 45,
Wednesday Coffee League,, 
Feb. 9 — High single, Flo 
Schumaker 290; High triple, 
Flo Schumaker 933; Team high 
single, Lucky Strikes 1130;
I, Team high triple, Shakes 3107; 
High average, E. Beattie 202, 
J. Endo 202; Team standings,
I Wildcats 461, Utile Arrows
I 455, Bops 425.
I Ladles' Golf League, Feb. 9 
I I-High single, Doris Leathlcy
| 269; High triple, Doris Leathley
I 778; Team high single, Triumph
I 848; Team high triple, Triumph
I 2409; High average, Audrey
I Beal 199; Te|im standings,
| Triumph 330, Climax 322%, Wild
I Goose 296%.
first period, then ran out of,gas, 
getting only five shots on goal 
in the second period and three 
in the third.
Brian Walker and Ron Home­
nuke led Calgary with two goals 
each and Doug Horbul scored 
the other.
Jeff Ablett scored two goals 
for Medicine Hat and Lanny 
McDonald got the other as the 
Tigers remained in fourth place 
in the Western Division.
At Swift Current, Terry Mc­
Dougall showed he is willing to 
take over some of the star bill­
ing lost when right winger Dan 
McCarthy broke his ankle ear­
lier this week,.
McDougall got four goals, all 
in the second period. Wayne In- 
glls with one and Brant Leavlns 
with two completed the scoring 
for the last-place Broncos of the 
Eastern Division.
' Ron Chipperfield and Robbie 
Neale each got two goals for
To Hall Of Fame
TORONTO (CP) — Five golf­
ers have been elected to Can­
ada’s Golf Hall of Fame, the 
Royal Canadian Golf Associa­
tion announced at its annual 
meeting today.
The late Florence Harvey of 
Hamilton, Gary Cowan of Kitch­
ener, Ont., and Nick'Weslock of 
lurlington, Ont., were the ama- 
eur golfers named while Stan 
Leonard arid David Black were 
the professionals elected.
Miss Harvey, born in Eng­
land, won the Canadian 
women’s open championship in 
1903 and 1904 and was a semi-fi­
nalist in the United States Open 
in 1910. She founded the Cana­
dian Ladies’ Golf Union in 1913.
Weslock, 54, is a four-time 
winner of the Canadian amateur 
championship and has been low 
amateur in the Canadian Open 
11 times, most recently ?n 1970.
Cowan, 33, won his second 
U.S. amateur title last year and 
was the low individual scorer in 
the world amateur team cham­
pionship in 1962,,one of 16 times 
he has represented Canada in 
, international team events. He 
was the low amateur in the 
, Masters in 1965 and won the Ca­
nadian Amateur In 1961.
in the third when a power fail- Kings 6-1 and Minnesota North 
ure' blacked out the Chilliwack Stars defeated St. Louis Blues 
Coliseum. Hoium and his team- 3-1.
mates completed the contest It was the third three-goal 
Thursday night, but they were- game of the season for Lafleur 
ri’t as lucky in the encore, much despite the fact he was up 
to the chagrin of the 1,194 fans, against the Hawk defence which 





W L T F A P
38 8 8 221 120 84
Brandon, In third place in the 
Eastern Division.
New Westminster plays Ed­
monton tonight and Saskatoon is 




OTTAWA (CP) — Health Min­
ister John Munro said Thursday 
the effects of Canada's fitness 
and amateur spdrts program 
won't be felt before the 1976
The Rockets came back to 
tie the regularly-scheduled game 
three times before taking a 6-5 
victory on Ernie Wormlinger’s 
goal with 40 seconds to play.
All the scoring in the makeup 
game came last month. Goals 
by Dennis Andersen, Greg Reid 
and Rich Kramp Jan. 8 stood 
up for the Bruins’ win.
HAD 35 SAVES
Hoium finished ■ that ganie 
with 35 saves. Backup goalten­
der Ron Burgess stopped four 
shots in the delayed third period 
for Kamloops to go with 16 
saves made by Garth Malar- 
chuk in the first 40 minutes in 
January...............
. The Bruins maintained their 
momentum for a 2-1 first-period 
lead in the second game of the 
night, but the Rockets kept com­
ing back. ,
Rick Hodgson scored twice for 
the Rockets, who whipped 36 
shots, at Hoium. Single goals 
went to Ken Gassoff, Don Hay, 
Kurt Brackenbury and Worm- 
linger.
Dave O’Donnell, Ron Popa- 
denetz, Frank Hyndman, Reid 
and Andersen counted for Chil­
liwack,
against Of any club in the 
league.
CLOSER TO RANGERS
The Montreal right winger 
drew an assist on Frank Mahov- 
lich’s 28th goal of the season 
and the Big M also supplied 
four assists as the Canadiens 
moved to within five points of 
second-place New York Rangers 
in the East Division.
Chicago outshot the Canadiens 
40-30 but goalie Ken Dryden 
frustrated the Hawks just as he 
did in the Stanley Cup final 
round last year. Gary Smith 
was in the Chicago goal.
The 18,114 fans at Montreal 
saw defenceman Serge Savard 
back on home ice for the first 
time in more than a year. He 
had been sidelined since Jan. 
30, 1071, with a fractured ankle 
and he marked his comeback 
with assists on two of Lafleur’s
New York 35 11 9 226 122 75
Montreal 30 13 10 203 140 70
Detroit 24 23 8 178 173 56
Toronto 22 23 11 143 156 55
Vancouver 15 32 5 128 181 35




36 13 5 181 109 77
29 18 9 148 127 67
California 18 27 11 155 207 47
St. Louis 18 30 8 151 184 44
Phila. 17 27 9 130 163 43
Pittsburgh 15 30 9 130 173 39
Los Angeles 15 35 7 138 218 37
Games Saturday
Los Angeles at Montreal 
California at Tbronto 
New York at Pittsburgh 
Buffalo at Boston 
Chicago at Detroit 




NEW YORK (AP) — John 
Snooks Kelley, Boston College 
coach, and Ralph Cooney Wel­
land, former Harvard coach, 
were cited today for their con­
tributions to amateur hockey in 
the United States by being 
named co-winners of the Lester 
Patrick Memorial Trophy.
Clarence Campbell, National 
Hockey League president, was 
chosen earlier this week as a 
Patrick Trophy recipient for his 
contributions t o professional 
hockey in the U.S.
The three will receive their 
trophies during the seventh an­
nual Patrick Awards Dinner in 
New York on March 13.
Kelley, whose 496 victories at 
Boston College is an all-time 
record for a college hockey 
coach, is in his 36th seasoq at 
the Newton, Mass, school. He 
has announced his retirement 




Saint John 6 Fredericton 5 
Quebec Junior 
Cornwall 3 Verdun .1 
Ontario Junior 
Peterborough 8 St. Catharin^
Southern Ontario Junior 
Guelph 3 Chatham 1 
Brantford 7 Windsor 8
Northern Ontario Junior 
Sudbury 5 Chelmsford 2
Manitoba Junior 
St. James 5 Portage , la Pral-
rie 4
Saskatchewan Jnninr
Humboldt 6 Regina Pats 4
Alberta Junior
Lethbridge 5 Calgary Cougixs 
3 ■ • q
Western Canada
New Westminster 6 Winnipeg
4 ..... .
Calgary 5 Medicine Hat 3 
; Swift Current 7 Brandon 4
B.C; Junior
Chilliwack 3 Kamloops 0
Completion of game called 
previously due to power failure.
Intercollegiate
Western 24 Brock 0
Toronto 3 Lutheran 0
GLUE VIEW
RIO DE JANEIRO (APk*- 
The city's understaffed trsTflc 
department is punishing the 
thousands of motorists' who 
leave their cars in no-parking 
zones by glueing large warning 
signs across windshields of of­
fending vehicles.
LARGE IMPORTS
In 1971, Australia imported 
goods worth $4,923.6 million.
goals.
While the Hawks fell for their 
second loss In a row, the North 
Stars picked up their second 
win since their 5-0 loss at Chi­
cago last Sunday and pulled 
back to within 10 points of the 
West Division leaders.1
Veteran Gump Worsley 
kicked out 34 shots to back the 
North Stars against a Blues 
squad that had the encourage­
ment of 18,304 home fans.
1 VALLEY LANES
Tuesday » Flight, Feb. 8— 
High single, women, Anne Howe 
247, men, Harold Swanson 276; 
High triple, women, Linda 
Gruslc 620, men, Dennis Wcnln- 
ger Q49; Team high single, 
Headpins 1208; Team high 
triple, llcadplns 3089; High av­
erage, women, Mary Klassen 
203, men, George Kotub 215; 
Team standings, Ace? 973. 




MONTREAL (CP) — Two 
persons were killed Thursday In 
separate accidents when freight 
trains hit the snowmobiles they 
were driving.
Daniel Masse, 18, of. suburban 
Laval was killed when his snow­
mobile was struck by a train 
near St. Hermas, 35 miles east 
of Montreal.
Rolunde Garnier, 27, of Mont­
real was killed at a level cross­
ing near Mont Rolland, 45 miles 
northeast of Montreal.
“There Is a considerable 
amount of time lag," he said, 
when asked about Canada’s rel­
atively poor performance at the 
current winter Olympics. "But 
we're hoping we'll be starting 
to ace the beneficial results ,ot 




(AP) — Several hundred an­
tique gold coins were spilled 
onto a busy street accidentally 
from n clay jug unearthed by 
excavators a n d passerby 
snapped up all but six before 
police arrived, press reports 
said.
If you’ve decided against electric heat 
because you,were told Its operating costs 
are too high, then chances are you haven’t 
looked into Intertherm's eledtro-hydronic... 
NOT WATER HEAT WITHOUT PLUMBING
Ths accusation of 
high oporating 
coat* I* a burrian 
electric heat hae 
.tad to pear. But 
with Interthorm'a 
hot water electric 
_ _ heat, we have man-
•O*’1 • solution to Cktirmia if th* Sair* prOb|em. our 
heating ayatem follow* looa the 
principle of ordinary electric roala- 
tenco heal, than It do<t« the principle 
of economical hot wator heat.
With almost a half million Inter* 
therm Inetallatlona undor our bolt It
I can only tall you with Iha utmost 
linearity, that befota you do any­
thing also, before you go through 
another discomforting winter, look
Tuesday Night Mised-Hlgh 
single, women, Fran Smith 
258, men, Mike Durante 393;
i High triple, women, Dot Howe 
874, men, Mike Durante 783; 
Teain high single, Paramites 
1989; Team high triple. Para- 
x tnitea 3IW; High average, wo- 
; \ man, Virginia Husch jnd Do 
' Howe 262, men, Uu^Bol 2W;







Is almply amatlng to ua Iha numbar Into Intertherm. Plug In models also 
of people who write ui tilling how available for heeling Individual
HEADLIGHTS 
ADJUSTED. .
pleasantly aurprlsod they ware of 
Iha low operating coati. '
And not only la Inlartharm eco­
nomical, ll'i alio the most com­
fortable kind of heat you can provide 
for your own family. That's because 
Il eliminates cold floors and 1—~
cold drafts. And there la none 
ol that “on-ageln, olhagnln" dJfiF' 
typo of heat. Just smooth, TfkJ
rooms. Writ* In for literature. Wo 
won't havi a salesman at your door 
the mil day. Just enamine whal wo 
have lo aay, and maha your own 
daemon.
But do wrlla lo ui today.
•v«n, comlodeble heal. ..................-..................... ............
If* *l«o a healthful heal, now ba- ftlNTERTHERM INC <’»P< <”>® 
|ng recommended by allerglau allff tioq r.rk art., st. loui*. Me. * in* 
, aver Iha nation and in Canada, for7-„~-
patlenta autcepllble to combustion i >*n<l m* a FSK Stochur* today. 
fiaae* and "fried dual", cauaed by t
he hot heating eutface* of ordinary > Nam*— -------------------------—«
healing plant*; ■
And finally. It I* *o abiolutely! Addtaa*__   —.
•ate, a child can (tuff the fllmleat । 
tlaaua and gauae Inlo Iha ba«a-i city______ —_zip— ...
board* wlthoulWte *ltgMeM daauyar. ~----
A. SIMONEAU












BIG BOATS FISHING BOATS
TOP-FLITE 12'.. Reg. $249. Sale $209
CRUSADER 12'
CRUSADER 12
. Reg. $299. Salo $269
1/ Thornes, c/w new 4 H.P.
Johnson Motor. . Reg. $603 Sale $499
NEW 1971 4 H.P. '
JOHNSON MOTORS Rcs
\NEW 1971 6 H.P.
JOHNSON MOTORS Rce. mso.;
Sale
Sale
“Complete Line of Fishing and Pleasure Boats”
$239
$349
" TREADGOLD * ENTERPRISES “




V ENTERTAINMENT rhim ..GUIDE
Whiteoaks'Of Jalna Introduce N o st a I g i a Crosses Atlantic
The Dayborns And Mrs. Stroud On Good-Old-Days Theme
_ ~ •« _ T av»«*An«*A hac mQfl
Renny hires-Chris, and Jim 
Dayborn, sister and brother, to 
help groom and train the Jalna 
horses, in Episode 4 of The 
Whiteoaks of Jalna—an episode - 
. introducing new major charac­
ters in the CBC series bn CHBC- 
TV, Kelowna. Episode 4 will 
be telecast Sunday, at .9 p.m.
Renny (played by Paul Hard­
ing) is trying to restore Jalna 
to its former well-ordered and 
prosperous states in the ■ wake 
of the First World War.
On Maurice Vaughan’s recom­
mendation he hires the Day- 
boms, who are newcomers 
from England, living in the 
same house as the attractive 
widow, Mrs. Stroud. Patricia 
Collins is seen as Chris Dayborn/ 
Nicholas Simons, as Jim, and 
Dawn Greenhalgh as Mrs. 
Stroud; all characters created 
by Mazo de la Roche, and all 
of whom have some effect on 
the lives of various members 
of the Whiteoak family..
Young Eden (James Hurdle) 
is already under the spell of 
Mrs. Stroud, whose sympathetic 
interest in his poetry bridges 
the discrepancy in their ages. 
Renny is to be drawn to Chris 
Dayborn, a slightly mysterous 
young woman, who shares his . 
interest in and knowledge of 
horses.
In sequences set in the present - 
(1971), Adeline II (Kate Reid) 
and her ex-husband Philip III 
(Paul Craig) are both in the 
crowd of spectators at a point- 
to-point competition in which 
Mip, their Son, is riding. Philip 
has obviously been drinking;
and a quarrel ensues, to Mon- LONDON (CP) —
-treat meanwhile. Roma-, and ■ Broadway kicks up its heels 
Mait Fitzturgis are preparing . to the Charleston tunes of No,
:■ for a party to celebrate Mait’s No, Nanette, London audi-
< new partnerriiip in hi* . firing ~ ences are wallowing- in the
when young Ernest arrives un- ’ Deep South romance of Jer- 
expectedly, accusing Roma of ome .Kern s _ Show Boat, now
stealing his inheritance to spend T® ,.sixth ™onth ® 
it on the good life. smash-hit revival and selling
Of the actors making their 
Jalna debut In Episode 4, Pa-
tricia Collins as Chris Dayborn 
might be considered “type east" 
—she is as expert a horsewoman 
in real life as is Chris, in the 
story. Pat and her husband 
raise horses on their farm at 
Rockwood, Ont., and. even their 
five-year-old son gets into the. 
act. Patricia Collins made her 
impact in TV several years ago ■ 
as Mrs. Wojeck, playing oppo-
she is “singing better than 25
years ago.” 
A British bandleader named -
Syd Lawrence has ade a big 
hit by exactly copying, note 
for note, the-sweetly swinging
tickets into 1973. . '
Nostalgia for more secure 
and innocent times continues 
to sweep both sides of the At­
lantic, spanning a time range 
from the summery Edwardian 
elegance of the movie The 1 
Go-Between to the blue jeans 
and rock ’n’ roll of 1950s ado­
lescence.
Nanette, which stars old 
trouper Ruby Keeler on 
Broadway and may come to 
London with veteran singersite John Vernon in CBC-TV’s —i, . . . „Wojeck series. Alice Faye, dates from 1925
Dawn Greenhalgh as Amy
Stroud brings to the role of the 
attractive widow her experience 
on stage, TV and radio. Wife of 
actor Ted Follows, star of CBC- 
TV’s McQueen series, Dawn 
has acted with him often, on
stage and TV. Last season, they 
starred in a production of the 
comedy Mary, Mary, at the St
and Show Boat first was per­
formed in 1927. Going even 
farther'back, a London impre­
sario recently dusted off the 
1890s stage comedy Charley’s 
Aunt and it’s back in the West 
End with Tom Courtenay 
playing the lead.
Almost everywhere you look
here, someone is digging up 
imw.cxvc onuwwru, the past; Her Majesty’s sta-
she was a prisoner-of-war dur- tionery Office is selling First
ing the Japanese occupation of World War recruiting posters.
-- - - - - - The Victoria and Albert Mu-
Lawrence Centre. British-born,
Shanghai, where her lather was 
a British engineer.
Nicholas Simons (Jim Day- 
born in The Whiteoaks of Jalna)
seum has started a new col­
lecting craze with a full-scale 
exhibition of pre-war deco­
rated cookie containers, of allis a 1958 graduate of the Cen­
tral School of Speech and things. 
Drama, London, England. Early Vera Lynn, Second World 
War “Forces’ Sweetheart”, is
(Continued on page 8A) 
See: JALNA
back with her own show on 
BBC television and at 54, says
NEW KING LEAR
Chief Dan George, above, 
has been chosen for the title ’ 
role in the Shakespeare drama 
King Lear, the Playhouse 
Theatre announced in Van­
couver. The play will open 
the theatre’s 1972-73 season 
Oct. 12. Chief Dan George, 73, 
from Burrard Indian^ Reserve 
is best known for his support­
ing role in the film Little Big 
Man, for which he was nom­
inated for an Ac a d e m y 
Award.
band and vocal arrangements 
of the late Glenn Millen- Not , 
only that, he fills the gigantic 
Royal Albert Hall, with his - 
concerts of Miller Classics 
and the BBC recently devoted 
a whole program on its cul­
tural schedule to analysing 
the phenomenon.
One of TV’s longest-running • 
programs here is All Our Yes­
terdays, which reruns news­
reel film of exactly 25 years 
ago each week, linked with 
the dry commentary of an- 
charman Brian Inglis. In 
about 10 years’ time, assum­
ing it is still running, AU Our 
Yesterdays wiU have caught 
up with its. own beginnings.
The Second World War is 
surefire box-office on the box. 
A faithful foUowing tunes in 
every week to commercial 
TV’s A Family At War, a 
saga of Liverpool folk strug­
gling through the blitz years. 
BBC's Dad’s Army, a humor­
ous series about the wartime 
Home Guard—now also a 
u' movie—is vastly popular.
Fashion writers and design­
ers here have been spellbound 
by the 1940s—square, shoul­
ders, platform shoes and all. 
They have also dabbled in the 
1950s look and now are confi­
dently predicting a further re­
vival of 1920s fashions to coin­
cide with the British opening 
of Ken Russell's movie ver­
sion of The Boy Friend, star­
ring Cockney model Twiggy in 
her first song-and-dance role.
COLLINSON
REALTORS
NEAR KNOX MOUNTAIN—on prestige cul 
de sac. 1300 sq. ft. for easy family living, on 
about ft acre, has street level drive. Nicely 
landscaped. There's a mini vineyard too. Has 
good 7#% interest mortgage. Price $29,500. 
To sec this 3 bedrooms with rec-room, sun­
deck and carport please cqll Bill Campbell : 







THE “EYES” DO IT — WHEN YOU 
BUY A HOME FROM THE
GALERY OF HOMES. ..
When you home hunt at the Gallery of 
Homes, you do it in a relaxed way — 
browsing through’ bur available listings. 
And you use your eyes, not your legs, be­
cause we show you colorful illuminated 
photographic , presentations of homes to 
help you and save time. You see only the 
homes that Interest you. Then, armed with 
facts about location, schools, costs and 
facilities, you find hothe buying actually 
becomes an efficient and pleasurable ex­
perience. Furthermore, you won’t miss one 
acceptable offering. Gallery of homes real- 
■ tors are satisfying people who prefer to 
- do their preliminary looking and evaluate 
. ing in comfort. How about you?
Go modem ... Go Gallery ... the 
, “eye-Deal" way to buy or sell a home.
Collinson Mortgage 
& Investments Ltd.
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Ave., 742-3713 
RnUandi Shoppers* Village, 765-5135
$950, if you qualify for a B.C. second mort 
gage, will put you in this brand new home. 
Buy now and you can choose the paint scheme 
and floor coverings. Over 1300 ft. with 3 
large bedrooms, ensuite, huge red brick fire- 
place and full basement. Country setting, close » 
to creek, on quiet cul-de-sac. For more infor- r 
mation on this fantastic buy, call Roy Paul 
at 762-3713 days or 765-8909 even; MLS. S








California at Toronto 
8:00—Replay
8:30—Update
9:00—"Return of the Seven’*






6:45—Davey and Goliath 
7:00—Wfll the Real Jerry Lewis
Please Sit Down 
7:36—The Road Runner 
8:00—Funky Phanton 
8:36—Rocky and His Friends 
9:06—Bewitched 
9:36—LidsviHe 
10:06—Curiosity Shop ' 
11:00—Johnny Quest 
11:30—Lancelot Link 
12:00—Boxing from the Forum 
1:00—Pro-Bowlers Tour 
2:30—Pac S Basketban 
4:36—Wonderful World of 
Sports Illustrated 
5:00—Wide World of Sports 
6:30—Name of the Game 
8:06—Bewitched 
8:30—Movie of the Weekend 








LONDON (CP) — Ingrid 
Bergman, who won critical ac­
claim in Bernard Shaw’s Cap­
tain Brassbound’s Conversion at 
London's Cambridge Theatre 
last year, is to repeat her per­
formance as Lady Cicely Way- 
neflete in the U.S. and Canada, 
theatre o f f i c i a 1 s announced 
Wednesday night il:06-Mr. Wizard
The production, directed by 11:30—Eugaloos
Stephen Porter and cast and re- i2:00-Winter Olympics 
hearsed in the United States, ------- — — -------
opens in the U-S. March 2, and 
then moves to the Royal Alex­
andra Theatre in Toronto for 
two weeks.




CUT TOUR MILK v> 
BILL IN ______  /2
12 qta* Skim n 







$1600 to $10,000 or more
• Up to 15 year amortization
• No hidden charges
• No bonus
• No finder's fee
• Open from commencement for home pur- 
, chase, renovations, debt consolidation 
vacation or any other purpose.
C.A.C. REALTY LIMITED















11:00—Sabrina, the Teenage 
Witch






2:36—Uoyd Bridges Water 
World
3:00—Rollin on the River
3:30—Saturday Action Movie 
"Yellowstone Kelly"
5:36—Good Ole Nashville Sound 
6:00—Buck Owens
6:30—Lawrence Welk Show 
7:30—AH In The Family 
8:00—Hee Haw






Channel 5 — CHAN TV
(Cable Channel 9)
10:00—Topic
- 10:39—Pete’s Place 
11:00—A Nice Mix 
11:30—The Red Fisher Show 
12:00—Mr. Chips




4:30—Wide World Of Sport
6:00—AH Star Wrestling





11:15—Variety Club Telethon- 
Through to 5:00 p.m.
February 13th









2:00—Bob Hope Golf 
3:30—Saturday Great Movie 
"The Birds”
6:00—NBC Nightly News 
6:30—Starlight Stairway 




U:00—Q6 Eyewitness News 
11:30—Winter Olympics
SECOND RECITAL 
Montreal-born pianist John 
McKay completes his All- 
Brahms recital series at Toron­
to’s St Lawrence Centre with 
concerts March 3 and April 21, 
under the auspices of the Young 
Ca n a d Ian performers series 
which has been created to give 
young Canadian music inns 
more exposure at home.
Phone 762-2513
24 How* SUNDAY
Monday to Sbnday 
Hoariy New* — 24 Hours
MONDAY to FRIDAY
BRIAN LEBOE
6:00—CKIQ News and Weather
6:55—Farm Report













10:00—CKIQ News and-Weather 
10:15—Jean Pauley
10:36—Community Date Book
11:06—CKIQ News and Weather
11:15—Nancy Edwards






2:00—CKIQ News and Weather
3:06—CKIQ News and Weather 
3:05—Random Mike
4:06—CKIQ News and Weather 
5:00—CKIQ News and Weather 








6:00—CKIQ News, Weather 
and Sports
6:11—IQ AHey (Tues, only) 
6:15—Close of Day
6:30—T-Radio
7:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
8:00—CKIQ News and Weather 




Hourly News; Sports at 
11:05 p.m. and 2:05 a.m.
SATURDAY
6:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
6:55—Farm Report
7:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
7:30—CKIQ News




8:30—Q News, Weather and 
Sports
8:45—Business News
9:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
9:05 > 9:15—Peanut Club
(Uncle Ebeneezer) 
9:30—Shoppers’ Village Show 
10:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
10:05—Happy Day News 
10:35—Adult Education, rpt. 
11:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
12:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
12:30—CKIQ News 
12:44—Weather Office Report, 
12:47—Sports
1:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
1:30—T-Radio
2:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
3:00—CKIQ News arid Weather 
4:00—CKIQ News arid Weather




6:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
6:30—T-Radlo
7:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
8:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
9:00—CKIQ News




Hourly News; Sports at 
11:05 p.m. and 2:05 a.m. .
Pierre Salinger 
To Make A Movie
TOURS, Frarice (Reuter) — 
Pierre Salinger, press secretary 
for the late President Kennedy; 
will make a film in co-operation 
with U.S. director John Fran- 
kenhelmer, Salinger told p press 
conference he has written the’ 
screenplay for the film* tobe 
colled The File.
6:66—CKIQ News and Weather 
7:06—CKIQ News and Weather 
6:00—CKIQ News and Weather 




10:30—International House of 
Music (Bob HaU)
11:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
11:05—International House of
Music (coat’d)







1:06—CKIQ News'and Weather / 
2:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
3:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
4:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
5:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
6:06—Q News, Weather, Sports 
0:10—Sounds of Soul
6:25—Hymns by pop artists 
7:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
7:05—Bob Concie Concert 
8:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
8:05—Bob Concie cont’d
9:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
9;05—Bob Concie cont’d
10:06—Q News, Weather, Sports 
10:10—Bob Concie cont’d
11:00—CKIQ Nevs and Weather
12:00 mid. >6 a.m.
(Country Music) 
Hourly News and Sports at 
11:05 p.m. and 2:05 a.m.
THE BARON
OF WATER STREET 
Invites you to
Saturday & Sunday Breakfast
Your choice of Ham, Bacon or Sausages, 
Eggs, Toast, Coffee.
I 99c I
Served from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
®aron
fllSTo’water St Phone 2-2412
Your Hosts: Bill and Eleanor Gorges.
Baron’s Chamber Available far 
Dinner Banquets.
COMPLETE TRAVEL INFORMATION, 
INCLUDING
CHARTER
Now you can get complete and reliable charter infor­
mation. Call World-Wide Travel today for informa­
tion, rates, etc. Charters to U.K. and Europe. Leaving 
every week. Not only do we take you there we also 
bring you home. Fully bonded carriers. Sometimes 
I when three members of a family or more are going 
it’s cheaper to take a regularly scheduled flight — we 
can tell you about that too. '
For any Charter —- Check with us first.







Bankruptcies in the London, 
England, area increased by 36 
per cent in 1971.
She knows how to write let* 
tern that speed up the: 
males.
She’s looking for a rich man > 
who wants to take her. away 
from it aH Then she’ll take ' 
it aH away from him.
She doesn’t mind if a man 
doesn’t fit the bfil so long 
as he foots it. '
• • •
Keep your bill lower and 
your tires longer. Yes! You 
can do this any day yen 







11:00—Cathedral ot Tomorrow 
12:00—Faith to Live By 























8:30—Kathryn Kuhlman and 
Guests
9:00—Voice of the Church
9:30—It Is Written


















Solid Stereo Music 
Between News
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
6:00—CBC World At 6 a.m. 
6:10—Good Morning Music . 
7:00—OV Simul. News 
8:00—CBC "World at Eight” 
8:30—Music 
9:00—CBC World at Nine 
9:59—Dominion Obsvtry .T/St 
10:00—News Simulcast OV 
10:05—Music Til Noon 
12:30—CJOV-FM News 
1:00—Heritage Conceit 
4:00—News Simulcast OV 
4:05—Caravan 
6:00—"World at Six” CBC
KELOWNA DAILY 1HKL7FEA IL **«’ *£<& **'
These Devices Listen Hard
WASHINGTON (AP) — Spies 
armed with sophisticate listen­
ing devices could in the not-too- 
distant future tap a television 
set if it’s hooked to a two-way 
cable.
Without the viewer’s knowl­
edge, they coud listen to and 
record the programs he 
watches, bis transactions with 
department stores and banks, 
even his living-room conversa­
tions.
The new dimension in elec-
television sets into pervasive 
spies has outstripped develop­
ment of legal safeguards.
Both public and private ca- 
ble-TV agencies have virtually 
ignored the possibility, explain­
ing that other devc’npments de­
mand more-immediate atten-
tion.
Jerrole N. Oppenheim, staff 
counsel of the Illinois American 
Civil Liberties Union, wrote in a 
recent issue of the national or­
ganization’s newsletter that 
cable TV "could be a serious 
threat to personal privacy.”
Channel 3 — ABC 
(Cable Only) 
7:30—Eight Lively Arts 
8:00—Let’s Catch A Wish, 
8:30—Underdog 




10:30—Make A Wish 
11:00—NBA Basketball 
1:30—Directions 
2:00—Issues and Answers 
2:30—Collision Course 
3:00—Wes Lynch 
3:30—Can You Top This-— 
4:00—American Sportsman 
4:30—Pistons, Prop and Piloto 
5:00—Movie of the Week 




9:00—ABC Sunday Night Movie 
"Cleopatra” Part I 
12:00—ABC News 
12:15—Insight
7:30—CBS Sunday Night Movie 
"Ben Hur”—Part I
9:30—Cade’s County
10:30—Sunday Night Movie 
Special
12:00—Merv Griffin
Channel 5 — CHAN TV 
(Cable Channel 9)
Variety Club Telethon ' 
(continued)
5:00—Untamed World




















• Repairs to AR Makes of 
Electric Shaven
Channel 6 — NBC
(Cable Only)
7:00—Common Sense Grammer 
7:30—Golden Years
8:00—Streams of Faith





11:00—Academy Award Theatee 
High Noon
1:00—Meet the Press










10:00—China—An Open Door 





10:00—CBC News, Sports 
10:30—Panorama - Nocturn


































tronic eavesdropping would be­
come possible with installation 
ot. two-way cable television, a -------------- . „
development now being tested threat than wiretapping, Op-
in some communities and likely penheim wrote. "Imagine a TV
to come into limited use. within camera_in_your home controlled




Limited Time Only 
Terms: Cash or Certified Cheque 
SPRUCE - PINE - FIR
Random Length 8 to 20 ft 
2x4 thru 2 x 12 
$25.00 PER 1000 BOARD FEET
Sling Load Lots Only 
Price Includes Fork,Lift Loading 
NO DELIVERIES
PICK UP MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 




820 Guy St. Kelowna
five years.
Devices to prevent such 
spying are technically possible, , 
and specialists interviewed said 
the technology for converting,
PROTEST ’RED TAPE’
PRINCE RUPERT (CP)—The 
Prince Rupert local of the 
United Fishermen and Allied 
Workers Union has sent a tele­
gram to Prime Minister Tru­
deau and other officials to pro­
test delays and what it calls 
"bureaucratic red tape” in un­
employment insurance appli­
cations. The union says ad­
vance publicity given the new 





(Reuter) — Former Beatle Paul 
McCartney and his newly 
formed group, Wings, gave their 
first public per f or m a n c e * 
Wednesday after a spur-of-the- 
moment decision.
And 1,000 surprised and de- 
lighted students at Nottingham 
University got the pop music 
treat of the year.
McCartney, who last played in 
public five years ago, before the 
final breakup of the Beatles, 
said: “We were travelling along 
... at the time and one of the 
group said he had fond memo­
ries of playing there, so we just 
made for Nottingham."'
McCartney, who has recorded 
one album with the group, said 
that during the concert they ran 
out of rehearsed numbers—"an , 
unnerving experience"—but
they just played on, when the 
audience shouted for more.
AFRICAN SAFARI 
Visit Serengeti, Ngoron- 
goro, Manyara, Ambosell, 
Kilimanjaro, Tsavo, Msl- 
ma Springs, Treetops near 
Mt. Kenya, River Nile, 
Murchison Falls, Ruwen- 
*ori, Victoria Falls, Zam­
besi River, South Africa, 
Explore Mombasa — tro­
pical paradise for big 
game fishing, skiing, scu­
ba diving, swimming.
22 DAYS from $095 
$27 DAYS from 81095 

















Give your special valen­
tine a unique gift . . . 















TURVEY’S — Your 
Downtown 
Furniture Headquarters





invite you to stop
in and inspect our hew spacious pre­
mises which enable us to stock a com­
plete line of
Hialco Aluminum Windows 
Doors - Wood Windows • 






Phone 3-3735 — 3-3757 

































International group; 1 Led





’■ (Cable Channel 9)
11:00—Jean Cannem Show
Channel 6 -NBC
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7:00—CBS Morning News 
7:30—Cartoon Time
8:00—Captain Kangaroo













2:30—The Edge of Night
3:00—The Lucy Show 
3:30—Gilligan’s Island
4:00—Big Money Movie 
5:30—Scene at 5:30 p.m.
6:00—Walter Cronkite News
CHAN TV








2:30—What's The Good Word 
3:00—Another World




































Singer Mama Cass Elliott of the
Mamas and the Papas group 
filed for divorce from actor
Donald Wiedenman, 26, Tuesday
LONDON (AP) — Three for-
mer Beatles took 10 of the plac- 
ings, including three top
awards, in Disc Magazine's an­
nual readers* poll.
And the Beatles as a group, 
although disbanded, placed sev­
enth in the top British group
George Harrison was named
best musician and John Lennon 
also won the best album award 
for his Imagine long-player.
Paul McCartney placed sixth
in the singer-songwriter section 
with George Harrison eighth 
and McCartney’s Ram took
ninth place in the album cate­
gory. McCartney also rated 10th 
in the best musician section
Elvis Presley, who turned 38
recently, again triumphed over 
his younger rock rivals and won
the vote for top international
male singer.
Top British group chosen was 
T. Hex, led by singer, guitarist
and songwriter Marc Bolan,
who has the fans screaming as
Diana Ross, supersoul singer 
formerly with the Supremes
won the international female 
singer section, with Cilla Black
voted top British female singer.
Gravel-voiced Rod Stewart,
who is making hedgehog hair 
dos fashionable in these parts,
was voted top British male
singer, and also took the best
single record award for his
enormous hit Maggie May.
Here are some of. the detailed
International male singer: 1. 
Elvis Presley. 2. James Taylor. 
3„ Tom Jones. 4. Rod Stewart. 5.
International female singer:
1. Diana Ross. 2. Carole King. 3.
Melanie. 4. Cilla Black. 5. Joan
David Frost Set
For New Season
NEW YORK (AP) 
David Frost Revue television
program has been renewed for
after a marriage that broke up a second season, Group W. Pro-
after only six days ductions, Ind., • announced
The 29-year-old singer, who Wednesday.
filed the suit under her legal . The variety program, featur- 
--------- ■ -- - mg Frost and guests, made its 
weekly debut last fall. The con­
tract renewal calls for 26 half­
hour programs for the 1972-1973
name of Ellen Naomi Cohen
Wiedenman, cited “irreconci­
lable differences as grounds
for the divorce
The pair vyere married in Los 
Angeles Dec. 1 and separated
six days later. Miss Elliott




OF TRUE LOAN VALUE
3 1st, 2nd, 3rd MORTGAGES
HOMES APPRAISED ON TODAY’S
HIGH MARKET VALUES.
For any reason, whether your home is paid for or not. 
Let the equity you, have in your home work for you in 
lowering your monthly payments, home renovations, new 






Above examples based on interest of 1 to 1Vj% Pcr month 
on the unpu.d balance amortized over 15 years.. Open 
mortgage prepay anytime. Shorter term loans available. 
We come to you. loans are made confidentially In the
privacy of your hon e
763-6338
BURRARD MORTGAGE
Zeppelin. ,2. Faces. 3. Four 
Tops. 4. T. Rex. 5. Beach Boys. 
Musician: 1. George Harrison
2. Hank Marvin. 3. Keith Emer­
son. 4. Eric Clapton. 5. Jimi
Hendrix
Singer-songwriter: 1, John
Lennon. 2. Neil Diamond. 3. Cat
Stevens. 4. James Taylor. 5.
Carole King. ,
Single record: 1. Rod Stew­
art’s Maggie May. 2. George 
Harrison’s My Sweet Lord. 3. T. 
Rex’s Get It On. 4. T. Rex’s Hot
____ Who’s^Won’t Get 
Fooled Again. 
Album: 1. John Lennon’s Im-
Love. 5
agine. 2. Rod Stewart s Every
Picture Tells a Story. 3. T











Cliff <?. Ohlhauser Telephone 762-03OT
WfMlO BIWS











on a selected group 
of quality used cars
KELOWNA TOYOTA
Hwy. 97 N 762-5203
MONDAY




9:30—Get Smart ' 
9:00—DickVan Dyke * 
9:30—Evening Edition • 
7:00—The Smith Family 
7:30—The Irish Rovers 
8:00—Partridge Family ; 
9:30—Cannon 
9:30—Front Page Challenge 
19:00—Man at the Centre 
11:00—National Newa 
11:20—Late Edition News, Sport ■ 
11:30—Nightwatch
Channel 3 — ABC
(Cable Only)
9:00—Monday Evening Movie 
“Shepherd Of The Hills”
8:00—The Show of the Week 






Channel 4 —• CBS
(Coble Only)
7:00—Mayberry RFD
7:30—To Ten The Truth
8:00—He’s Your Dog
Charlie Brown
8:30—Dr. Seuss “The Lorax"




11:30—CBS Late Night Movie
♦‘Patch o£ Blue”















9:00—Monday Night Movie 
Hustler
ll:00—Q-6 Eyewitness News 
11:30—Tonight—Carson
SUPPORT MOVIES
The Japanese government has 
approved a plan to award 
$32,467 for the 10 best movies
produced each year, in an at­
tempt to prevent a further de­
cline of the cinema industry, of­
ficiate announced. it was announced Tuesday/;
Z
When in Vancouver Stay at the 
BILTMORE Motor Hotel
12TH & K1NGSWAY VANCOUVER, B.C
For Reservations Telephone 872-5252
Telex 0454335
Owned and Operated by Charlie Bennett
100 modern rooms 
Air conditioned
TUESDAY 








7:30—David Frost Review 





11:20—Late Edition News, Sport 
11:30—Nightwatch
Channel 3 — ABC
(Cable Only)
7:30—Mod Squad
8:30—ABC Movie of the Week 
“Call Her Mom"
10:00—Marcus Welby, M.D.
11:30—Tuesday Late Movie 
“Wake Island”









11:30—CBS Late Night Movie 
“Anniversary”









12:00—The Late Show 
“Kitten With A Whip”
Channel 6-—NBC
(Cable Only)





Brando To Play 
In A Love Affair
PARIS (Reuter) — Italian 
film director Bernardo Berto­
lucci will start shooting his lat­
est film, Tango, in Paris, next 
Monday with Marlon Brando in 
the starring role as an Ameri­
can widower plunged into , an 
erotic affair with a French girl,
'x F’




NEW YORK (AP) — El Mo­
rocco, one of New York’s top 
night dubs for decades, has 
been ^revived .by a group of 
millionaires, actors and titled 
Europeans, awash with nos­
talgia and eager to beat high 
prices.
The club now te a private, 
non-profit discotheque-restaur­
ant. It boasts a membership 
of 1,000, including designer 
Emilio Pucci, actor Gregory 
Peck and Mrs. Charles Pay- 
son, owner of the New York 
Mets.
“We are, all of us, young as 
well as old, tired of being 
charged ridiculous and ruin­
ous high prices,” wrote the 
Duke of Windsor, an honorary 
member, in congratulations.
However, members are also 
enthusiastic because they re­
member the 30 years from 
1931 to 1961 when the owner, 
the late John Perona, made 
the old El Morocco a gather*
Ing place for South American 
tycoons, New York society fig­
ures, actresses and writers.
Jacqueline and Aristotle On- 
assis turned up as guests at a 
preview dinner Wednesday for 
the board of governors.
The room was decorated 
“nail for nail” like the origi­
nal El Morocco: the famous 
zebra-striped banquettes, blue 
ceiling, white palm trees and 
twinkling stars on the ceiling.
Members pay a $500 initia­
tion fee and $200 a year in 
dues. Dinner will run $8.75 for 
one person, without wine. In­
expensive sandwiches will be 
served. Music is recorded.
Siribad Sails 
Into Kelowna
The adventures of the Arabian 
Nights and feats of Captain 
Sindbad are splashed across the ■ 
screen in Captain Sindbad, part 
of the MGM children’s matinee 
program presented' Saturday 
and Sunday only at the Para­
mount Theatre, Kelowna, at 2 
p.m.
The title role in this King 
Brothers Production, filmed in 
Technicolor and Wondra-Scope, 
is played by Guy Williams, who 
established himself as a top 
swashbuckler in the popular 
Zorro ■television series. The 
> story’s, Princess heroine is, en­
acted by the beautiful German 
acting and recording star, Heidi ' 
Bruhl, making Mr debut in an 
American film.
SEE MOVIES
About 300,000 Bulgarians go to 





Across'the Town — Across the Continent
1120 ELUS ST
. DRAMA PRESENTED.
A 90-minute televisioiWadapta- 
tion of David Storey’s. British 
stage drama, Home, starring 
Sir John Gielgud and Sir Ralph 
Richardson, will be presented 
on the CBC networkFeb. 21.
GROWING MOUNT
Mt. Etna, Europe’s tallest and 
most active volcano, has grown 





• Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna
• New, Used machines
• Service to all mach­
ines
• Free pick-up, delivery
• Prices to fit your bud­
get
135 Belgo Rd. 765-8759
762*2020
COFFEE SHOP — DINING ROOM 
BANQUET ROOM — “CYRANO’S GRILL”

















11:20—Late Edition Nears, Spec!
11:30—It Takes A Thief
, Channel 3 —- ABC
(CaWa Oatri
7:30—1 Dream of Jeannie 
8:00—Courtship of Eddie’s -
Father
8:30—ABC Comedy Hour














11:30—CBS Late Night Mo/ie 
~ "Twilight of Honor”
Channel 5 — CHAN TV
(Cable Channel 9)
5:00—Hockey Night in Canada 
Montreal vs California
7:30—News Hour




It :20—News Hour Final 
12:00—The Late Show 
. “Arrowhead”
















7:30—In The Mood 
SiOO-CHara-^Treasury Agent 
9:00—AH In The Family .
9:30—“Love War”
11:00—National News
11:20—Late Edition News, Sports 
11:30—"Oklahoma Territory”
Channel 3 — ABC
(CeNa Oely)
- 7:30—Let’s Make A Deal 







Channel 4 — CBS
(Cable (My)
7:00—Mayberry RFD 
7:30—Mary Tyler Moore 
8:00—Me and the Chimp 
8:30—My Three Sons 
9:00—CBS Thursday Night
Movie ' 
“My Blood Runs Cold” 
11:00—Scene Tonight 
11:30—CBS Late Night Movie 
“Glass Bottom Boat”
Channel 5 — CHAN TV 
(Cable Channel 9)
7:00—Me and the Chimp 
7:30—Longstreet
8:30—Dean Martin Show




12:00—The Late Show 
"Strange Bedfellows”









PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (AP) 
— Walter Lang, who directed 
more than 59 movies including 
The King and I and Call Me 
- Madam, died Monday, He was 
75.
Spokesmen at Desert Hospital 
did.not disclose the cause of 
death.
His films included Cheaper by 
the Dozen, There's Nd Business
LOS ANGELES (Reuter) —. 
Jesus ChristSuperstar was the 
- best-selling long-playing record 
of 1971.
The Three Dog Night’s Joy to 
the World was the most popular 
single record.
The Los Angeles Times based 
these. rankings Tuesday on a 
compilation of weekly sales 
charts from the three top US. 
music magazines. Billboard,Like Show Business, Moon OverMiami, Tin Pan Alley and State Cash Box and*Record World.
*air.
His wife, Madalynne, and a 
son, Richard, survive.
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Phyllis 
Diller, the comedienne with the 
exploding hairdo, has had a 
face lift And a nose job. And 
she’s having her teeth straight­
ened.
But she explained Monday 
this new look doesn't mean 
she's abandoning her standard
The newspaper said all three 
magazines were agreed on these 
top choices except Record 
World in the single-record selec­
tion which recorded a tie be­
tween Joy to die World and 
George Harrison's My Sweet 
Lord.
In the country and western 
field, the top album seller was 
Charley Pride Sings Heart 
Songs and in soul albums Isaac 
Hayes’To Be Continued.routine as the harried house* 
wife.
"Absolutely not”. she says. ........ ........._
•Til still project the same Keefe Brasselle pleaded guilty 
image when performing, rm Tuesday to a charge of assault
not deserting the housewife. FU 
just be showing her it isn’t a sin 
to look better.”
The whole works cost 14,000, 
put her in the hospital for four 
days and hurt a lot. Why, at 54, 
did she do it?
“I decided to have plastic sur­
gery after seeing myself on the 
Sonny and Cher show,” she 
said. “I wore a dog collar neck­
lace and my neck hung over it 
on one side like I had a horrible 
growth and-the bags under my
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actor
with a deadly weapon in connec­
tion with a barroom shooting in 
which another man was 
wounded.
Brasselle, who starred in the 
Eddie Cantor Story, initially 
pleaded not guilty last Sept. 7.
The 47-year-old actor changed 
his mind before the start of his 
trial Tuesday. Sentencing was 
set for Jan. 24.
_ _ - Brasselle was arrested July
eyes had reached the point of no 10 Robert b. Crawford, 29, 
return.
“So I turned myself into Dr. 
Franklyn Ashley,” she said, re­
ferring to her surgeon. “While 
at it I decided to have my nose 
fixed—I’ve always had a de­
viated septum that interfered 
with my. breathing.”
of Los Angeles, was shot once in 
the chest with a .32-calibre auto­






Train tor Rcservationist, 
Passenger Agents, (age 20 
to 28), Station Agents. Com* 
municationlsts, etc. Good 
starting salaries, pleasant 
working conditions, excel­
lent chance for advance­
ment If you are between 
the ages of 17 and ^34, and 
have completed grade 
twelve, get full information: 
today about our training 






Box A-536, c/o Kelowna 
Daily Courier.
Brochure FREE, “12 Ways 
To An Airline Caieer.”
Name _______ .........
Address  _____——
City & Province ___ ...
Phone   —... Ago. 
Education .............
HARU POLICE WEEK
WINNIPEG (CP) -- Six vehi­
cles of the Winnipeg police de­
partment were involved in acci­
dents during a four-day period 
recently. The accidents, includ­
ing a chase and a road block, 
occurred to a police ambulance, 
station wagon, two cruisers, one 
traffic division car and a plain 
clothes detective vehicle.
TAX INCENTIVE
ST. MALO, Que. (CP) — For 
29 years, the St. Malo town 
council, has not had any prob­
lems with taxes in arrears be­
cause of a simple but effective 
law. After a specified time, 
property belonging to those 
whose taxes are in arrears is 
sold. There is one outstanding 
account now—a $9 charge on a 
property outside of the town 
limits.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 
Rhonda Fleming and her third < 
husband came out of the 
$600,000 home they share in sub­
urban Bel Air Monday and 
drove in separate cars to testify 
at court hearings in which each 
is seeking a divorce.
The red-haired actress con­
tends that before their marriage 
on March 27, 1966, Hall Bartlett 
prombed her a half-interest in 
all his holdings, including his in­
heritance from his father, a 
■Kansas City grain merchant. *.
Miss Fleming’s lawyer, Mar­
vin M. Mitehelson, told Superior 
Court Judge Joseph A. Wapner 
that he valued Bartlett’s assets 
at more than $3 million, a fig­
ure disputed by. Bartlett's law­
yer, Alien E. Susman.
Court records disclosed that 
the Bel Air home b in both their
COMPLETE 
OPTICAL SERVICE 
Special Frames for 
a Fashionable Mbs 
Just as you choose, make-up, 
dotties to complement your 
own fashion look ... we 
choose eyewear to flatter 
your features, accent your 
personality.










THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING
Offers still another service.
Rug & Upholstery Cleaning
in your home
For Free Estimates Call
762-5323
Let us be your guide to better cleaning . . .
LANDALE CLEANERS LTD.
(ONE HOUR MARTINIZING)
559 Bernard Ave. Kelowna, B.C.
names and, under a prior 
court-approved arrangement. 
Miss Fleming. 46, stays in one 
half of the house with her own 
Gardners and maids while Bart­
lett lives in the other half with 
his own house staff.
A court ruling in the twin di­





Mon’.-Fri. 11:39 a.m.-l:3S p.m.
Includes:1
S courses, salad and 
dinner roll, coffee or 
& . . . . . .1.95
GARDENS




■^Tinted lenses, safety lenses and 
fancier frames higher. Plastic 












Tinted lenses, safety lenses 
and fancy frames at slightly “Aqua-Lenses”
higher prices . . . and special 
types of bifocals slightly 
higher. $79.50
Bring Your Optical Prescription To Us
WESTERN OPTICAL
* DISCOUNT SERVICES 
Phone 1471 Pandosy St, Kelowna CHARGEX 
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7:05—Generation ’72
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10:06 Ch* Calendar Beatles End Era Of Pte
7:00—OV News 
7:35-OV News. Weather 10:46—Art Lliuuetter
LONDON (Reuter) the Beatles ofh-






____ ________________ 11:30—OV Headlines





2:00—OV News, Weather 
9:00—OV News, Weather 
3:05—Billboard Open Line 









<3 pan. - 6 p.m.)
end Tuesday with the announce­
ment here that their ll-year-d!d
daily _ company as a 
musicaf group and now perform
worldwide fan dub is to dose.
During the early 1960s, 
screaming members of the club
besieged any music hall in 





The 10,600-strong club, which
at its height had more than
40,000 members, is to disappear 
in March. The American branch
has already dosed, a spokes­
man for the musicians said
MAKE
9:30—The Odd Couple 
10:00—Love, American Style
11:00—Nightbeat









9:00—CBS Friday Night Movie 





Channel 5 — CHAN TV
7:00—Story Theatre 

















Donald J. Cameron. C.A.
Lund & Warren Realty Ltd.
wish to announce the apr
pointinent of Mr. Cameron 
to their sales staff. Prior to
moving to the Okanagan
Don was active in public
accounting, auditing
management, for 17 years 
as a partner with the firm 
of Myers, Cameron, Mac­
Farlane and Co., Chartered
Accountants, Montreal, and 
later as Secretary-Treasurer 
bf the largest mechanical
contracting company In Eas
tern Canada. Having sue 
cessfully completed his real
estate exams and with his
broad business and Commer­
cial experience, he is in an 
excellent position to service


















vary upon where played) 
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6:35—Billboard Open Line 
7:00—OV News
(Tb midnight Friday) 






Canuck Game of the Week
St. Louis at Vancouver
Friday, Feb. 18 at 8 p.m.
Canadian: country singer 
Stompin' Tom Connors has re­
ceived his first gold record—for 
retail sales exceeding $100,000 
—for his album My Stompin 
Grounds.
PAVING
DUBLIN (AP) — May Craig, 
one of the great actresses of the 
famed Abbey Theatre, died 
Tuesday in a home for retired 
women. She was 83.
Her most famous role was as
Mrs. Tancred in Sean O’Casey’s 
Juno and the Paycock for which 
she won wide acclaim during 
six separate tours.
Her last public Appearance 
was in The Loves of Maguire 
when she was 78.
21 CHOSEN
Twenty-one contestants have 
been chosen for broadcast in
this year’s CBC song market, 
an annual contest for amateur 





(left off South Pandosy)
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1654 Emo St.. Kelowna
INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
& STEEL FABRICATION
Spring is just around the cornea
Now is the time to overhaul your machinery
and equipment.




ROADS AND STREETS, COMMERCIAL AREAS
INDUSTRIAL SITES
762-4916 or 763-5221
Subdivisions^ Sewor and 
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(Continued from 'page 1A) 1 1 CBC-TV, Simons has appeared- 
in such productions- a»:Say- 
Nothing, The Painted Door, 
Juno and the Paycock, A Scent
in his career he played Ross in 
Macbeth at the famous Old Vic. 
Arriving in Canada in the six­
ties, he has continued his stage
career: in A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream (Manitoba Theatre Cen­
tre). Beaux Stratagem Un Re- 
gina), A Long Day’s Journey 
Into Night (Calgary), Oh, What 
a Lovely War (at Toronto’s 
Crest Theatre); also working on 
stages in Buffalo and Los 
Angeles. At Old Angelo's, Tor­
onto, he appeared In the British 
revue. Beyond the; Fringe.' On
of Flowers, and The Journey of 
the Fifth Horse, most of them
•nd Philip HI, son of Piers and' 
Pheasant, and ex-husband of 
Adeline II—has a wealth of ex- ' 
perience in English repertory, 
West End stage productions, TV, 
and film. In Canada, he has. r
on the Festival series. During . 
“ a four-week season last summer
at the Red Barn Theatre, Jack. r 
son’s Point, Lake Simcoe; 
Simons directed the comedy The 
Philadelphia Story. In Calgary, ! 
he co-starred with Frances ~ 
Hyland in The Father.
Paul Craig, who has a dual 
role in The Whiteoaks of Jalna
played many leading roles at ; - 
the Shaw Festival, ,Niagara-n* 
the Lake (including Henry Hig­
gins in Pygmalion); and. two 
seasons ago he was standby 
actor for Hume Cronyn in the 
Stratford Festival production of 
Hadrian VII, also touring - with - - 
the company in the' United 
States. In addition, Craig haa
worked at the Manitoba Theatre 
Centre, the Poor Alex, the *
—as Philip H, Benny’s fattier,- Colonnade and the- Crest the-
•tres In Toronto, the Frederic* 
ton Playhouse, and the Studio 
Arena Theatre in - Buffalo. In 
television, has had leading roles 
in the Teleplay series (CBC 
Montreal), CBC-TV’s Festival • 
series (in The Write-Off), and a : 
network drama special. Behind 
God's Back. His most recent 
film is Inside Out, for Thesaurus 
Productions.
Episode 4 of The Whiteoaks 
of Jalna is written by the 
series’ principal writer Timothy 
Findley, and - directed by Gra­
hame Woods? Producer of the 
series is John Trent
The Whiteoaks of Jalna stars
Vegas Hotel 
Suffers Eat-In
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —A . 
Las Vegas hotel locked its dooes . 
briefly Wednesday night, avert* . 
ing—at least temporarily—an* 
other "eat-in” by local welfare 
rights activists and their chil* 
dren.
The Stardust Hotel, which 
Tuesday fed about 200 persons 
and then absorbed ttie S6M bUl
when they refused to pay, re* 
acted differently when about 9 
persons arrived Wednesday!' 
__________________________ night for what was announced 




In 1971 Toyota became Canada’s 
top selling small car.
Getting there wasn’t easy. 
We discovered that back in 
1965, when we brought our 
first Toyotas to Canada. 1972 Corona
Toyotas now have such 
things as front disc brakes.
Overhead cam engines. 
The only standard cross­
flow engine in the industry.
We started learning what Canadians wanted 
in a small car. Since then, the Toyota story 
has been one of consistent improvement and 
success. Take a look back over 
the years. ',„7/Cmlh 
From the first ‘ 
Crowns, Coronas and 
r Corollas to the newest
1966 Corona Celicas. Every Toyota 
now has better looks, more horsepower and 
more extras that are standard equipment. 
We don’t believe that staying the same for 
twenty years is a virtue. And we don’t believe
Unit body construction! 
Rear window defrosters and
a long list of other improve< 
ments and features which 
are usually extra cost 
“extras” on other cars 
Of course, improving 1972 Crown
our cars isn’t all we learned. We’ve 
kept our dealer network and parts 
and service organization growing 
at the same pace as our sales. Con­
sistent improvement, constant development. 
It’s the kind of thinking which has made us 
what we are in Canada today. First.




We make the extra ordinary.
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, FBI., FEB. 11,1VR FACE U/ West German Hockey Player 




SAPPORO, Japan (CP) — 
The International Ice Hockey 
Federation today suspended 
West German hockey ciptaio 
Alois Schloder from interna­
tional competition until Sept 1 
because a test indicated be had 
taken an unauthorized drug.
John F. (Bunny) Aheame. 
president of the I1HF, said 
Olympic officials had recom- 
> mended that West Germany 
Hohould forfeit its 6-2 victory 
over Yugoslavia on Monday, the 
game after which Schloder was
West German team received 
word of the IIHF decision Just 
before the practice, from Dr. 
Gunther Sabetzki, West Ger­




“But we refused to do that," 
Ahearne said.
Schloder was not invited to 
appear before the IIHF when it 
met Friday, Ahearne added, be. 
cause “there would be no point 
In doing that.”
“We, had the medical opinion 
w-and we are not qualified to go 
" into that.”
j The IIHF decision leaves 
West Germany first in the con- 
solation round at the Olympics 
with three victories against no
With Eichler interpreting. 
Schloder said he bad taken 
drugs before the day of the Yu­
goslav game, but only those the 
German team doctor gave him.
“He feels very' badly,” Ei­
chler said,' “because he Is a 
sportsman, he wants to play, 
and he does not feel guilty be­
cause he did not take any­
thing.”
TESTS ROUTINE
Doping tests are routine for 
Olympic athletes here. Eichler 
said in hockey usually two play­
ers are chosen for testing after 
the games.
defeats. Norway is second with 
• 2-1 record and each has one
game left to play.
WATCHED WORKOUT
B Schloder, 24, stood on the 
Sidelines as the Germans prac­
tised today for Saturday's game 
against Japan.
He told a reporter he had 
taken no drugs of any sort on 
the day of the game in question 
—West Germany’s victory over
- • "• Yugoslavia in which he scorec 
jc. two goals.
▼ Coach Ernest Eichler said the
Walter Hussman, director of 
the West German Ice Sports As­
sociation, said officials had no 
idea where Schloder could have 
obtained the drug, Ephedrine.
Schloder and two other Ger­
man athletes had been taking a 
medication called N o v a d r a 1 
which increases blood pressure, 
but is not on the list of banned 
drugs. West German officials 
said the other two athletes bad 
negative results in doping tests.
After Schloder’s test, he was 
benched for West Germany’s 5-1 
victory over Norway Wednes­
day.
Schloder had a total of three 
goals in this tournament before 
he was benched. He has played 
in 95 games for the West Ger- 




PAIR IN TOP SEVEN LIST
Two Canadians Are Ranked High
' SAPPORO, Japan (CP) — 
Although they didn’t win any 
medals for Canada in the Win­
ter Olympics, Laurie Kreiner 
and Judy Crawford were ranked 
today among the top seven 
skiers in the Alpine combined 
world championship.
The International Ski Federa­
tion awarded the world champi­
onship to Annemarie Proell of 
Austria and placed Miss Kreiner 
fifth and Miss Crawford sev. 
enth. The ratings are based on 
over-all performances in the 
three Olympic Alpine events.
The f e d e r a 11 o n made the
Olympics 
Standings
awards shortly after Barbara ' 
Cochran of the Vermont siding i 
family won the women’s Olym­
pic slalom by 2-100ths of a sec-. 
ond. It was the first ski gold for 
the United States since Andrea 
Mead Lawrence won two in the 
1952 Games at Oslo, Norway.
M i s s Crawford, 20-year-old 
Toronto student, placed fourth 
after two runs. Miss Kreiner 
was fourth in the giant slalom 
Tuesday.
Together with Karen Magnus­
sen of Vancouver, silver medall­
ist in figure skating, they are 
responsible for all of Canada's 
points in the Games, 
Miss Proell took the combined 
title, for which no medal is 
awarded, with a total 26.64 pen­
alty points. Florence Steuer of 
France, third in today’s slalom, 
was second with 59.51 penalty
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Medal standings in the 11th 
Winter Olympic Games. Twen­
ty-nine events completed.
. CFL Still Can Come To Decision 
On New York's Franchise Bid
MONTREAL (CP) — The Ca­
nadian Football League is hav. 
Ing ■ tough time deciding 
• A whether it wants to expand into 
k New York.
3* Owners and genera! manag­
ers of the nine-team league met 
behind closed doors for 2% 
hours Thursday and reached no 
decision. The matter was de- 
ferred until today.
‘ “There has been no vote 
taken either on the expansion 
committee’s report or the ques- 
tion of New York itself,” Jake 
Gaudaur, CFL commissioner, 
■aid after Thursday’s session.
' He also said he anticipated a 
decision today on the franchise 
bid by Robert E. Schmertz to 
establish a CFL team in Yankee 
;■ Wgtadium, then quickly added 
5 that it was possible the question 
i, could be deferred to a later 
p date.
; The expansion Business aside, 
» the league executive did come 
up Thursday with some positive 
decisions.
- One involved increasing the 
number of imports to 15 on each 
32-man team from the previous 
14. Each club now will have to 
carry only 17 Canadians.
The 1973 Grey Cup game was 
/•warded to Toronto, largely on
the strength of a guarantee that 
artificial turf will be laid in the ' 
Canadian National Exhibition 
Stadium.
GETS ALL-STAR GAME
This year’s all-star game will 
be played in Calgary June 28 
with the champion Calgary 
Stampeders opposing a team of 
players from the eight other 
CFL clubs.
No decision was made on the 
1974 site for the Grey Cup 
game, but several rule changes 
were adopted including:
1. A kicked ball, whether on a 
kickoff, punt or field goal try, 
that strikes any part of the 
goalpost assembly while in the 
air will be declared dead imme­
diately. It will be scrimmaged 
on the 25-yard line if it was a 
kickoff, the 10-yard line if it was 
a punt or missed field goal. A 
completed field goal will count.
Previously the ball was still in 
play if, after striking any part 
of the goalpost, it fell into the 
goal area.
Theo Wiering was in for a 
good time with the KLO Cou­
gars in the Valleyview Vikings 
Basketball Tournament in 
Kamloops recently, as the 
junior boys competition saw
Wiering grab 45 rebounds in 
the two-day meet and being 
named the all-star team, 
Wiering was also selected the 
game’s most valuable defen­
sive player.—(Courier Photo)
Gold Silver Bronze
Russia 5 5 3
East Germany 4 3 7
Switzerland 3 3 2
Netherlands 3 3 1
West Germany 3 1 0
United States 3 0 3
Norway 2 4 4
Italy 2 0 0
Austria 1 2 2
Sweden 1 1 2
Japan 1 1 1
C’hoslovakia 1 0 1
Poland 1 0 0
Finland 0 3 1
France 0 1 2
Canada 0 1 0
points. .
Miss Kreiner was fourth in , 
the giant slalom, 12th in the sla- । 
lorn and 20th in the downhill 
and received 83.10 penalty 
points. Miss Crawford, fourth in 
the slalom, placed 24th in the 
giant slalom and 27th in the 
downhill for 89.46 penalty 
points.
MEDAL HOPES DWINDLE
Miss Cochran, the slalom win­
ner, won the first run in 46.05 
seconds and was second in the 
second in 45.19. Her total time 
of 1:31.24 was 2>100ths of a sec­
ond better than the French run. 
ner-up, Daniele Debernard, with 
a first rim of 46.08 and a second 
of 45.18, fastest in the field; 
Miss Steurer followed with a 
two-run total* of 1:32.69.
Canada's chances for another 
medal are rapidly dwindling
with only seven events left on 
the program. The Games wind 
up Sunday. i
. There is virtually no chance i 
for a bobsled medal In the four- : 
man competition.
The main hope for a bobsled 
medal went out the chute today 
when Canada’a top sled piloted 
by Bob Storey of Ottawa flipped 
on a curve during the initial 
heat. Two Canadians were 
slightly hurt, and Storey took 
his team out of the event.
The second Canadian sled, pil­
oted by Hans Gehrig of Mont- 
' -real, was lying in 14th place 
’ after two heats and with tittle 
chance of catching the leading 
Swis? bob in the last two heats 
to be run Saturday.
; Gehrig and his crew are al- 
' most four seconds behind the 
leading sled piloted by Jean
’ Wicki.
title with leaps of 384 foot two 
inches and 287 feet one inch. He 
earned 219.9 points; beating the 
silver winner, Walter. Steiner of 
Switierland, by one-tenth of a 
point.
FALL ENDED BID
Marie Therese Nadig of Switz­
erland, winner of the downhill 
and giant alalom gold medals, 
fell in the slalom and lost her 
chance to score an unprece­
dented triple.
But she took her bad break in 
stride and said: "After all, I 
have two gold medals and that 
<is more than I dared hope for.”
Monika Pflug of West Ger­
many won the women’s 1,000- 
metre speed skating gold 
medal, upsetting record-holder 
Anne Henning, the 16-year-old 
Northbrook, Ill., girl who won 
the 500 metres. Miss Henning 
finished third and another U.S. 
gold winner, Diane Holum, was 
sixth.
In other finals, Russia won 
the biathlon relay gold medal 
and a 19-year-old Polish electri­
cian, Wojciech Fortuna, cap­
tured the 90-metre ski jumping
\ The fall cost her the world 
combined title. The 17-year-old 
green-eyed Swiss girl had been 
leading by a wide margin until 
her mishap in the slalom. She 
apparenly hit a gate pole and 
stumbled. She continued the 
race but gave up a few gates 
afterwards.
Miss Proell, the World Cup 
leader, won the combined title 
by placing second in the giant 
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. PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (AP) 
— Bob Rosburg, who hasn’t won 
a major tournament in more 
than 10 years, scored another 
' round for middle-aged America 
Thursday by taking sole posses- 
• sion of the lead after 36 holes of 
the $145,000 Bob Hope Desert 
/tysslc golf tournament.
'The 45-year-old Rosburg shot 
• three-under-par 69 Thursday 
at Bermuda Dunes' Country 
Club for a total of 136. He was 
one stroke ahead of his first- 
round co-leader, Jerry Heard, 
who. had a 70 at the longer. La 
Quinta Country Club course.
Four-time Desert Classic win­
ner and defending champion, 
Arnold Palmer, with a 68 at El- 
1“ ■ dorado Country Club, and 
Deane Beman were another 
fm stroke back at 137. Beman 
“ " turned In the day’s best score, 
L.' 65 at Indian Wells Country Club.
2. 'A sleeper play shall be ille­
gal following a substitution by 
the team putting the ball in 
play. Previously a substitution 
by either team would nullify a 
sleeper play.
3. To prevent occasions when 
a defending team may be 
caught off guard by a player 
not wearing his helmet while in 
an offensive play, the rules 
committee made it mandatory 
for players to. wear helmets 
While on the playing field.
4. Rescinded was a rule giv­
ing officials authority to whistle 
a ball dead on a short kick that 
ends up in a crowd of players. 
Now officials shall use their 
judgment to determine whether 
a no-yards penalty can be ap­
plied.
Two suggestions were re­
jected by wide margins—that 
there be four downs and that a 
two-point convert option be im­
plemented. Defeated in a close 
vote was a suggestion that par­




ANAHEIM (AP) — The World 
Jockey Association has no play­
ers, and four of its 12 teams 
don’t even have names. But the 
fledgling league, which holds its 
first player draft here this 
weekend, could start sending 
shock waves through the hockey 
world in a hurry.
For one thing, one of the 
WHA’s founders, Gary David­
son,-was also a'founder of the 
American Basketball Associa­
tion, now a success. But the 
statement which sent shivers 
around the hockey world came 
from W. D. (Bill) Hunter, presi­
dent of the Edmonton Oil Kings.
“We’ll be drafting from all 
levels—professional, c o 11 e g e, 
amateur and European,” he 
said.
“And Olympic hockey play­
ers, too,” added the WHA’s ex­
ecutive vice-president, Dennis 
Murphy.
Davidson, the league presi­
dent, said such a diverse draft 
could create a bidding war be­
tween the league and the estab, 
lished National Hockey League. 
Those NHL players whose con­
tracts run out this year are eli­
gible.for the WHA draft, David­
son says, because the WHA 




George Knudson of Toronto 
matched his first-round 69 and 
was tied at 138 with John 
Miller.
Thirty-six players were under 
par going into today's third 
round in this unique pro-am 
v setup being played In sunshine 
X and temperatures near 80. Pros 
play In foursomes with three 
amateurs for 72 holes through 
Saturday. They play by them- 




Detroit 4 Buffalo 2 
Detroit — Berenson, Red-
if’
MMmond, Dionne, Johnston; Buf- 
Jgg falo—Lorentz, Shack.
Pittsburgh 6 Los Angeles 1,
Pittsburgh—Schock 2, Edcs- 
trand, Cardwell, Polls, Ilex- 
tall; Ix>s Angeles—Corrigan,
Boston 9 Vancouver 1
Boston—Stanfield 2, Cash- 
nan, Walton. Sanderson, Orrc, 
^Esposito, Westfall, Marcotte; 
™ Vancouver—Paiement.
Montreal 7 Chicago 1 
, Montreal—Lafleur 3, Pleau, 
F, Mahovllch, P. Mahovllch, 
Cournoyer; Chicago—Koroll.
Minnesota 3 St. Louis 1
Minnesota — Nanne, Drouin, 
Oliver; St. Louts—St, Mar­
seille.
No Action Taken 
Against Skier
SAPPORO, Japan (AP) — 
The board of the International 
Ski Federation decided today 
not to take any action against 
veteran French skier Annie Fa- 
mose for allegedly working for 
a French-language radio and 
television station, said Yoshio 
Ito, general director for ski 
events of the Winter Olympic 
Games.
Ito, a member of the FIS 
board, emerged from a meeting 
to say the board concluded that 
the whole thing had been “an 
accident," apparently meaning 
Miss Famosc had been involved 
Inadvertently.
He said the FIS eligibility 
committee had recommended 
Miss Famose be suspended until 
at least the end of the Olympic 
Games here, but that the board 
ruled instead not to take such 
harsh actipn. It agreed, how­
ever, to warn skiers they must 
not work for radio, television or 
newspapers while participating 
in ski events.
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
A Canadian team playing 
under English rugger rules 
was beaten 38-5 40 years 
ago today—In 1032—by. an 
all-Japan 15 at Tokyo. The 
Canadians lost only two of 
their seven games on the 
four, the other defeat being 




NEW YORK (AP) - The 
Floyd Patterson-Oscar Bonav- 
ena 10-round bout, more than a 
year in the making, is set for to­
night at Madison Square Garden 
with both fighters hoping it will 
mean a step toward a heavy­
weight title shot,
The fight was first set for 
January, 1971, but was post­
poned when Bonavena’s physi­
cian said the Argentlnb fighter 
had not had enough time to re­
cover from his knockout loss to 
Muhammad Ali the previous 
month.
Three more postpontments 
followed, all due to hand inju­
ries to Bonavcna.
This will be the 37-year-old 
Patterson's biggest fight since 
he lost a controversial 15-round 
decision to Jimmy Ellis Sept, 
14, 1968.
The former heavyweight 
champion, who was the young­
est to win the title at 21 in 1956 
and the only man to win i 
twice, has won seven stralgh 
fights, six of them in 1971. He 
has a 54-7-1 record with 39 
knockouts.
The 29-y e a r-o I d Bonavcna, 
who lost 10- and 15-round deci­
sions to champion Joe Frazier, 
; has fought only once since los­
ing to All Dec. 7, 1970. He won 
on a seven-round disqualifica­
tion of Al (Blue) Lewis of De. 




Sound management and long-term planning give increased
benefits to British Columbians with no increase in taxes
Home Recipe Plan 
Takes Off Ugly Fat
; It’a simple how quickly one 
, « may lose pounds of uneightly fa I 
; £ light in your own home. Make 
* thia home recipe youraelf. It’s 
■ “ easy, no trouble at all and costa 
; little. Just go to your drugstore 
* * and ask for Naran. Pour thia into
• pint bottle and ndd enough 
grapefruit juice to till the bottle. 
‘. Jhke two tahleepoonaful twice ■ 
<aBev needed and follow the 
wTNaran Reducing Plan.
If your tint purchase doee not
•lender more graceful curves; if 
reducible pounds and inches of 
excess fat don’t disappear from 
neck, chin, arms, abdomen, hips, 
calves and ankles juit return the 
empty bottle for your money 
Kick, Follow this easy way en. 
domed by many who have tried 
this plan and help bring hack al- 
|uriug curves and graceful 
slenderness. Note how quickly 
bloat disappears —how much
D. C, (Don) Johnston
Don't let an incident mln 
your future ... be sure your 
house, auto nnd boat Insur­
ance fa complete.
■hp«r you ■ •imple ca»y way to belter you feel. Mora alive, 
ton bulky fat and h#fp ttgain j yqulhful appearing and active.
JOHNSTON REALTY 
■nd Insurance I.id. 
532 Bernard 702-2IH8
Record Annual Expenditure 
$1,451,963,421.
To Increase Employment
The Provincial Government Intends to Inject an 
additional $266,300,000 Into the British Columbia 
economy.
Annual Homeowner Grant
Increased from $170 to $185 in 1972.
For homeowners 65 years of age and over - an 
additional Homeowner Grant of $50 to total of $235. 
Home-acquisition Fund Increase of $25,000,000.
Education
An Increase of $44,711,000 to a total of $448,671,000. 
$15,5OQ,OOO Increase In grants to universities and 
colleges, to a total of $129,500,000.
Health Services
An Increase of $48,788,000 to a total Of $360,813,000,
Green Belt Prelection Fund
A $25,000,000 fund to preserve green belt areas 
throughout the Province. 1
Powerline Beautification Fund
$10,000,000 to encourage, underground power lines 
In municipal areas.
Medical Sendceo
$85,000,000 provided for the fourth full year of oper­
ation of the Medical Services Plan —• $32,401,000 
more than was spent In the first full year of operation. 
These record expenditures which include all capital 
expenses are completely balanced from estimated 
revenues of $1,453,436,000.
THE GOVERNMENT OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Hon. W. A. C. Bennett, P.C., 
Premier and Minister of Finance
0.8. Bryson, 
Deputy Minister of Flnnnce, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, British Columbia.
j Plena send me • copy of (he 1072 British Cofumbfa Budget 
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ROSES ARE RED, VIOLETS ARE BLUE, CLASSIFIED ADS SOLVE PROBLEMS FOR YOU
TO HELP SOLVE YOUR PROBLEM CALL 763-3228 > <1
Kelowna and District
14. ANNOUNCEMENT
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL BUFFALO BILL'S
SERVICE DIRECTORY
APPRAISALS __________ _
Bus. 7634343 1561 Pandosy St 
Res. 763-7776 Kelowna, B.C.
P. F. STEEVES, A.A.C.I.
Accredited Appraiser 
Canadian Institute
Real Estate Appraiser . 
and Consultant
Certified* Municipal Assessor 





\ R. 1. A.
ACCOUNTING, 
AUDITING, 
INCOME TAX AND 
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION 
Ste. 2-268 Bernard Ave. 
Ph. 763-7781 or 763-7882 




are having another breakfast special 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 13,
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m
16. APTS. FOR RENT
WINFIELD. LARGE TWO BEDROOM 
unfurnished apartment Large picture 
window—beautiful view of Wood Lake. 
WaB to wall carpet throughout 765-6538.
_______________ _ __________________ * 
COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED 
one and two bedroom unite, close to 
Vocational SchooL college end (hopping 
centre. Reasonable rates. Sumy Beach 
Resort, telephone 763*3567.___________ tf
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED* 
room unite, eelf-contalned. dose . to 
Vocational School and College. Winter 
rates. Golden Sand* Resort. 3356 Watt
Road. Telephone 7S2-5272. U








CHILDREN UNDER 12 — 59^ 
Plenty of Parking.
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN 
Rutland, available March 1st. Refriger­
ator, stove, heat, water included. $135 
per month. Telephone 764-7129 or 763-
6744. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN SIX- 
plex. Unfurnished, carpets. Close to 
downtown Rutland shopping area. Tele-
phone 76M26J or 762-0601. tf
ROTH TOWERS. DELUXE SUITES IN 
the nicest end safest apartment. No 
children, no pets. Telephone 763-3641.
.______________________ tt
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN NEW 
fourplex; waU to waU carpet. Immediate 
occupancy. Telephone 765-9071. after 6:00
p.m. u
R. George Trimble, 
RI. (B.C.) F.R.1.
c/o Apple Valley Realty Ltd., 
1451 Pandosy St., Kelowna, B.C. 








FURNISHED THREE BEDROOM 
suite downtown. Especially suitable for 
mature ladies. AU utilities included for
$73 each. Telephone 763*3040. «
CONSTRUCTION
205 - 1139 SUTHERLAND AVE. 
Across from The Bay ' 
763-2610
F, tf
1465 HARVEY AVE. PHONE 762-0789
AVAILABLE MARCH 1. LARGE THREE 
bedroom, 1V4 bath, family suite in four­
plex. 275 Holbrook Road. Telephone 763- 
2683. tf
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
$100 PER MONTH. TWO BEDROOM 
apartment in Rutland. Refrigerator and 
stove included. No pets. Available March
1. Telephone 765-7233. tf
BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates.
ROD KING 
763-6648 days, 763-6688 eves.




350 Dell Road, Rutland 
Sales — 765-9248 
Service- 763-3270
VACUUM CLEANERS tf
Swing to the music of the
TIMES FOUR
FURNISHED BACHELOR SUITE, SUIT- 
able for two working gentlemen. $130 
monthly, utilities included. Telephone 762-
5124. tf
161
VISTA MANOR, TWO BEDROOM 
suite. Close in. Newly decorated and 
carpeting. Retired or quiet living couple.







1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012 tf
of Kelowna 
Fast, efficient service 








PROUD FATHERS! WHEN THAT new 
ton or daughter is born, let Th# Kel­
owna Daily Courier assist you in tell­
ing the good news. Our friendly ad- 
writer* win assist you in wording a 
Birth Notice for as low as $2.50. The day 
of birth, dial 763-3228, ask for an ad- 
writer.
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
KRUEGER HEATING SUPPLIES LTD. 
Furnaces, eavestrougblng, sheet metal 
work. 1085 Glenmore St. Telephone 763- 
3952. tf
"CAJUN" FOR WEDDINGS, BAN- 
quets, dances, etc. Old time, modern, 
and country music. Telephone 765-7323
with preview Of the 
FABULOUS NEW
KIRBY




M, W, F, 169
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex suite in Rutland; full basement, 
close to schools. No pete. Telephone 763- 
5013.
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL 
basement and carport. $155 per month. 
Available February 15th. Located at 
782 Cunningham Road.-765-7848. tf
10*x55' TWO BEDROOM HOUSE TRAIL- 
er for rent. Two cabins for rent by the 
month. Telephone 767-2222. (Peachland).
' ■ ' 164
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEXNEAR 
schools; carpet, sundeck. Available 
March 1. $142 .per month. Telephone
765-6255. tf
ONE BEDROOM. SELF CONTAINED, 
apartment near Orchard Park. Suit one 
or two, adults. $86 per month. Telephone
765-8210. 165
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX SUITE 
behind Four Seasons Motel. Stove and 
refrigerator. ,$140 per month. Available
March 1. 764-7123. 163
or 765-6932. tf
2. DEATHS
RITCHIE — Passed away February 9tb 
In Shaughnessy Military Hospital. Van­
couver. B.C.. Rae George Ritchie, aged 
79. Survived by two daughters, Ellen, 
Mrs. Murray Black, Powell River, Marg­
aret, Mrs. Don Nicolson of Surrey, B.C. 
and 3 sons, Ken and John of Kelowna 
and Dave Ritchie of Vancouver. B.C. 
Also survived by one brother. Ralph 
Ritchie of Los Angeles, California and 
one sister. Mrs. Hazel McDougal of Kel­
owna. B.C., and 18 grandchildren. Pte- 
deceased by his wife. Ruby Beryl in 
September 1971 and a son, William, 
hilled in action 2nd World War. Cre-. 
mation was in Vancouver, B.C. 161
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION OF THE 
Highland Bagpipe for beginners. Tele-
phone 763-5293. 156-158, 161-163
12. PERSONALS
JOIN THE RENO BCAA SUN FUN 
Tour. Buses leave Penticton March 18. 
Complete package, $80. Call 492-7016. 
BCAA Travel Agency, 339 Martin 
Street, Penticton, B.C. 191
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS — WRITE 
P.O. Box 587, Kelowna, B.C. Telephone 
765-5335, 765-8414, 763-7755 or 765-6923, in 
Winfield 766-2107. Is there a drinking 
problem in your home? Contact Al-Anon
at 762-6202 or 765-6766. U
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 
message in time-of sorrow.
KAREN’S FLOWER BASKET
451 Leon Ave. 762-3119 
M, W, F tf
TOUR LEAVING KELOWNA AND 
snow. Disneyland, 15 days, March 11, 
$219. Reno, 8 days, April 22, $88. Yellow­
stone, 22 days. May 6. $289. Hl-Lite 
Travel Club. 3416 Scott Road, Kelowna. 
762-6173. . 161
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE, 
medically approved method. Highly- 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience. For further Information, tele-
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
AVAILABLE MARCH 1st, THREE 
bedroom house on Richter Street. Base­
ment suite rented. Walking distance 
from Safeway and shopping. Fully fur­
nished, heat, supplied. Adults prefer­
red but will accept couple and one small 
child. Rent reasonable to right party. 
No pets. References please. Telephone 
762-7149 after 5:00 p.m. ' tf
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at MacKenzie Manor fiveplex, 
MacKenzie Road, Rutland. Two baths, 
2V> bedrooms, spacious living, some 
children welcome, water and garbage 
Collection free. $145 per month. No pets. 
Telephone 763-3012 or 763-3472. tf
FOR RENT — THREE BEDROOM 
house in Rutland. 2V4 baths, wall to wall 
carpet, stove and refrigerator. Finished 
basement with bedroom, garage attach­
ed. Close to, school, church, store and 
bus. Available February 15th. Telephone 
762-5190. , . 163
AVAILABLE MARCH 1, LOVELY TWO 
bedroom duplex; 1JZ» baths, avocado 
stove and refrigerator, carpet through­
out, carport and large storage area. 
$155 includes water. Telephone 765-6145 
after 6:00 p.m. tf
PARK AVENUE. AVAILABLE IMMEDL 
ately. Large two bedroom duplex, new 
carpets, lino, fireplace, garage. Tele* 
phone 763*7323. . 166
EXECUTIVE THREE BEDROOM HOME 
by the lake in Westbank. Close to 
schools. Pets and children welcome. 
Telephone 768-5749 or 762-0220. 163
DELUXE DUPLEX, TWO BEDROOMS, 
full basement. Near Elementary School, 
Rutland. Available March 1st. Tele* 
phone 763-4869 after 5:00 p.m. 162
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX IN RUT- 
land area. Telephone 765-8542 after 6:00
NEWLY DECORATED BACHELOR 
suite, completely furnished. Utilities 
included. For mature person. Tele­
phone 763-2136. 162 I
NEAR TOWN, NEWLY DECORATED, 
one bedroom apartment (upstairs), $75 
plus utilities. One or two quiet adults.
Telephone 762-3941. 162
TWO BEDROOM SUITE JN RUTLAND 
fourplex. Water and garbage collection 
included in rent. Immediate occupancy. 
Telephone 762-7021 after 6:00 p.m. 166
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, 
fully furnished. Suitable for couple. $125 
per month, utilities included. Tele­
phone 765-7245. F, 168
p.m. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM FULL BASE- 
ment duplex on creek. $150 monthly. 
Call 765-7105, evenings 765-7451. tf
FOUR BEDROOM OLDER HOUSE IN 
city available March 1. $150 per month. 
Telephone 763-5719. 162
TWO BEDROOM SOUTHSIDE HOME 
with-full basement available immediate­
ly. Telephone 763-2929. 162
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED MOTEL 
unit, utilities paid. Telephone 765-5969.
■ .■ , '• ' . .. 'tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES. 
No children, no pets. Telephone 762-4225. 
__________ H
WINDMILL MOTEL - OFF-SEASON 
rates. Children welcome. Telephone 763*
2523. tf
16. APTS. FOR RENT
LOMBARDY PARK APTS.
Offers large, comfortable, air 
conditioned suites. Wall to wall 
carpets, drapes, stoves and 
refrigerators, plus free laun­
dry facilities, utilities and cov­
ered parking. Lovely spacious
B.C. HEART FOUNDATION — DEEP 
aatlafactlOn comes from remembering 
departed family, friends and associates 
with a memorial. gift to the Heart 
Foundation. Kelowna Unit, P.O. Box 
188. «
phone Helen Gray, 763-6512. U
CERAMIC CLASSES, MORNINGS, 
afternoons or evenings. Small classes.
Telephone 763-2083. F, S, tf
4. ENGAGEMENTS
POPOFF — BERGEN: Mr. and Mrs. 
Alex Popoff of Rutland are pleased to 
announce the forthcoming marriage of 
their daughter Connie to David Ken­
neth Bergen, son of Mr. and Mrs. A.
' Bergen of New Westminster, B.C. Wed­
ding to take place Saturday, May 13th 
at Rutland United Church. 161
5. IN MEMORTAM
IN MEMORIAM VERSE:
A collection of suitable versea for use 
In In Memoriam* I* on band at The 
Kelowna Dally Courier Office. In Mem- 
orlems are accepted until 4:30 p.m. day 
preceding publication, II ypu wish 
coma io our Classified Counter and 
make a selection or telephone for a 
trained Ad-writer to assist you in the 
choice of an appropriate verso and 
in writing tho In Memoriam, Tele-
TO COURIER SUBSCRIBERS: WOULD 
the Courier subscribers please make 
sura they have a collection card with 
the carrier's name and address and 
telephone number on it. It vour carrier 
has not left one with you, would you 
please contact The Kelowna Dally 
Courier, telephone 762-4445. M, W, F, tf
14. ANNOUNCEMENT
Delzs
phone 763-3228, , M, W, F, tf
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery now address' 1790 Hollywood Rd 
<end) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494, tf
THE CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY 
gratefully accepts donations In memory 
of loved ones, to further research In 
cbnquerlng cancer. Contact Rox 10, Ok-
anagan Mission. Th. F, S. tf
8. COMING EVENTS
the separate swingers, the 
club for widowed, divorced and depur­
ated people, and singles over 30, will 
havo a Valentino Bunco on Saturday, 
February 12th. at 9:00 p.m. In the Wo­
men's Institute Hull, 740 Lawrence 
Avenue. (P.O. Box 534, Kelowna.) 162 
independent ordkiFof'forest* 
•r* 'Family Fun Night1, Saturday, Feb­
ruary 12, 5:00 p.m.। Winfield lla|l. 
Game* of chance. Pot luck aupper at 7 
J>.m. followed by dancing. Fun tor alii
OF member* and family only. 162 
OKANAGAN aUNCliilXA CLUB PRE- 
■ent* Annual Chinchilla Show, Saturday, 
February U, Rutland Hall, commencing 
7i00 a.m. All chinchilla rancher* wel­
come. ,161 
DOG OBEDIENCE CLASSES, BEGIN- 
nera apd Intermediates. Reglatratlon 
February 13. 7:00 p.m., Badminton Hall.
Information—763-2550, 762-2212. 161
BINGO EVERY SATURDAY, ST. 
Jo»«ph's Hall, Sutherland Avenu*. Spon- 
*or*d by Knight* of Columbus. F> tf
Call 762-3586, days;
or evenings 
765-6798, for all 
Plumbing problems.
_ ______ 1(53 
KEEP TIIK TAX i>ff.L ix)WN. USE 
. Io th# hill tbo new contnbullone limit* 
foe r*(Ut«r«d pen»lon« and retirement 
taking* plan#. Call D*\e t’hondon at
' Ttt-liat iw further information. 11* 
BOOKKEEPING FOR SMALL BUSb 
Muwi account* receivable, account* 
vayaM*. payroll*, aynoplk*. ledger* and 
maqelal »t»temenU. I’ertonal Incom*
lag. Telephone 764-73*0. 143
JOnDANH BIX13 - TO VIEW BAM-
>!«• fracs Canadali largeet carpal •#!■ 
\ acUM. talaptMMM K.llh McDoufald.
TU4KU. Expert tastaltathMi aerrK* hl
. . WW-h.




















I I B. 14 - 17
at the
A SMALL BUSINESS
Located in a rapidly expanding area, 
highway location, priced to sell. MLS. Art 
MacKenzie 2-6656.
MOTEL OR RENTAL COMPLEX
Beautiful location on Wood lake consisting 
of 14 plex and 4 cottages. Only 2 years old, 
shows excellent return. All units rented on 
year round basis. $87,500.00. F.P. MLS. 
Hugh Tait 2-8169.
INDUSTRIAL OPPORTUNITY
Build now or hold for the .future. Small 
industrial acreages. Sizes vary from 1 to 
5% acres. Priced at only $7,900. per acre. 
Water, power and gas available. Bren Witt 
3-6300. MLS.y
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Going food business, excellent location 4n 
Kelowna. Clean, efficient and easy to oper­
ate, short hours. Owner retiring to other 
interests. Only $22,800.00. Call Art Day 
8-5089 MLS. '
RENTAL INCOME
Excellent 1,900 sq. ft. duplex. Monthly in­
come $330.00 per month, 2 Bdrm, on each 
side. Both sides have partially finished 
basement with rec rooms, priced to sell. 
Ernie Zeron 2-5232. Excl.
FIRM $9,800 PRICE
Smaller, .older style home needs rcmodclng, 
close in city. location, minimum down pay­
ment $3,900.00, balance at $115.00 per 
month. Excl. George Trimble 2-0687.
Apple Valley realty™
1451 Pandosy St. **• SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY *** Office Ph. 3-4144
COLLINSON £ JALLERY
OF HOMES
KELOWNA’S FINEST EXECUTIVE RESIDENCE — Located 
in the elite Alta Vista area; 1584 sq. ft., 4 beautiful bedrooms 
and 3 bathrooms. A deluxe living room featuring a 14’, ceiling 
and a lovely Field Stone Fireplace, a masculine den .with fire­
place, a 20x40 heated pool and many extras like built-in range, 
dishwasher, etc. To view this exceptional home please call 
Bud Dalley at 762-3713 days or 765-6959 eves.
THE BEST OF MATERIALS , 
have been used in this poten- 
tial six bedroom, three bath- I— 
room home. It is one of those# 
that has to be seen, and not® . 
taken of the ga's-fired ,hot^ J 
water heat up and down. Two Y; 
dandy fireplaces. Double 
windows in wooden frames. 
Tar and gravel roof. Top 
garden area and close to 
schools. If you are looking 
for the best, call today and 
we will go through the many , ;
features. Range, fridge and r'' 
drapes included. Full price > 
$29,500.00. For further de­
tails call Bill Haskett even­
ings at 7644212. MLS.
LAKEVIEW LOTS at Cedar 
Creek. 500 feet from the lake. 
Large lots right on school bus 
route. Have been supplied 
with topsoil. No connection 
fees for water. Priced from 
$4,700.00 to $6,700.00 with 1 
terms. MLS. Call Sam Pear- 
son evenings at 762-7607,
I
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE AND 
two bedroom suites, no children or 
pets. Telephone 764-4246. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 
some cable vision. O’Callagban'a Re-
sort, 3326 Watt Road. tf
SUTHERLAND MANOR, SPACIOUS 
one bedroom suites. Adults only. Apply
at 560 Sutherland Avenue. tf
ATTENTION! CHILDREN WELCOME 
in a modern two bedroom fourplex. For
viewing call 768-5185. tf
SMALL SUITE. SUITABLE FOR ONE 
person. $75 per month. Telephone 764-
4221. . tf
REVENUE SUITE — a beau­
tifully kept 2 bedroom home 
in quiet city location, close 
to bus and schools. Income 
from the lower suite helps 
with the expenses. To view 
phone Blanche Wannop at 
762-3713 days or 7624683 
eves. MLS.
TERRIFIC VIEW!! 3 bed­
room home close'in. Hurry! 
Choose your colors. SAVE $5. 
Can be bought now and you 
xdo some of the finishing.
Large covered sundeck with 
a view of the whole valley. 
MUST BE SEEN. Call Frank 




165 Hwy. 33, Rutland 
PHONE 765-5157
EVENINGS:
Otto Graf ......... 765-5513
Al Horning ........ 765-5090
Ken Alpaugh 762-6558
HANDYMAN SPECIAL — 
Older home on sewered lot 
in Hollywood Dell. A little 
Work would make this into a 
real fine home. Listed for 
$15,200. What offers? Call 
Harry Maddocks at 762-3713 
days or 765-6218 eves.
THREE BEDROOM SUITE IN Rut­
land fourplex, close to all conveniences, io-- ---------- ---- - ---------—, •— h*--—
Rent $130, includes water and garbage I ' 
pickup. Children welcome — no pets. PHONE MGR 762-36RR Available March 1st. Telephone 765-8570. /OZ-JO6&
. ___________OR 763-6847
FOR RENT - ONE YEAR OLD TWO 111A I
bedroom house In Rutland, on large 1310 LaWSOU AvellUe
lot. Refrigerator, stove, fireplace; Semi I tf
furnished and very cosy. Available —.....  •________
March 1st, 1972. Telephone 763-2106, 
after 5:00 p.m. tf “VILLA APTS ”
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX WITH CT
carport, refrigerator and range on I 1966 PANDOSY ST. 
Leathead Road. $130 per month, water rent onp hpdrnnm cnito 
and. garbage collection included. Two .°F _Eenl» one DeOTOOm Suite, 
children acceptable. References requir- lnCMling range, refrigerator, 
cd. Telephone Al's Manor, 765-5578. tf | w/W Carpeting, drapes, air- 
within walking distance of conditioner, cable TV, laundry 
downtown and Capri, near new two bed- facilities, elevator, parking. All 
room duplex, wall to wall in living room utilities excent telenhnne nnirt and both bedrooms. Available March 1st. j’. pal<1
References required. Telephone Harry landlord. Adult building, 
Maddocks, 765-6218, or 765-5155. W nt. »»
vacant march i, two bedroom ^one Manager 762-7765 .
cottage; stove, refrigerator; water sup* I _______ Wt U
plied* One small child* No pets* Referen* I n/'w/ at a v* ' 
ces required. Rent $K)0. Armador Manor. ROYAL APARTMENTS 
Teiephono 765-6355,______________ tt on Rowcliffe Avenue now rept*
two bedroom, full basement ing. Featuring one, two and 
Sixplex in Rutland on Briarwood Road. fhrPP fcpdrnArn cni+no in Ai- 
Close to school and shopping centre. D®TrOpm sultCS in quiet 
Children welcome. No pete. Telephone neighborhood away from traffic" 
7M-4001- _____________»l No Children, No Pets
grounds. No children, no pets
NEW SELF CONTAINED THREE 
room suite. Telephone after 6:00 p.m., 
765-6308. 163
TWO BEDROOM SUITE, GARAGE, 
carpets. $115. Woods Road, Rutland.
ONLY $4,500 DOWN — will 
purchase this lovely new 3 
bedroom home in Glenmore. 
Wall to wall carpets through­
out, large living room with 
fireplace, ensuite plumbing, 
utility room on main floor 
and much more. Absentee 
owner, must sell. Try your 
offers. Call Dave Deinstadt 
at 762-3713 days or 7634894 
eves.
HIPPITY-HOP TO THE 
GROCERY STORE — and the 
school and the golf course 
from this well planned three 
bedroom family home com­
plete with wall to wall car­
peting andi a view of the en­
tire city. Even the kitchen 
must be seen to be apprec­
iated. Call Terri Meckling at 
763-3713 days or 763-6657 
eves. MLS.
IN RUTLAND — 2 bedroom 
home, extra rooms framed in 
the basement. Practically 
new. Large kitchen, sundeck. 
All landscaped and fenced, 
all new houses in area. To 
view call Gordon Marwick 
at 762-3713 days or 763-2771 
<*ves. MLS.
Vacant. Telephone 763-7236. 162
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM MOTEL 
unit, 1961 Glenmore Street. Telephone
762-3910. 162
LARGE ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
furnished housekeeping units. $85 and 
up. Telephone 762-2532. , Th, F, S, tf
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
SHARING THREE BEDROOM FUR- 
nlshed suite near Hospital—large and 
private bedroom, heat and light includ­
ed, $79. To quiet gentleman. Telephone
763-2093. tf
FURNISHED LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
room, suitable for working gentleman. 
Refrigerator, television. Telephone 762-
3967. u
GROUND FLOOR FURNISHED HOUSE- 
keeping room. Only male pensioner 
(abstainer) need apply. .Available March
1st. 453 Lawrence Avenue. tf
762-8068THREE BEDROOM DELUXE DUPLEX, 
1221 Creekside Road. Rutland. With 
built-in oven and range. Available im­
mediately. $150. Telephone 763-3737 or 
703-3990. if I ,----------------- ----- --------------- ---- LARGE 
FURNISHED, TWO BEDROOM LAKE- T n I .
shore cottage avallablo until June 30. I \A/G nPnrfifim \HltAC
$1.10 per month, utilities Included. NoH U.UUIvUIII OUIIvb 
^tbmk^^ RR }{ All facilities, heat and hot
JUST COMPLETED, ROOMY. DELUXE J ’
three bedroom duptex on very large TELEPHONE 765-7423 
lot. Close to school in Rutland. Loaded iro
with extras. Would have to be seen. <
Telephone 765-6686. tf - ----------------------------------------- —- --------------------- -1 THE CH ATE AU-NOV; AVAILABLE FOR 
SPOTLESS TWO OR THREE BEDROOM occupancy. Adult building, complete with 
duplex In Rutland. Full basement with shag rugs, draperies, air conditioning, 
rumpus room i refrigerator and stove ranges and refrigerator*, free laundry 
Included. Immediate occupancy. Tele-’I facilities), and sauna baths. Clos# to 
phono 765-7891,-------------------------------------- (( downtown and park. Teiephono Man*
tf
RHAND NEW DUPLEXES, TWO AND °r ArgU* ,ndus‘r<«« LW.j
three bedrooms, carpeted throughout, full I----------- ' 1 . ■ M
banement, carport, double nundeck. Lo* WESTVIEW APARTMENTS—ATTRAC* 
rated in Rutland. Immediate occupancy, tlvo new one bedroom suites, shag car- 
Telephone 763-6509, HID I petlng throughout, appliances, large prl*
Tim nrnnnnM iinnui.* vio.vn vnto ?»••<>»• *en minutes from Kelowna.
•*“ ‘,er n,onlh' TW“ b'droom eutle 
Av^n»hi.SM^hrei,r nenrr -Ml,? wllh P?nor*ml° View of lako also avail-
Available March L One child accepted. I *h|o Telephone 768-5075 tfNo pets. Inquire al 1017 Fuller Avenue ..‘CIB1>n(ln<1 «
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM FOR RENT 
near Vocational School and shopping 
centre. Suitable for student or young 
businessman. Telephone 762-8868. tf
FULLY FURNISHED ROOM WITH 
private entrance. Gentleman only. Tele- 
phono 763-3815. tf 
18. ROOM AND BOARD
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE IM- 
mediately in now home in Rutland. 
Telephone 765-8648 after 6:00 p.m. 163 
19. ACCOM. WANTED | 
WANTED TO RENT MAY 1st OR 
before — clean two or three bedroom 
house. Kelowna or Mission area prefer­
red, Telephone 763-5979 evening#, 163
20. WANTED TO RENT
WILL PAY SUBSTANTIAL ADVANCE 
rent for option on three bedroom or 
larger home. Prefer cloae to Ceprl or 
downtown, 763-7051, 163
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
CHOICE BUILDING LOTS- 
Closc to city boundary, 
Builders terms or trades. 
For details call us now. 
MLS.
before 8:00 p.tn, 162 SEP OUR KNOX MANOR ONE BED-
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX; CARPORT Xm -
and «torag«. two block, from Southgate colomd gtovaaMI mfrteerator Ele«tai 
Shopping Centre. $155 monthly plu«
tie..Telephone 763-4932. a.k for Gerri Zo.XVw" F.Xy ^5®
Kr>M'_____________  1M phone 702*7918. if
cra?ral>Pctty WINDSOR MANOR - ONE BEDROOM
CCniiMl Cliy fiomo OR Pourunry I now KVmIImMm Iaf nminBn/iv
S«d“nrtT& Shag car-
re tutred. Telephone 763-7833, petlng, drapes, air conditioning, recrea*
_ _____________________ 11 Hon room, free laundry facilities, range, 
NEW DUPLEX, THREE BEDHOOMfi refrigerator. Close to downtown. Tele* 
and laundry room, inalp floor. , Full I Pnone Manager, 763-7331,_____________ tf
medlMdi 81M ToknhinaA7M.?ra« *^1 2NI5TW° nEDI1°OM FULLY 
w*<1!*t>ly* 6‘M. Telephone 763 7036, tf furn|,hed with kltchenettM, Available 
FOURPLEX SUITE IN RUTLAND, *>><1 monthly rates. Close to
two bedrooms, full basement. Close to I •hopping centre, Vocational School, bus, 
■chool. Available February 1st, Tele* Clnnamon’a Laketdiore Resort. 2924 
phon# 763-3841, if I Abbott Street. Telephone 762-4834. tf
LARGE LOT Next to
Spring Valley subdivision 
■with 100' frontage. A good 
. buy nt $4,800.00. Tertns 
available. EXCL. ,
LEADER RD. LOT - Real 
nice building site. Level 
lot. All new homes In 
area. Priced at $3,050.00. 
MLS.
INLAND REALTY
! “Where Results Count’’
HOME WITH A VIEW. Im­
maculate newly decorated 
three bedroom home. Lake­
view Heights. Plenty of room 
for a young family on this 
% acre lot, with several pear 
trees and numerous shrubs,, 
flowers and trees; Price nonrJ 
reduced for a. quick sale/ 
don’t hesitate, call Fred 
Smith 764-4573. MLS.
BURGER BARON 
2091 HARVEY AVE. 
next io Valley Fruit Stand 
763-7619 ,
FOR LEASE OR RENT. NEW TRIPLEX TW<*, ’J90M SELF CONTAINED SUITE, 
unit*, Two bedroom*, full banoment, I £v*"*w* March 1. Separate entrance, 
do*# to Rutland centre. Immediate oc* I bailable working lady or two girl 
cupancy, Teiephono 743-5446, tf I eludente, Clo*o lo hotpltal.1 thopplng 
■,  -----------—■ I and Vocational School. Telephone
UNFURNISHED TWO BEDROOM DU-|743M11 after 4:30 p.m. 162
plex, refrigerator and atm* Included. I --------------*........
$130 per month, Telephone 76$-7517>J T'74' BEDROOM SUITE AVAILABLE 
alter 6s00 p.m. tt I l»mi*dlat*ly. Stove and refrigerator In-
............  - —— ------------------------------ I clud«d. 81M monthly. Including utilities, 
TWO BKDROOM DUPLEX. RUTLAND All applicants muit have reference*, 
area. Refrigerator, atove. carport*, bath I Telephone 766-UR. If
and a half, large clout* and *torare1_______ i.... ! —.-.. -. ■
area. Telephone 744-4400 or 7W-5W7. tf I BENT IN
------------------—............................. 1.--------------- 1 Rutland. Wall , to wan carpeting, re- 
8123 FER MONTH. TWO, BEDROOM frigeretora and Move*. ChUdren and 
duplex In Rutland. Carpeting In ma*ter I pete welcome. Immediate occupency. 
bedroom and living room. 'Children wel-1 Talephono 744-7IM. tt
come, Teiephono 743-BSM. tf I ——— —     - —...............------------- “ one and two bedroom deluxe 
FOR BENT IN RUTLAND TWO BED- suite* available for Immediate occupan- 
room duplex with carport, Avallahl* I cy. Adulta only. Continental Manor, 321
HiMth. No•>!». T#l*-VB<>wtllfl*. TtWphone Mr. Collard al W
ACREAGE - We have 240 
acres wooded land only 8 
miles from Quesnel, Will 
trade part for small farm 
In Kelowna or Salmon 
Arm nren. Call Al Peder- 
nefi office 2-2739 or eve. 
44746.
Bill Woods -U 










270 Bernard Ave. 
Phone 763*2739
MORTGAGES AND APPRAISALS — Darryl Ruff — 764-7536 
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 
RUTLAND — Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTOR
FOR SALE, approximately 
19 acres wooded land, 1,5(M 
feet Highway frontage. Full' 
price $15,000. Low down pay­
ment and terms. Call Bill 
Jurome. 763-4400.
MIKE'S BEST BUY 
FOR
THIS WEEK
Investment opportunity in 
Motel style Apartment; 17 
units for $150.000., showing 
good return. Call Mike 
Chepesuik, evenings 4-7264 
or 2-5544, days. MLS.
LARGE CORNER DUPLEX 
LOT near Orchard! Park, ask­
ing $4,000. Down payment 
only $800, balance in easy 
monthly payments of $5$f- 
including 8% interest. Look 
at this with your favorite 
MLS sales person dr call 
Gerry Tucker 763-4400.
INLAND REALTY
1607 Ellis Street 
763-4400'
POTENTIAL APARTMENT SITE - On Sutherland Ave. 
across from shopping centre. Good family home could be 
moved. Adjacent properties also available if more land 
is needed. For further information call George Silvester, 
evenings, 2-3516 or days, 2-5544. MLS.
MAKE YOUR OFFER - On this real nice two BR. 
home In the choice Glenmore area; lovely shag rug in 
spacious LR., compact kitchen with eating area, full 
basement with 1 finished. BR,, to view call Lloyd Bloom­
field, eves. 2-3089 or days, ,2-5544. MLS.
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN -Older 3 BR. home In need of 
repair; beautiful spacious lot; only $16,500. For more 
details call 2-5544, days. MLS.
SMALL HOLDING — Another Interesting parcel in Peach­
land; excellent view property, can be subdivided; ask­
ing price $16,100, 2% acres; terms available. Call Peach­
land, Bert Leboe, eves. 767-2525 or days 767-2202. MLS.
REVENUE HOME — South end of town on n qiielt street, 
1 block to bus line; close to schools and shops, large 7’4 
A/S; both suites now rented for $260 per month but either 
can be vacated on 30 days notice. Call Jaqk Sasscvlllc, 
evenings 3-5257 or days 2-5544. MLS. '
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LTD. 2-5514
Wo Trade Throughout B.C.
Ruth Young 3-6758 Betty Elian 3-34B0
Peachland Branch 767-2202; Bert or Mac Lcboo 767-2525 
Penny Callies 767-2655
BUILD NOW
We haVc choice view lots in beautiful
. LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
Wc arc ready to build your dream house —j come and 
see our plans — quality homes with low down payment.
LOU GUIDI CONSTRUCTION LTD.
Phono 763-3240 or 7*8-5267
162
IT'S DIFFERENT
Set among the pine trees in 
Caramllla Hts., this 3 bed­
room home has to be scon 
to be appreciated. Large 
living room with fireplace 
and shiig carpet, separate 
dining room with sliding 
doors to sundeck, kitchen 
has matched walqut cup­
boards and the master bed­
room hart Mi bathroom. The 
outside has cut stone in 
front and the basement will 
be fully finished with bath­
room, rec room and extra 
bedroom plus 2 car garage, 
Asking price Is $35,900,00
with terms. Let us show 
to you today! MLS.










Must sell this very well built 
3 bedroom home with fire­
place, fruit trees, and 
grnpc arbor, For the low 
price of only $20,500. Phone A' 
Grant Dnvls nt 2-2846, Even-'




532 Bernard Ave. 
Telephone 762-2846
$20,700 - NEAR SCHOOLS, DKI.I(JH'nA, 
ful, brand new two bedroom, full hnte*^'' 
rnrnt h«fn# WHh prelly kitchen and 
colored bathroom, sundeck and car- 
poti. I/w down payment; Telephona 
os»la Wortlold, Hoover lleally Ud, «6 
Ilcrnard Avenue,,’MMm, evenlnra 707.
M9J, (MLS). 153, inn, I5I, IS|162 •» * M»(7.
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Trading Dollars Unlimited"
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
- — — ■  ........................................ -fc - — —
OWNER MOVING
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
Excellent value, 3 BDRM., large L.R., F.P., D.R. Large 
cabinet kitchen,, basement with one extra BDRM. Car- 
jxjrt, large balcony, lot landscaped. Located near schools 
ana cnurches in Rutland. Price only $26,500. Elaine 
Johnson at 763-7900 or 765-8352. ExcL .
J UNITS PLUS 2 HOUSES
\|Tark like setting close to exclusive public beaches. 4 
BDRM, owners accom. in near new home. Try your 
offers.
LOOK AT THIS
2 BDRM, completely remodelled home in excellent con- 
n- ovtro int. T've in one while you build, 
then rent the extra house, walk to schools, shopping, etc.
MB^unit motel plus owners home on extra large lot for 
■Mbansion. Asking only $54,000. Contact Pauline or Tom 
HMden at 494-8313 or 763-7900.
*WANT TO SEE SOMETHING NICE?
3 BDRM, quality built. China cabinet, floor to ceiling F.P. 
- and deluxe feature wall in L.R. and D.R. Nicely land­
scaped with private back yard. Lombardy area. Dale 
Adamoski, 763-7900 or 765-8982. N.R.S..
THIS LOVELY HOME, ONLY 6 MONTHS OLD, 
HAS TO BE SOLD!
Rustic, open beam, cedar finish inside and outside; 1650- 
sq. ft. on main floor; this home has been quality built 
from top to bottom with all wood windows and sUding 
doors; built-up shake roof; beautiful foyer, sunken living 
room, 12 feet high stone fireplace, best quality shag, din­
ing room with sliding doors to balcony, large kitchen 
with eating nook leading into family room, three large 
bedrooms with ensuite plumbing and walk-in cupboards, 
and sauna room, all on main floor. Plus partly finished 
basement with fireplace and roughed plumbing. All this 
situated on half an acre in the beautiful pine area of East 
Kelowna.
“IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY”
Can be yours', on this 3 bedroom comfortable older home, 
at 937 Wilson Avenue. Living room, kitchen and dining 
area. 3 piece bath and utility room. Electric heating, 
complete wih fridge and garbage burner. 220 wiring. 
Located on 2 landscaped . lots, with storage shed. 
Estate, must sell now. Asking price, $14,500.00. For 
more information, contact Austin Warren, days 3-4932 or 
evenings, 2-4838. MLS. •
WE HAVE THE REVENUE PROPERTY 
FOR YOU — IN RUTLAND
Just 2 years old. Side by side duplex. Located on Jurome *'■ 
Avenue, near new shopping center. Only minutes from 
schools and public transportation. Cash to'mortgage, at ' 
$10,900.00. 960-square feet, each side, with 5+ rooms, { 
including furnished rec room in the basement. Lot size, 
90 x 120. At $28,500.00, this property won't last long. Call 
Don Cameron, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 5-7995 for more 
information apd a viewing.-MLS.




LUND and WARREN REALTY LTD
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
TO VIEW TELEPHONE 763-2719
NO AGENTS PLEASE '
OPEN HOUSE
161
LOOKING FOR VIEW? PRIVATE 
•ale at a new two bedroom homo sltust- 
od on H acre lot with fun. basement, 
ahag carpets. feature wall, patio, .car­
port, view of lake, hills. and orchards. 
Priced right. Telephone 765-1785 after
3:00 .pm. UI
PRIVATE SALE. TWO BEDROOM 
home' In North Glenmore area. Trem­
endous view. waU to wall carpet. Full 
roughed in baacment. 1 fireplaces. Situ­
ated on a quiet no thru road. Financing 
can be arranged. For full particulars
coll 76M180. UI
NEW THREE BEDROOM HOME Lo­
cated in Rutland on large country lot. 
Many outstanding features such as full 
basement, carport, sundeck, and carpet 
throughout. For more details and to
Vi«w> call 7(44860. 160
PRIVATE SALE. COMFORTABLE 
home, close In. Wal) to wall carpet, 
flreplace with heaUlator. two bedrooms 
and den, two bedrooms in full base­
ment Seo at 871 Leon Avenue.
Th. F. S. tl
•Block Bros.
REALTY LTD.
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
. MOTEL: This 9 unit motel is situated in a very good 
location and seldom has a vacancy. Included is a good 
2 bedroom home. Good terms available. For further in­
formation call Joe Slesinger at the office or evenings at 
2-6874. MLS. -
OWNER HAS MOVED: Come and see this 4 bedroom 
home on a large lot. There are fireplaces up and down, 
plus a huge sundeck. Home has a built - in range, sliding, 
glass doors to second sundeck, and a rosewood feature 
wall in living room and master bedroom. Vendors are 
asking only $26,9001, and are open to all offers. Call Alan 
Elliot at the office or evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
LOMBARDY: 1,200 sq. ft., finished up and down. 5 bed­
rooms, 2 fireplaces, recreation room, 2 baths and a car­
port. Call Einar Domeij at the office or evenings at 2-3518.
: MLS. '
Gord Funnell 2-0901 Ben Bjornson 2-6260 
573 Bernard Ave. 762-3414
1356 Mountain Ave., Glenmore
■y -
SATURDAY, FEB. 12, 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Immaculate 3 Bdrm home in fashionable Glenmore.
Enclosed garage. Excellent financing—6%%.




OK. MISSION — three bedroom full basement home with 
fireplace, sunporch and carport; situated on % acre. 
$26,500. MLS. .
LOCATION — Elm Road, proceeding south on Lakeshore 
Rd.। turn left onto McLure Rd. and watch for signs.
TIME — 1:30 i 4:30 Saturday
REALTOR IN ATTENDANCE: ROY PAUL
RUTLAND DUPLEX FOR KELOWNA HOME 
Lady with a well-located attractive duplex in Rutland, 
wfeh an equity of approximately $12,000 down would 
u$Kle for a modest home in Kelowna. Each side of 960 
sq. ft, with 2 bedrooms. One side rents at $150,000 per 
month. Listed at $29,000.00. MLS.
LAKESHORE LOT 
Approximately 1 acre with 92' frontage on Okanagan 
Lake, paved road to property. Asking $11,500.00 with 
$1,000.00 down or will trade — what have you? MLS.
LOVELY RETIREMENT HOME:
You must see this cosy home with 2 bedrooms, good 
size living room and a bright kitchen. Located only Ti 
to 1 block from transportation to shopping, full price 
only $15,900.00. Could be remortgaged. Exclusive.
BRRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
"ESTABLISHED IN 1902” 
364 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127
John Bilyk 763-3666 Darrol Tarves—. 763-2488 
George Martin ... 763-7766 Lloyd Dafoe .... 762-3887 
Carl Briese........ . 763-2257
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
LOADS OF ROOM FOR THE FAMILY
Older 4-bcdroom home, close in to shopping and ele­
mentary school, 220 wired, oil space heat, city sewer and 
water, separate garage, insulated roothouse, shade and 
'Amit trees, 50 x 126 foot lot, fenced. Asking $13,000,00, ex­
cellent terms. MLS. Call Bill Fleck at 763-2230 or 762- 
4400. •
RECEIVERSHIP SALE' •
CENTRAL OKANAGAN PACKING HOUSE, COLD STOR­
AGE and WAREHOUSE COMPLEX ON THE LAKE- 
SHORE AND ON TRACKAGE AT WESTBANK, B.C.
I Comprising over 75,000 square feet of warehouse space, 
Lgntflce accommodation, cold storage and controlled ntmos- 
BHnkcre storage space; In two buildings, one of frame and 
Ugggnother of block construction, plus other ahcilllnry bulld- 
Mms, and located on 6Vi acres, >*t acre of which Is con­
crete slub loading areg. Tills property is being offered al 
less than half of replacement value at $450,000. MLS. 
Call Dudley Pritchard nt 768-5556 or Don McConachie at 
768-5995 or 702-4400.
I Roger Cottle 763-2889 Mike Jennings 765-6304
Collinson
Commercial and Investment Properties
BUSINESS AND PROPERTY
K’jlpwnn business doing n volumn in excess of $700,000.00, 
approximately $230,000.00 real estate property, listed with 
this business, Full price $280,000,00 with terms. Tills la 
well worth n sound investor’# time to Investigate. Exelu-, 
sivo listing.
37 unit mold.of mixed one and two bedroom suites, sleep­
er and kitchenettes. Paved pinking. Projected revenue for 
1972 in excess of <25,000. after mortgage payments, ex­
penses $md managers salary of $8,000.00. Ideal for a part­
nership. Absentee owners will accept your trade of land, 
home or gtxxl paper. Full price $230,000.00 with $90,000, 
down or your trade. MLS. ' >
more information on the above two nds call Jack 
McIntyre at 763-5718 days or 762-3698 evenings or IJndsay 
Webster nt 762-3713 days or 702-0161 cvcningii. 1
KELOWNA REALTY
243 BERNARD AVE. — KELOWNA
BLK. MTN. RD.. RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK
LARGE FAMILY, OR IN-LAWS — would be ideally suit­
ed in this attractive Westbank near-new home. Two 
bedrooms up, two down (easily finished to s.c. suite). 
Lower floor is very well finished. View sundeck. Very 
close to town centre. Asking $25,900. Call Dick Steele, 
8-5480. MLS.
ONE FLOOR RANCH BEAUTY — No steps to go up and- 
down - space saving kitchen with adjacent large utility 
room, 3 bedrooms, fireplace, patio doors in dining area, 
double windows. Large enclosed garage- which could 
be converted into cozy family room. Located on large 
treed lot in quiet area. Low taxes. A must see! Please 
call Eva Gay, 768-5989 or. 762-4919. MLS.
CLOSE TO HOSPITAL !— 3 Bedrooms, new shag in 
Living room, Dining room, Bright kitchen, Spotlessly 
clean! One bedroom and 2 pee. bath in full basement. 
Open to offers on asking price, $27,900. Excl. , Please call 
Vern Slater at 3-2785.
ONLY $16,900 ! ! Brand new home in Spring Valley 
features 2 good sized bedrooms, carport, large utility 
room, Only $1,700 will handle. For full details please 
contact Dennis Denney at 3-4343 days or 5-7282. MLS.
SPLIT LEVEL SPECIAL: The owner is in Vancouver and 
must sell this stylish three bedroom split level home fea­
turing Urge living room with fireplace and unique siding 
and 7%% mortgage. Asking only $24,900, Call Hugh 
Mervyn at 3-4343 or 2-4872. MLS.
TRADES ??? Vendor will accept land, lots or what have 
you as part downpayment on this 3 year old duplex. 
Features include 3 bedrooms, large living room, dining 
room, modern step-saving kitchen, full basement., Re­
venue maker!! For further details contact Murray Wil-, 
soil at 763-4343 or 762-6475. MLS.
Jim Barton 4-4878
1561 Pandosy St. LTD.
COLLINSON•>
Mortgage & Investments Ltd
483 Lawrence Avenue. 762-3713
BRAEMAR CONSTRUCTION LTD
(Builders in Kelowna since 1962)
$1,000 DOWN
With the B.C. Gov’t. $1,000 Grant can make you 
proud owner of a new NHA House with monthly 




We also have two cathedral entrance homes just waiting 
for an owner. Price $21,500. each.
Office 154 Stetson Motel Phone 762-0520
Evenings 762-0956 — 763-2810
162
3-4343
LEON AVE.: Very seldom do 
homes come for sale in this 
first class area. This home 
features 3 bedrooms plus 2 in 
the basement', a completed 
rec room, 2 bathrooms, 
fenced yard, wall to wall 
carpets and is fully land­
scaped. Vendor has pur­
chased another home and) 
MUST SELL!’ Don't miss 
this opportunity to make a 
good deal! Call Harold Hart­
field eves. 5-5080, MLS,
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION: 
2 bedroom home with large 
kitchen, gas heat, well con­
structed garage with work­
shop ideally located on Rut­
land Road. Price $14,500, with 
terms. MLS,
INFORMATION ON ALL M.L.S. LISTINGS 
, AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS.
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
4 BEDROOM FAMILY HOME - MUST BE SOLD! Ideally 
located within walking distance to downtown shopping In 
Rutland. 1,200 sq. ft. living area. 2 fireplaces, w/w carpeting, 
sundeck, nicely landscaped, 100 x 100 sq. ft, lot Asking $25,- 
900. (MLS). Call Ed Scholl 2-5030, evenings ,2-0719,
GOOD-LOOKING NEW CITY,HOME! Immediate possession 
on this beautiful Spanish Designed family home,situated near 
schools. 3. bedrooms on main floor, fireplace, j,4nss sliding 
door in dining area, covered sundeck, enclosed garage, 
Asking $29,980 (MLS). To view do itot hesitate to call Olivia 
Worsfold 2-5030, evenings 2-3895,
TWO BEDROOM SOUTHSIDE HOME - only $13,950 with 
low taxes. 220 W„ part basement, new gas furnace, covered 
sundeck mid garage. To view please telephone Olivia Wors­
fold 2-5030, evenings, 2-3895, (MLS),
Hoover REALTY 762-5030 426 Bernard Avenue
NEW DUPLEXES ON MISSION CREEK In Rutland, for 
snip nnd> for rent. Two bedrooms up, large family size 
kitchen, living room. Full basement with lots,of room, for 
extra bedrooms and riimpus room. All offers or trades, will 
be considered. Immediate possession,
$500,(10 DOWN — Brand new homes for $18,900, Only the> 
best buy,for the money on the market today, 2 large bed­
rooms up, kitchen, living room, Full basement with 
rouRlicd-in extra bedroom. You owe it to yourself to look 
at our display home. \, 
' ' CALL
McKinnon realty ltd.
Office 765-7741 , ' Residence 705-7451
HIGHWAY 33, RUTLAND 1
GADDES REALTY 
LIMITED 






Gary August ... eves, 3-5719
DISPLAY HOME 
CRESTVIEW HOMES 
Open from 2 - 6 p.m, every 
Tues,, Thui's., Frl. and Sun. 
from 2 - 5 p.m. Sat. Follow 
Black Mtn. Rd. to Hollywood 
Rd., turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
turn rlrfht ori Dundee.










Good volume, all pro shop fa- 
duties and club retainer pro­
vided. Must be prepared to ne­
gotiate existing merchandise 
inventory and electric carts 
from retiring, pro. Present club 
membership of 400. Please pro; 
vide resume, in confidence to:
R. J. Trickey, C.A.
Treasurer
Vernon Golf & Country Club 
C/O 204 - 3317 - 30 Avenue
Vernon, B.C. 161
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
FOR SALE IN HOLLYWOOD DELL, 
two to (our bedroom homes, some with 
fireplace. Low down payment. NHA 
finance. Telephone Schaefer Builders. 
762-3599 or 762-8998.
M. W. F. S, tl
NEAR ORCHARD PARK. THREE BED- 
roofa bungalow on la acre with pood 
garden noil, root cellar. storage shed. 
Private aale. 819,900. Telephone 765-
7496. 166
If
MODERN SPACIOUS WO BEDROOM 
bungalow, close in. Well insulated sum­
mer bedroom and storage. Carport, 
fenced, landscaped. . Telephone 762- 
2409 before 2:00 p.m.' . 166
PRIVATE SALE, GLENMORE AREA^ 
three bedroom home, ten years old; half 
basement, hardwood floors, interior re- 
finished, garage, large lot, $21,000. Low 
down payment. Telephone 768-5267. 163
BY CONTRACTOR. TWO AND THREE 
bedroom houses on Mountain Road. 
NHA, mortgages. Low down payments. 
Lou Guldl Construction Ltd. Telephone 
763-3240, 768-5267. 163
ONLY $500 DOWN. OLD HOME, 
choice soulhslde location. Full . price 
only $14,900. Suitable for retired couple 
or small family. 762-2346 days or 762- 
0491 weekends and evenings. 163
$16,500. THREE BEDROOM OLDER 
home. A good Investment, suitable dup­
lex property—double lot. One block 
from Bernard Avenue, near Ethel Street. 
Cash or terms. Telephone 763-3584. 161
FOR SALE IN RUTLAND, NEW THREE 
bedroom duplex. Features laundry room 
on main floor, carport and large , base- 
. pient. \ Telephone 762-4688. tt
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
quality construction. Carports, storage 
area, IVi baths, refrigerators, stoves.
Open to offers. Telephone 764-4408 or 765- 
5527. _______ ~  _ll
REDUCED TO $10,500. IDEAL ONE' 
bedroom retirement home. New Crest- 
wood kitchen cabinets, sink and plumb­
ing, new carpet throughout. Immediate 
occupancy. Telephone 763-4325. U
NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED ON 
new home,, full basement, carport, 
wall to wall carpets, custom cupboards. 
Low interest, low monthly payments. 









you’re buying your house,
you’re eligible for a special 
Homeowner Loan at Associates 
any time you need cash.
That means we may be able to 
give you a belter deal. Lower 
rates ... or longer terms . . . 
or even both.
The amount you can borrow is 
limited only by the equity you 
have in your home. $5,000, 
$10,000, maybe $25,000 or more. 
So if you have high-interest 
debts outstanding, or if you 
need cash for a second car, a 
boat, or any other good reason, 
talk to Associates about a low- 
interest Homeowner Loan. See 









Ample conventional residential 
mortgage funds available for / 
new and existing houses, con­
struction draws, fast service.
COLLINSON REALTORS





WANTED - SMALL ACREAGE OR 
farm with or without house for semi­
retired couple. Apply N. Pidherny. 2920 
Range Road. Prince George, B.C.
Tb,F, S, 172
HAVE UP TO $10,000 CASH FOR TWO 
bedroom older home in or near Kelowna.
Telephone 112-223-8245. 165
23. PROP. EXCHANGED
WILL TRADE $10,000 EQUITY IN NICE 
Arcadia. California home near. Santa 
Anita for down on home, acreage, etc.,
FINANCIAL BACKING 
REQUIRED 
Expanding firm doing business 
across Canada in the Retail 
and Wholesale field requires a 
financially sound backer for 
$20,000 (twenty thousand dol­
lars). Interest to be paid in 




‘ DAILY COURIER, 
162
here. Telephone 763-7051. 163
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
FOR RENT - 1,000 SQUARE FEET OF 
fully finished and beautifully carpeted 
office space in downtown Rutland. 
Previously used by physician, but can 
be easily adapted to any professional 
person e.g. real estate, etc. $2.40 per
square foot. 765-7027. 175
MONEY AVAILABLE 
For 
Commercial and Industrial 
Development 
SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD.
1447 Ellis Street 
Kelowna, B.C. 
763-6442 tf
ACREAGE FOR SALE 
27 acres, Kelowna area, near 
thq* Riding Club. 1 
$58,500
1 D.P. and terms open 
764-4603 
_______________ Th, F„ S. 161 
J. LEN NEAVE, R.I. (B.C.) 
Gaddes Realty Ltd. 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISER 
CONSULTANT
547 Bernard Ave.
Bus. 2-3227 Eves. 5-5272
' Th., F, S. tf
WAREHOUSE SPACE FOR RENT - 
Approximately 600 square feet of dry. 
unheated warehouse space, for rent in 
the 400 block Bernard Avenue. Avail­
able February 1st, 1972. Contact Lund 
and Warren Realty Ltd., 446 Bernard 
Avenue, Kelowna, B.C., 763-4932. tl
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE 
available In air-conditioned one storey 
building, centrally located. Ample staff 
and client parking. Custom renovation 
may be arranged. Furnished if desired. 
Please telephone Mr. J. M. Roberts, 762-
MORTGAGE MONEY — CONVEN- 
lent rates. We buy mortgages and agree­
ments. Bill Hunter, Lakeland Realty 
Ltd.. 1561 Pandosy street, Kelowna. 763-
4343. tf
MORTGAGE MONEY AVAILABLE} 
Prime interest rate at 8’,i per cent. 
Contact A. Salloum, Okanagan Realty 
Ltd.,, 762-5544. 161
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
2002 tt
FOR LEASE - OFFICE SPACE - 1 - 
625 square feet, 1 — 260 square feet, up­
stairs Nelson Block, Westbank. W/W 
carpet, hot water heat., Facing Main 
Street. For longer lease, two months 
free rent. Telephone 768-5223, Westbarik.
■ ■ ■ __________ F, tf
LUXURIOUS OFFICE SPACE. 400 TO 
500 square feet. Air conditioned, carpets, 
drapes. 1135 Sutherland Avenue. Tele-
phone 763-2243 or 762-3146. If
LOOKING FOR SHOP OR WAREHOUSE 
space bn Glenmore Street — will build 
shortly—2.000, 1,300, 1,000 equate feet.
Telephone 763-2965, tf
1
PEACE RIVER AND 
OKANAGAN HONEY
Bulk or in Containers.
LINDEN APIARIES 
mile north of the Golf Cours® 
on Glenmore Drive.
762-8970 
_____ M, W, F tf
WINTER CABBAGE, CARROTS,, PAR- 
snips, large and small beets, AH'or- 
conically grown. Also Delicious apples.
Telephone 763.5110, F, 8, tf ,
wlih carport and double win­
dows,, including lots, In Win-
it
field or $18,500 for 2 br. 




, , T, Th, S tf
WHY WAIT FOR SPRING nnd 
HIGHER LOT PRICES?
3 LOTS, ^8700
Near Rutlnnd High School. 
Ready to build now.
762-355.9
168
Close. IN. COZY OLDER TWO IIED- 
riHirn with utility room and roolc'f. 
On laige lonecil lid. gsrage, yming fruit 




2288 sq. ft., 
under construction at 
2646 ABBOTT ST.
768-5634 • 
T, F, S 168
OFFICE SPACE FOR BENT, VEIIY 
reasonable rate. Good central downtown 
location. Telephone 763.5048 or 763-4639.
164
1,450 SQUARE FEET OF COMMENT 
cial space available immediately. North-
Sato Plata. Telephone 763-2732. tf
CENTRAL DOWNTOWN OFFICE 
space. Reasonable rent. Apply 762-2688,
or after . 5:00 p.tn. 762-2026. If
TOM’S
DESIGN & BUILDING 
Homes — Interiors —• 
Renovations — Rumpus Rooms 
PHONE 765-7900 
161
LAKEVIKW HEIGHTS. THIS THREE 
bedroom home is situated In a quiet 
crescent with,a view of the lake. Feat- 
ure« Includet carport, professionally 
landscaped ground* with fruit tree*, 
fireplace In living room and In full base­
ment, Mi bath In master bedroom, double 
glared windows and many other quality 
features. Only $23,700 with terms to 
suit buyer, For all ilia details, call 
Don Walllnder, 763-0000 or Crestview 
Homes, 703-3737,  103
RUTLAND SPECIAL. BUILDER HAS 
reduced the price of thia charming two 
bedroom cathedral entry horns tn $21,400 
for quick sale, Features Include t car­
port. separate basement entrance, shag 
carpet, maple kitchen cabinets, over 
aired sundeck, roughed In plumbing tn 
basement. No 0own payment to quail- 
fleet - buyer. For all ths details, call 
Don Walllnder, 763-00M or Crsatvlaw 
Homes. 703-3737, 101
CQMFORTAIILK FAMILY HOM1X 
cl(>sa to lake and park, Two bedrooms 
and. den. with oak floors throughout. 
Completed bssemsnt rumpus room, two 
bedrooms and bath, carpeted hall and 
stairway, Direct from owner — ca»h to 
5% mortgaae. 2373 Abbott Street, Tele-
phone 762-4011. If,
HAVE COMMISSION - SALK BY OWN* 
er; Owner being iranxferred, Hntlydell 
subdivision. One year old; 3 large bed­
room*, lull baeement, double window*, 
emulle plumbing, NIIA mortgage, Power 
humidification, Fabulous view. Priced 







___  >73 
SALK BY OWNER. DELUXE 
bvilroom (tnplex xltuatrd In Hub 
Over lino »q. ft. an either aide, 
air rondltloned. <wo b*th». with 
Io wall carpel throuihoiit. Call
STORE SPACE FOR RENT IN SHOP- 
per's Village, Rutland, 14'x76*. Telephone 
763-7221,' ' It
SPACE FOR RENT - YOUJNAME IT, 
we have it. The Cannery Group, 763<
7506. tt
IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE - DOWN' 
town air conditioned office apace. Telo-
phone 762.4779. 163
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE MAI1C1I 
7th. Next io Rutland Poet Office. TnS
phono 705-5375, UI
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
and a*k about Ihl* bar (tin, Teltphona 
7610007 or 7631.4633. 161
I'Bivati: - Ni:wi:n iiomk, m,n<H). 







Production - 200,000 CF/
Month, Stump to Mill. Rubber 
tired skidders preferred. Per­
manent year-round jobs. Con­
tact Logging Division —
NORTHWOOD MILLS Lid.
304 Martin Street, 
Penticton, B.C.
, Phone; 492-0527
_________ _..............._ __ ' 102 
KARN $3.500’10. fiajioo PEIl YEAH,
part time, Can you devote «lx hour* per 
week? No aelllnx required-InvrMment 
$5<» to $4,000 aecurrd by equipment nnd 
Inventory, If you aro a re»|Mui«lble per- 
aon and are Interoled, wo would like Io 
talk to you. Reply Box A540, Thu Kelow­
na Dally Courier. ' 162
OFFicK~(iuiLU
properly on Main Street. Wealbank.'The 
building* |< 24'x32' on » 501x110' lot, 
Oiler* Io Wcalhank lirlyatloii Dl*li|c|, 
PO Box ?2», Weatbank. Telephone 7un. 
5814. , ||
INVENTIONS - I HAVE SEVKRAt.
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
14 CUBIC FOOT FROST FREE Rl'b 
irlgerntur, Brown chesterfield and chair, 
HcCIIncr. Maylag wringer washer, 9‘xlS' 
Iiidioti rug. Dresser. Miscellaneous tools 
and household effects. Telephone 763-3423. 
__________________ ________ _____ 102 
HOUSE FULL OF NEW FURNHVR^.. 
and appliances: refrigerator, stove, au­
tomatic washer, dryer, dining aulte, 
living rooip suite, bedroom suit*. Tele-
phone 768-5844, 165
USED THREE PLY STAINLESS STEEL 
cookware (Lolkt), 14 pieces, $40, Bay- 
crest, 11 pieces, $20. , Wondersleel, 13 
plccos, *35. Mastrrware, 14 pieces, ®25. 
763-.1256, 161
DlSSTOtTsuTNCH IJLECTIU^jiltilT* 
lar lu.nd saw, has 10 amp. motor. Lika 
now cDiKlItloii, Price $35, Also orbital 
sander. Price $10. Telephone 765-3'237
after 5tOQ p.tn, 1.19, 161
ONE fl'INCH TABLE SAW WITH STAND 
nipl two extcnnlonn, ii h,p, motor. Anklng 
$150. Telephone 703.6000 alter 5:30 p,m.
108
A'H'ENTION WOOD USlCIlF-^" WK 
have anma dry planer onda fur Immed­
iate delivery. Telcphona 765-6200 or 7U5- 
5621, 103
MINK PAW COAT, % LENGTH, IN 
Rood condition, What oHara',1 Telepliona 
762.0400 nr view at 544 flerimi'd Avc»)><'. 
' ' 102
GERMANTaBINCT, mMiTTNCLUih 
ee bur, apace for toluvlaiom multi cup* 
bonrdn. Muni l>o aeen, For more Infor*
mntlon cull 7113-3407, 162
ONE AVOCADO CRIB AND MATTJIEHH. 
play pen, baby1 lounge, onrbril. Jolly 
jumper and carriage. Telephone 765.7662, 
, |61
PHILLIPS DEMJxT“(XWHO^ 
ro and AM radio with autoninllc record 
(hunger, 34 Inch walnut cabinet. I.lkn
new, Telephone 762-7447, 161
SPANISH STYLE TWO PIECE KROEII* 
lor chosterileId mite; live piece Dale* 
(llneile (iillei pole lamp, New, Telephone 
763-4696 alter 4:08 p.m. 181
NEW AMPEX CAfiK'ITE PlioFlIH*
shinai In pc reeordei 
I’ll) n 7 17J 5
BLACK AND WIU IT
sale । 1 
lure tube. Ito.
BUNK III US 
B II I ) 
loiiimioii. 1rn
P'xU 11(111
I lilt , III I'M ell
ni
I x I *75 bin 
If
II I I VIH1 >N 1 011 
il r*c year Id pir
t । pi t m < 11 ii
I 1 GIRI 5 UK 1< I I




pat«niabl« Item*, valuable Internallnnally, 
and n«»il c»»h to proceed. Percental* 
air«em«nt. Box A 840, 'Bio Kelowna 
Dally Courier. if
WHOLESALE FOOD IHJKINESs" Poll 
•ale. Unlimited opportunity, Full piicc, 
W.OO0.,.lleply to Roa A5W. The Kellen* 
Dally Courier, li.i
WANT TO HUY AUTO WIIECKING 
tifi»ln(<* or »imll«r
phone Vn.'-Bllh.
(JOl)D. IINKH Wfi 
roinpli-le wdh mtllrraiies. S7a. leltpbunn 
763-3357, , 'l6t....—...... . ........- -  —
Nicvv hand < noi.iii'.ii'.D 
poi i n Ai I i h fw II I I tern ana 
iloll l » 2 Uri 1 8




Imr Ih'plv lo lb>$ 
(ouiirj , 
' Th. F, N, )<•
MORE CLASSIFIED 
ON PAGE 141«2 , IKI phone 7oJ (Ml,
I
PAGE 14 KELOWNA DAILY COtKIEB. F»*-. frEB- M. 1872




WOMEN TO DO JANITORIAL WORK 
evening!. Are dan a week. TekptaM 
2C4820 after g;l» P-tn. 161
PACrnNO — WIEBIOB AND Ex­
terior. Froe OTtlmalae Ttinbem KX
PalaUag. 78M371. M. W. F. U
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
FOUR SEVEN-WEEK-OLD SILVER 
poodle puppies. CaU TH33M after $:» 
pjn. ,, , ; , ■ 1ST
HOME WANTED r- / ALL BLACK 
six-month-old cat Telephous HM16X
' ■ ■ ■•' A- ' W
BAY FOR SALE — 65c per bale. TELE-
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
IK* WX44* SQUIRE DOUBLE WIDE, 
three bedroom. • unfurnUbM. Set up 
skirted. Number 8. Winfield Trailer 
Court. Beaver Lske Road. Telephone 768-
101 m
phone 764-49J1. is
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
9 REFRIGERATORS ......-------- -------
6—-30” ELECTRIC RANGES ...........
KENMORE 30” GAS RANGE . . .. 
ENTERPRISE 40” COMBINATION
Coal, Wool and Gas .....----------- —
. from 29.95 &' Up 
, from 39.95 & Up 
..... ..........  24.95
129.95
WASHERS
Automatics, Wringers and Spinners......- from 29.95 & Up
3—Mechanic Specials—Wringer washers .... at 5.00 each
I ■' ' TVs
Consoles, 3-Way Comb. & Portables .... from 29.95 & Up 
Some Mechanic Specials.............. ................... at 5.00 each
VINYL RECLINER with Heater and Vibrator.
Sold for 189.95. ...............       Now Only 89.95
LOUNGE & CHAIR — Good condition .................... 69.95 
AT WOSK’S CAPRI STORE OR AT
THE WAREHOUSE ON WATER ST. 
& CAWSTON AVE.
REGISTERED ARAB STALLION, TWO 
years old. Heglaterod Quarter bora* 
ataWM. tea years, old. Several other 
horses. TWo horse trailers. 8* Anchor 
camper. Telephone 763.7030. . 166
ST. BERNARD FOR SERVICE; TWO 
year old pure bred with papers, well 
marked, champion aired by "Baron De 
Beaulieu". Telephone 765-7969. 161
DACHSHUND PUPPIES. REGULAR 
size..pure bred, three red males, oat 
black and Un female. Six weeks old. $83 
each. Telephone 767-2722. 161
LOVELY AFRICAN BARKLESS PUPS.
Mother is a registered BasenJL $25 each.
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
USED CATERPILLAR FOR SALE: IM 
tractor with free spool winch, canopy 
and angle dcur. Near new DSC power 
shin tractor fully equipped. D7E tractor 
c/w frame mounted canopy. D7F winch, 
angle doser and fully guarded. D8H 
tractor c/w frame mounted canopy, No. 
I parallelogram ripper, new 8A dozer 
and fully guarded. Contact DAD Weld- 
Ing Ltd.. Vernon. Telephone—days—542- 
6960, 542-8538. EvenlngS-545-0324. 545-
•528. F, S. IN
Telephone 762-2177. U
BAILED HAY FOR SALE. 65e PER 
bale. Had taken some rain. Telephone
762-8167. tf
1968 JOHN DEERE SKIDDER, 440.4, 
completely overhauled. Excellent con­
dition. 1967 three ton Ford truck, equip­
ped with hoist, 700 rear end. rebored 300 
six cylinder, good condition. Telephone 
112-835-4336 after 6:00 pjn. 161, 163. 171
TjlREE BEDROOM tt*x68* NOBILE 
home, completely furnished. With extras: 
television, radio, electric mower, deep 
freeze, dryer, barbecue, etc. Telephone 
768-327Z M>
S&ASTA TRAILER COURT.ON LAKE- 
shorn Road. Chlldres welcome. No pets 
please. Cahls TV included. Telephone 
763-2878.  >tf
GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK, 
Green Bay Road off Boucherie. Land­
scaped lots avallsble in family and re- 
tlrement areas. Telephone 768-5543. tf
REPOSSESSION-U70 U* x 66* THREE 
bedroom, utility room, new furniture 
throughout. Okanagan Mobile Homes. 765- 
7077. ti




Deluxe model, full camper top. 
1971 50 h.p. MERCURY Out­
board, controls, electric start, 
battery. Ready’ for the water— 
$2295
VERNON SPORT & 
MARINE CENTRE LTD.
3109 - 30th Ave., VERNON 
542-3154; eves. 545-1596
Th, F. S, 185
MUST BE SOLD! 10*x55’ MOBILE 
home, tip out living room. 2 bedrooms. 
3rd bedroom addiUon optional. Offers.
Phone 764-7373. 161
161






1—Used 3 pcs. B.R. Suite . ...........................
1—Used 2 pcs. Chesterfield Suite . ............
1—Used 5 pcs. Dinette -------- ——.......... -
1—Used 3/3 Metal Bed Frame -------- —...
2—Used Bunk Bed ----------------—...............
1—Used Westinghouse Fridge ....—...... 
1—Used Hoover Washer .................- 
1—Used Gilson Washer
1—Used Sew Machine in cabinet ...------—




























29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ONE REPOSSESSED CANNON ELEC- 
tronlc calculator. Model 130S. First 
class condition. Telephone 762-7003. 162
TWO-PIECE CHESTERFIELD FOR 
sale. Telephone 762-8792. 162
REFRIGERATOR FOR SALE. "$ML 
Telephone 765-6841 or 765-7470. . 162
FIREWOOD FOR SME. ANY LENGTH. 
Telephone 765-5598. 1«





Conservatory of Music 
1211 Sutherland Ave.
I’M LOOKING FOR 
PEOPLE
who like people, who want ex­
tra money, who can spend 
spare time hours selling Avon 
products. You’ll meet friendly 
neighbors, earn cash for all the 
things you want. Let me show 
you how easy it is to get start­




1071 OLDS DELTA 88 Custom 4 Dr. H.T. 
I y / I Factory air cond., p.s., p.b., p. windows, 
vinyl top.
1969 CHEV. CUSTOM SPORT 2 dr. H.T.,










aYe invited for the 
of approximately 5 
residential land com-
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGULAR 
tale* every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. We 
pay. caxb tor complete. eitalei and 
houxehold contents. Telephone 765-5847 
Behind the Drive-In Theatre. Highway 
n North. U
CHEV. SUPER SPORT 2 dr. H.T. red, 
black vinyl top, bucket seats, radio, 327 
eng., p.s., p.b.
OLDS. TORONADO, blue, black vinyl 
top, fit. wheel drive, p.s., p.b., air-cond.
DODGE POLARA 2 dr. H.T. 8 cyl., A.T., 
p.s,, p.b,, radio.
OLDS. CUTLASS 2 dr. H.T., bucket seats, 
p.s., p.b., A.T.
TRI-LAKE 
MOBILE HOMES •. .
& FRONTIER 
SAFEWAY, TEDSHOMB 
Exclusive dealer for 
mobile homes in 12* 
and double wides.
SEE US BEFORE YOU 
BUY — YOU MAY BE 
PAYING TOO MUCH???
15% DOWN ON 
APPROVED CREDIT
2 MILES NORTH 
OF VERNON 
Brandt and Dorothy Hagglund 
Day or Night 
545-0264
F, S, tf
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
JOHN FINLAY McINTOSH, 
late of -924 Bernard Avenue, 
City of Kelowna, Province of 
British Columbia.
NOTICE is hereby given that
prising portions of Lots 1 to 
10 inclusive of section 22 - 9 - 
O.D.Y.D. Plan 522, lying south 
of the City of Vernon, overlook­
ing Lake Kalamalka. A rail­
way right of way 100 feet wes­
terly from the present centre 
line of track will be excluded 
from the sale and the pur­
chaser will be required to have 
the right of way surveyed and 
create road access to the land. 
Tenders should include a certi­
fied cheque or money order 
for an amount equal to 10% of 
the total offer.
Tenders will close at Noon 
M.S.T. March 10, 1972, and 
should be addressed to the
creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
the above deceased are hereby 
required to send them to the 
undersigned Excutor in care of 
Fillmore, Gilhooly & Company, 
P.O. Drawer 730, Kelowna, 
B.C., on or before the 18th 
day of March, 1972, after which 
date the Executor will distri­
bute the said Estate among the 
parties entitled hereto having 
regard only to the claims of 




By: Fillmore, Gilhooly 
& Company 
His Solicitors.
“WE NEED YOUR TRADE-INS NOW’
"TRUCKS"
1070 8 cyl., 4 sp. Positraction, balance
iy/U Factory Warranty.
10 AO CHEV. % ION 8 cyl., A.T., deluxe model, 
I/O/ balance Factory Warranty.
107A DATSUN 1600 y2 TON, 
l 7/U 18,000 miles.
inZO DATSUN 1300 % TON. 
I 7O7 25,000 miles.
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
14 FOOT PLYWOOD BOAT, FIBRE- 
glass bpttom, 35 b.p. Evinrude motor, 
electric start, and trailer. What offers?
Telephone 763-5381. 162
22 FOOT CABIN CRUISER, 383 
Chrysler marine engine, recently re­
built, includes new 3 h.p. Johnson and 




5 weeks — 10 one hr. lessons 








firm requires experienced clerk-typist. 
Should be able to type 50 wpm. Appli­
cants should be a high school graduate 
or have equivalent business training. 
Excellent benefits and salary program. 
Immediate opening. For further informa­
tion caU T. L. Carlson at 763-4218. 161
PART TIME AND FULL TIME SALES 
clerk required for local delicatessen. 
Must speak German and English. Apply 
to Box A 539, The Kelowna Dally Courier. 
163
EXPERIENCED 1 WOMAN FOR OC- 
casional baby sitting, day and evening.
SEE US FOR ALL OF YOUR LEASING NEEDS.
“See Your Winning Sales Team Today” 
Jacobsen Pontiac-Buick Ltd. 
“YOUR TOTAL TRANSPORTATION CENTRE"
1658 Pandosy St. Phone 763-7700
USED CAR LOT PHONE 763-6060
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
SALES — SERVICE 
-INSTRUCTION 
Expert piano tuning. 
480 LEON AVE. 
763-424?
Telephone 768-5146! .
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
163 1970 CHEV 
STATION WAGON
M, W. F
32. WANTED TO BUY
Retiring 
from Business? 
Stores — Restaurants 
WE PAY CASH 









for the following areas:
WESTBANK
1.—Carral! Rd., Peters Rd. 
and Witt.
2. 1st Ave. South, 2nd Ave. 
South, 3rd Aye. South.
Contact
The Circulation Dept. 
THE KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER,
Phone 762-4445
33,000 miles, 350 V-8 auto., P.S., 
P.B.,^radio, .7 tires. Best offer 
over $2600 takes it. 763-4247, 
days, 764-4926, evenings. 163
1969 FOUR DOOR THUNDERBIRD 
Landau; fully equipped with 429 V-8 
motor, automatic transmission, power 
steering, power windows, power brak­
es, power seats, tapedeck, speed con­
trol and air conditioned. Canary yellow 
with.black vinyl Interior and roof. Ex­
ecutively driven and In mint condition. 
Telephone Mr. Nance, 763-5122, days. 
_________ ■ ________ ' 161 
1965 FORD GALAXIE 10 PASSENGER 
wagon, 65.000 miles, power steering. 6 
wheels, new rubber, deluxe rack. Ex- 
cellent condition. $995. Trailer bitch 
and electric brakes optional. Telephone
42. AUTOS FOR SALE 
1963 FORD SEDAN, V-8, GOOD CON 
dition, *72 licence. 8322.00. Call 764-4308. 
■ ' ;______ tf
1965 PONTIAC PARISIENNE WAGON. 
Telephone 763-6652. 166
1962 MG MIDGET, THREE TOPS. $450. 
Telephone 766-3206 (Winfield), 163
42A. MOTORCYCLES
1967 HONDA 450. GOOD SHAPE. TELE- 
phone 763-5562 between 7:00 a.m. and
3:30 p.tn. 161
1967 HONDA CHOPPER, 305 CC, JUST 
rebuilt. Telephone 762-6333. 162
42B. SNOWMOBILES
ONE 440. 38 H.P. ESKIMO SNOW- 
mobile, $700 or best offer. One 30 h.p. 
18 inch track, electric start, like new,
•750. 765-7902.
762-4011 after 8:00 p.m. tf
WANTED
. Logs and Standing Timber 
8“ diameter and over. Phone 
542-8293 evenings.. 547-3091 days 
or write Riverside Forest Pro­
ducts Ltd.; Box 370, Lumby,
B.C, 162
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599 
J St J NEW, USED GOODS
Carrier must be between the 
ages 11 to 15 years, tt 
REQUIRE IMMEDIATELY, MAN OR 
woman with income tax, accounting and 
some typing experience. Box A550, The 
Kelowna Dally Courier.
'_____________ _________ 161. 162. 164
FULLER BRUSH COMPANY LTdTrE- 
quires full or> part time representatives 
for Kelowna area. Apply D. Sergent. 
3600 Kamloops Road, Vernon, 542-2942.
, ________________ tt
WANTED - RELIABLE CUSTODIAN 
for apartment block, to take over March 




1968 DODGE DART, AUTOMATIC, 
power steering, radio, low mileage, 
Excellent condition throughout. $1,893. 
Telephone 763-4717, extension , 47, (after 
6:00 p.m. and weekends); 762-2127, days.
- ______________ 165
1970 CpUGAR, ONLY 15,000 MILES, 
excellent condition. Power steering, 
brakes, stereo. $3,000 or beat offer. Will 
Consider small car as part payment. 
Telephone 762-8473, tf
1971 MUSTANG GRANDE. 6,500 MILES, 
factory warranty, power steering, power 
brakes, tape deck. Telephone 492-0863, 





WANTED TO BUY: HARDTOP TENT 
trailer in good condition. Telephone 763- 
atn. ______________
33. SCHOOLS AND 
VOCATIONS
BIGR SCHOOL AT ROME, CANADA'S 
leading school Free brochure. Nslional 
College. 4U Robson 61. Vsncouvsr 688- 
4911 _______________________ _M
34. HELP WANTED, MALE 
COMPUTER OPERATOR 
Ambitious yountf man with 
Grade 12 education and dntn 
£ recessing experience required 
y large Data Centre. Business 
experience an asset.







GET A PIECK OF THE. ACTION - 
and there Is plenty In Ihla areal Kel­
owna Realty Ltd. renutroe eevrral lic­
enced real eeUte eMesmen. For eon- 
(MentUl UUrvlew caU Frank Convr* 
TU-8III or HMni evening*. 167
TRADESMEN - I'M A PLUMBER AND 
' weeM Nke Ie gel UMher with any and 
all types of tradesmen to form a team 
wMcb could week and build together. 
BepU Ie Bou A M7, Tbs Kelowna Daily
EXTERIKM I.D PRUNER W AN IM»
Telephnae IfMOrt,
Cruise Ship ! 
Runs Agrouni
OSLO,. Norway (Reuter) — I 
The N d r w e g i a n cruise ship I 
Lindblad Explorer with about ' I 
100 American tourists aboard I 
went aground in the Antarctic I 
today, its owners said. I
The passengers and the crew I 
of 68 were being put ashore on a I 
small island, they added. I
Lars Usterud Svendsen of the I 
Oslo Explorer Co., the Ship’s I 
owners, said there was no itoi 
mediate danger to the passen­
gers but the situation for the 
2,500-toh ship was critical.
Svendsen said the Lindblad 
Explorer went aground on a 
small island near Palazza Point, 
in Admirality Bay in the south 
Shetland Archipelago, due south 
of Cape Horn.
undersigned, marked “Tender 
for Vernoir property".
The highest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted.
R. A. MacDonald 
Manager of Real Estate 
Canadian National Railways 


















• Consultant Available \!
Orchard Park Shoppingx 
Centre
Phone 763-5844, Local 341




2974 Pandosy St. Next to Strohm’s 
Barber and Beauty Shop .
TEXAS OH, COMPANY NEEDS MAT- 
ure man lor short trips surrounding 
Kelowna, Contact customers. We train. 
Write W.' A, Dickerson, President, South- 
western Petroleum Canada, Lid., P.O, 
Box 789. Fori Worth. Texas, 161
38. EMPLOY; WANTED
MR. BUSINESSMAN-OVERWORKED? 
Require a personal touch to your cor­
respondence? We address longhand, 
stamp envelope*, *lut( circulars. Cheap 
rent, efficient. Call 767-2761; write 
Homo Addressing Service, Box 77, 
Peachland, W, F, 161
SNOW REMOVAL. ROOFS CLEARED 
(hornet and apartments), driveways 
plowed, sidewalk, cleaned. For (ree 
estimate telephone 765'8482 alter $ p.m.i 
763-2455, 164 
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND EXTER< 
lor, Good workmanship at reasonable 
rales. Free estimates.- Telephone 763- 
4593' anytime, \ tf
WANT TO IIIIILD? WILL BUILD TO 
your specification*. Quality with per­
sonal attention. Bob Tanner al 762 0120. 
_______ _ __________________________ IM 
RKLlAliE EXPERIENCED MAN 
seek* jobs doing spring or winter Chore*, 
or full Um* employment Own loots, 
equipment. T, Greig. 7«4 42M, IM 
nEIAAni.ErMAWIIEWIIMANWISHES 
housework. Experienced also In aewlng 
and home nui'slng. Have own Ueii" 
portalinn. Telephone lll'7M4IS<l, 162 
W ANTEn’-’f R AMING BY < ON III MX 








Shop tonight 'til 9 and all day Saturday at Simpsons-Sears, Kelowna.
U
NEW 1971 SKI ZOOM AND TRAILER, 
used only four hours. 27 h.p. Koehler 
engine. Metallic blue color. Telephone 
763-3554 evenings. ■ 165
1968 SKI-DOO, TWIN CYLINDER. $350. 
Telephone 763-6652, 162
44. TRUCKS A TRAILERS
MERCURY TRAILER TOTER, SIX 
new 825/20 ten ply tires, extra fuel tank, 
short wheelbase, heavy duty 330 motor. 
Excellent mechanical shape. Dual stacks, 
bucket seats, complete tool 1 box, bull I 
board, spare tire, hew battery, roof 
flasher, complete running lights, "quick! 
way" electrical hookup. P.U.C. licenced. 
$4,500. Telephone 763-4604, Vernon 542-
3963; Lumby 547-6311. 162
1970 PONTIAC TWO DOOR HARDTOP, 
V-0, automatic, power steering, power 
brakes. 36.000 miles. Telephone 763-7619.
._____________________ 166
COME AND SEE LIKE NEW 1971 
Torino Squire Station wagon. Only 5.000 
miles, Also 1968 Montego, 33,000 miles.' 
Telephone 763-5048 or 7113-4639, . 164
FOR SALE, OR TRADE FOR TON 
truck, 1964 Triumph Spitfire, In excel­
lent shape, Telephone 766-2865 (Winfield).
______________________________163
1’956 OLDSMOBILE TWO DOOR HARD- 
top, Will anil, or trade for boat and 
motor. Telephone 766-2665 (Winfield).
. , ____ 163
1966 DODGE POLARA, vTaIITOMAT. 
ic, (our door sedan. Good condition. 
Financing arranged, Telephone 763-8059, 
__ ________ 162 
1970 ROADRUNNER. 383 FOUR SPEED, 
mag wheels, stereo tape, N«w tires, 
Rest oiler takes. Telephone 763-3207. 
___ ________  162 
WELL CARED FOR I960 OLDSMORlVE 
3.10 Cutlass Huprome; automatic Iran*- 
mission, power brakes, power steering, 
radio, $2100. Telephone 765-7877, _162 
1061 MERCURY"*COMET, 6 CYLINDER, 
standard transmission. Four door sedan, 
Good condition. Telephone 765-6040 alter
FORD F050 WITH "H” PLATE; ,1969 
International 4x41 1963 Rambler Am­
bassador; two 1,000 gallon tanks; two 
Fruehauf vans; 45* flatdeck trailer; 
gooseneck trstlersi car carrier; D8 cat; 
other equipment, etc. Telephone 768- 
5844. Gorman Road., Westbank. 165 
1966 D1000 INTERNATIONAL "NINE 
passenger travelall in good condition. 
Automatic, power steering, power. 
brakes, and new tires. Telephone 768-185 
3614 days, _________ tt I ■’
1953 FARGO PICKUP, FOUR SPEED 
transmission, (our spares, 4,000 miles on 
new motor. Otters. Telephone 763-6784.
- _____________________ 101
1964 FORD If, TON. 6 CYLINDER 
standard. Good rubber, 2 studs, radio. 
Telephone 763-5362 between 7:00 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. 161
1969 IHC 1709 SINGLE AXLE ON AIR 
brakes. 5 to 7 yard Reliance box anil 
hoist, With Job, Telephone 705-9061, 105 
"|971 CHEVROLET VAN, V-8 STAND- 
•rd. air conditioned, radio, plus many 
extras, Telephone 763-3817, 163
JEEP, 1951 WILLYS JEEP, FOUR 
wheel drive. Good running condition,
Telephone 762-0333,
172
SNOW t LEAKING -- ROOFS AND 
•tdtwalk*. F.»p«ntnc*d. T«Uphon« 765. 
8942,■■IM
CARVKNTCR WORK WANTED- 
tramlng, tlniihtnx and cabinet i. By con­
tract or hourly, Trltphon* 763'76)1, 161
Wll.t. COMKIN TO (LEIN FOR WORK. 
In( mother or buiy rarrer gill. Tele-
phone 7614774 1*1
Will. Ill MOI E SNOW FROM ROOM
Teleplmne 7616O4,
5:00 p.m, 162
JAGUAR '56 MARK VII M, WOOD 
leather Interior, aunroof. Need caih, 
»fl60.\ Telephone 762-5037 or apply' oio 
Ford Road, Rutland. ,162
TMTofllWE"cORONET^RTrtlO^iAG- 
num, Ihren epeed automatic, In good 
shape. Tako over payment*. Telephone
765 0476. 161
STUDENT MUST NELL 19M CHEV 
Impala (our door hardtop, I'll,. P.H.. 
automatic. Tdepbon* alter 4iOO p.m.,
763-M61 161
I960 DUNE RUGGY WITH OVERSIZE 
rear Urea. Excellent condition. Telephone
761-3514 evening*. 165
1470 AUSTIN AMERICA, l.l.boo MILES, 
Muxl aell by March. Ollers? Call 762-
6178 alter 3:00 p.m 164
SACRIFICE - MUfiT SELL 1970 FORD 
Club Wagon, 12 pataengar. Telephone 
765-6781., _______________ 162
VJIil WILLY'S JEEP, FOUR WHEEL 
drive, power lock hub* and winch. Tele
phone 762-6371.
ONE BRANFORD SINGLE AXLE 24' 
Highboy Iralter. Telephon* 765-M6I, 161
To place your message 
PHONE 
Courier Classified Dept. 
763-3228
1M» ROADRUNNER,. PORTABLE' 
eight track tapo player and 11 volt tap* 
player. Telephone 7411159.162
1970 PLYMOUTH GTX. 410 SIX- 
pack. Loaded- Winter and summer Ures.
T*Uphon* 7M'5«3* after 8:00 p.m, 161
IranamlxlMi, In A-T condition, Telephone 
T474116. |42
mt ~ < ItRI Rt.ERT^tYlWD^MOTOR, 
lr«n»mimion shat *100 lakes. Telephone
763 WI».




32 Orchard Park Shopping | 
Centro 
763-7777 
Unique In Western Canada 
"Combination Art Gallery 
and Flower Shop!” 
Watch lor our “Doghouse” 
Nprclal*.
Maxi raves for the mlnl-est looks yeti 
Sizzle Pants* super sleeves, 'now' 
smocking ond trendy good looks. Right 
on in clingy-close, machlne-wo'bnbh 
Arnel* jersey prints, Cl 7 
Sizes 5 to 15 In this group, Ea, I 
Not exactly as illustrated^
Can, R.T.M. <
Personal Shopping: Women’* Drewe* (31) Simpaons-Beara, Kelowna.
Park Free While You Shop Simpiona-Scara, Orchard Park, Kelowna, I 4
NN4' II 1*1
(
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, FBI.. FEB. It, 1B71 FAGE H

































a practice HSiMlw.niiwem 
IL Gist
12. Film shot
16. Byron Youeley’e Amwte
•fhtmu- Wences
32. Towards
2L Mobile 33. Numeri-
.M. Mauna 
.17. Be quiet!





18. Mournful f. Peninsula 23. State 3& Tennis2*. Oolong 
or tsia of Asia
24. Sensible point '
Bridegroom-To-Be
Asks Questions
By George C. Thosteson. M.D.
(BRICK BRADFORD NOT AVAILABLE)
21. Kind 







27. Mortal or 
venial 




















Dear Dr. Thosteson: I am a 
man, 23, engaged to be married 
and need some advice about 
genetics and mutations.
I I was born without my left 
I arm from the elbow. At that 
I time the doctor told my parents 
I that the umbilical cord probably 
I cut the arm off when the fetus 
I was just. forming, or that the 
position in which I lay stopped
I the growth of the arm.
| Now that I am about to marry
11 am worried about the possibil- 
lity of having children with 
same problem. There are 
other cases like mine in
iT
20
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it
is LON GFELLO W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A la 
used for the taree L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
A Cryptogram Quotation
a MNKSJV TOSJ NOQV SJV 
WOCSVCS, NVS LV WV SJV SJOCH, O
family.
Your answer may change
expert opinion. That should help 






fiancee’s mind about marriage.
—F. R. 1
In the first place, I vigorously 
I doubt both possibilities that you 
mention. A lot less was known, 
123 years ago, about human de- 
I velopment, but people wanted 
I answers anyway, so I dare say 
I the doctor did a little reaching 
I for some answer that would sat- 
I isfy your parents at the time.
I We certainly don’t know all 
I the answers today, either, but 
| we know much more than we
did. The likelihood is that some 
maternal factor caused your de- 
I feet. Your mother may have 
I had some illness early in the 
■ pregnancy. She may have used 
some medication that caused 
I trouble. That’s why we preach 
I so incessantly these days that 
I pregnant women should use no 
I medication except on specific 
I instructions from the doctor.
Lack of any similar defect in 
I the family would raise doubts 
as to whether you would be 
likely to pass it on to children, 
I but naturally you’d like some-
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I am 16 
and a junior in high school. 1 
have an attack of asthma about 
every two weeks (a pill will re­
lieve, me). But when I catch a 
cold, that’s when I get a real 
bad attack.
My allergist classifies me as 
having a mild case of asthma. 
Do you think I should consider 
going to college in Colorado? I 
have beard the weather and cli­
mate are e.x c e I l.e n t for 
asthmatics.—H. E.
I’ve had some delightful visits 
in Colorado myself—but don’t 
think people can’t catch colds 
there, or that you will automati­
cally avoid whatever allergies 
are responsible for your 
asthma.
Probably the only way you 
can find out whether the Colo­
rado climate will be better for 
you is to try it—unless your al­
lergist has been able to discover 
in detail what your allergies 
are. And that’s not easy to do.
I’m not trying to unsell you on 
Colorado, or any other state 
that might appeal to you. I’m 
just saying that it is seldom
possible to .predict with any 
curacy whether a particular 
mate is going to be better 
you.
T V F I I mt>re positive than my 
I maybe.
In the last few years there
LVFCS.-EKJC KGVVCNVFQ TJOSSOVG
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: THOSE WHO WORK MOST FOR 
J THE WORLD'S ADVANCEMENT ARE THE ONES WHO DE- 
HAND THE LEAST.-HENRY DOHERTY
: has been a large increase in the 
number of genetic counselling 
I services. These are limited to 
(the larger medical centres, but 
I since you live in a large city, 
. I you won’t have to go far to find
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley









THE SHIP THAT WOULDNT STAY CAPTURED!
$ • ike ’Hiram*
. AM AMERICAN VESSEL COMMANDED BY CAPt SAMUEL 
- VHfTNEY, WAS CAPTURED 4 TIMES W1800 8V FRENCH 
■ IWAI FORCES WHO PUT ARMED SAILORS ABOARD THE SHIP
-HUT ESCAPED EACH TIME
- 3 TIMES WHITNEYS CREW RECAPTURED THE VESSEL AND 
■ THEAthTIME HE DISABLED THE COMPASS AND USING HIS OWN 
T SEXTANT, SAILED TO BRITISH-HELD MARHNIGOE-WHERE HE 
FREED AW PERMITTED TO SAIL HOME TO MAINE
j
X**’’* Zut)lKE (j?INK (I77O-I923) 
AMERICAN FRONTIERSMAN 
AND SHARPSHOOTER.
: I DEFEATED DW CROCKETT IN A CONTEST 
OTSHDOW&A OOMSOUT 






MEY, ITS EVEN N THE HOMF 
PAPERS. 'tDEl8£RT RfTCHY 




OH, LOOK! AND HERE’S A PICTURE OF MY WSHINS 
TWO-FISTED HUSBAND SHOVING IRENE RTTCHY INTO 






1 4 tmut WSWNOTON, D.C.LOOK, 
CHRIS. DALE'S 

















Dear Dr. Thosteson: Please 
discuss the effects of mildew in 
unventilated or damp places 
such as basements. Is it harm* 
ful to humans? Does it breed 
diseases? Is the air unhealthy to 
breathe?—N. B. M.
The air is not unhealthy to 
breathe, but the molds and 
fungi, depending on what kind 
they are, can cause lung prob­
lems at times. Likewise, some 
folks can be allergic to them 
with resultant miseries.
The only wise course is to find 
some way of providing cross 
ventilation. A dehumidifier in a
OWEN ...THE MONEY YOU WERE 
GOING TO GIVE MR. FRANKLIN... 
IT AN AWFUL LOTT
OH... 1 PROMISE... 




JULIE. BUT IF I REAP
you right;.ALLOW ME...
jv . .w basement can be the answer
you to such a place, and get an' sometimes.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER
Below are six bidding se­
quences. Where the question 
mark appears, indicate whether 
you consider partner’s last bid 
forcing (compelling you abso­
lutely to bid again) or non­
forcing (permitting you to 
pass). If partner’s last bid 
merely urges you to bid again, 
























have a minimum opening bid 
and South may have a minimum 
response, and it therefore 
would, net make sense to treat 
the spade bid as forcing. If 
North wanted to be certain of 
another response from South 
he would have bid two spades 
(a jump shift) over one heart.
2. Forcing. Whenever the re­
sponder (as distinguished from 
the opening bidder) names a 
new suit, that bid is forcing. 
Thus South’s initial spade re­
sponse was 100% forcing, and 
his two diamond bid is equally 
forcing,
3. Not forcing. A jump raise । 
by responder is forcing, but a 
jump raise by opener is not 
forcing. It is true that South 
will seldom pass in this se­
quence, but -nevertheless he 
does have that constitutional 
privilege.
4. Not forcing. One heart by 
South would be forcing and so 
would two hearts (a slam try) 
be forcing, but three hearts is a 
horse of a very different color. 
It is a preemptive bid, pure and 
simple, and shows something 
like seven hearts to the K-Q-J 
and very little else. North may 
therefore pass with minimum 
values.
5. Forcing. North is probing 
for a game, possibly a slam, and 
South must bid again.
6. Forcing. Once South bids 
over three dubs (which is not 
forcing), his side is committed 
to a game. South may be simply 
portraying his diamond length 
with game or slam in mind, or 
he may be merely marking time 
to elicit further information 
from partner. In any case, 
North is not permitted to pass. 






WHEW! Tm SURE 








; PARIS (AP) - North Viet­
nam assailed sharply today 
United States President Nixon's 
rmrcnces to Vietnam In hl> 
SUng of the World' message. 
•'He reitealni Ills old glanderous 
«nd fallacious allegations,” It 
charged.
The United Slates In turn ac- 
epscri the Communists of being 
harful of elections In South 
Vietnam-as jwoposed in Nix­
on’s peace plan—although they 
boast of controlling 80 per cent 
of the country.
Nguyen Minh Vy. assistant 
chief of the North Vietnamese 
delegation, told the 144th session 
oMhe peace talks Nixon "tried 
Iqi shift responsibility for lack of 
• settlement to the other side," 
.....aNIxchisaid 4n.... hismessage. 
Wednesday that if North Vict- 
tsw) thought it could take over
South Vietnam with U.S. help,
then negotiations could not suc­
ceed. ,
Vy said the Nixon peace plan 
was "not designed Io lie ac­
cepted by the other able,”
Instead, he said, the U.S. Is 
using "non-acceptance ns a pre- 
.text to pursue the po^lrv of Viet- 
lUlmlzntlon nt the war.’-’,
Replied U.S, Ambassador .Wil­
liam J. Porter: "You expect the 
South Vietnamese people to 
stand defenceless while you Im- 
posc your will.”
This was an apparent refer­
ence to the Communist rfennntl 
that the United States atop all 
military aid to South Vietnam 
and wlhdrnw its forces, while 
North Vietnam would continue 
to receive Chinese and Soviet 
aid. .. , ' , 1 1
Arles (March 21-Aprll 19): Go 
politicking for social goals 
among people who are able to 
be helpful. A day of cheerful 
events is promised.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Like as not you, have to deal 
with several different things at 
once, Avoiding haste and waste 
solves most of the problem.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Go-getters are active all 
around. Find common , cause 
with one who agrees with you 
and get some chronic hindrance 
cleared off.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): 
Close relationships thrive with 
very little attention. Find time 
for hobbles, sports, pastimes,
Leo (July. 23-Aug. 22): Give 
extra care and thought to your 
situation. Get busy and tidy up 
both your establishment and the 
accounting connected with it.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Ask 
for co-operation, particularly 
where. the project is Tor the 
good of, your general surround­
ings or change of work.
Libra (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22): In 
quite a busy weekend, the usual 
chorea are short, cut or neg­
lected as you scramble to catch 
up on news, the people you care 
about and their doings.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov, 21): A 
friend makes a sound achieve­
ment. You also have a chance 
for showing off your accom­
plishments. Expect good news.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Be yourself, and as boldly com­
petitive us you can, shunning 
routine, You have an interested 
audience. A long-sought bargain 
may be available fairly Iqte tn 
the dny,
(’eprlcorn (.Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Go ahead full steam with what­
ever projects and equipment 
you’ve been able to put to­
gether, ready or not, and do 
your best.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
Stick to your plans long enough 
to settle essentials, then join the 
swing toward fresh social con­
tacts. Find a party or share: a 
good show,
Pisces* (Feb. 19-March 20): 
An early start finds you in com­
pany you hadn’t expected, doing 
things a little different from 
your long-established week-end 
habits. It can be great fun!
MAYBE HIS 












BUENOS AIRES (Reuter) ~ 
Three armed bandits were 
killed by police in a gunfight in 
a city street Thursday after at­
tempting to rob a taxi driver, 
police Raid. Two policemen were 
wounded. 1
A Busy Line 
To Peking
PEKING (Reuter) — Wenlern 
resldcntfl of Peking were inun­
dated with telephone calls today 
when n regular telephone link 
opened between the Chinese 
cnnllnl and Hong Kong.
The first calf out of Hong 
Kong was believed to have been 
rcceived by Britain’s new 
charge d'affaires here, John 
Addis, who was telephoned by 
Hong Kong government offi­
cials,
Then he was kept busy an­
swering calls from Hong Kong- 
based reporters.
Most of their questions were 
about the weather and prepara­
tions In Peking for United 
States President Nixon's visit, 
which begins Feb. 21.
Addis told the callers the 
weather was warm and sunny 
and (he Chinese capital was 





HARK’.! do ME hear\
THAT CRACKLIN' IN 
TH’ BRESHi MAW ?
WHRI
HERE S MXIR. SOCIAL SECUR 177 








IF T COULD DRIVE 
HER. ID THE xCrii 
. RANK"— Ci
1 PREFER MY 
MATIRE95! I LOVE TO 
> HEAR IT CRINKLE 
< WHEN I TURN OVER
AT NIGHT! .
TOI.!. DOWN
PARIS (AP) - Tile death toll 
has decreased on selected 
French roadways posted with 
speed limits In I960, the govern­
ment’s top safety committee 
said. It laid speed limits will lx- 
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Business Getting Hectic 
At Rutland Health Centre
| Appoint 
i Director
RUTLAND—It is evident the I This is funded by the federal 
Rutland health centre will have government to promote winter 
to be enlarged in the near fu-j employment.
The health building is owned
PENTICTON (Special) — The 
I B.C.-Yukon region of the Cana­
dian Red Cross has appointed a
Chamber Of Commerce Ladies 
Handling Miss Rutland Contest SAVE ON FOOD!
tore.
The centre serves about 25,000 
people, reported Dr. D. A. 
■ Clarke, medical officer of health 
for South Okanagan Health 
Unit This is about half the 
number of residents of School 
District 23 (Central Okanagan).
.The four nurses and one pub­
lic health inspector serve the 
east side of Okanagan Lake 
as far as Oyama, with the ex- 
ceotion of Kelowna. Under the 
federal government’s Local 
Inif ''ves Program, four nurs­
es he added temporarily.
by a society, with Mrs. R. C. 
Lucas as president. The unit 
pays $1 a year rent.
Dr. K. I. G. B’nson, Victoria, 
director of local health serv­
ices, B.C. health and hospital 
insurance department, recently 
insn*»cted the building with Dr. 
Clarke. .
FEW OPERATIONS
There were only 17 heart 
transplants performed through­
out the world in 1970.
director for the B.C. Interior, 
Bill Mitchell who will be sta­
tioned at Vernon. Mr. Mitchell 
is a retired Canadian Army 
major and served in the Black 
Watch Regiment He has been 
in charge of the blood service 
in the B.C.-Yukon Red Cross 
region. ,
Mr. Mitchell's work in the 
area will provide a closer liai­
son with Red Cross branches in 
the Okanagan Valley, Central 
Interior and east and west 
Kootenays.
He will promote and aid the 
development of the 14 services 
of the Red Cross.
RUTLAND (Staff). — Wives 
of the elected executive mem­
bers of the Chamber of Com­
merce gathered at the home of 
Mrs. Ian Hadden, Belgo Road, 
to discuss the future of the 
Miss Rutland Committee.
It was decided to set up a 
group to handle all phases of 
the candidate program with 
Cornie Peters, chairman, repre­
senting the Chamber of Com­
merce; Mrs. Ian Hadden, co- 
chairman; Mrs. Al Luknowsky, 
chaperon; Mrs. Fred Stevens, 
secretary; Mrs. Richard C. 
Lucas, training; Mrs. Joe Jas- 
chinsky and Mrs. Alec Jurraso- 
vich, hostesses; Mrs. Cornie 
Peters, historian; MrS. Morris
Boyerchuk and Mrs. Casey 
Wood, gift conveners.
Letters were immediately 
sent out requesting each ser­
vice club to sponsor a young 
lady in the contest, the winner 
to represent Rutland for one 
year.
TOWN WELCOME
MCCORD, Sask. (CP) An 
unusual sign is at the entrance 
of this hamlet 100 miles south­













J $ I ' 1 Shop 9:30 Io 10:30 a.m. Saturday 












Cream Pies 39cBanquet, Frozen. 







Gov’t Inspected, Canada Choice and Canada Good, 







Machine washable 100% Polyester 
lining is Anti-static. Dry cleans safely.
Great lining for Spring fashions. Good 
color selection.
45" wide. ...... Sale Price, Yd. ■ ,
Personal Shopping: Fabrics (36)
Women's Washable
Acrylic Sweaters
Selection includes acrylic cardigans 
and pullovers in ribbed, and plain de­
signs. Good assortment for those that 
shop early! 'ft QQ
Simpsons-Seari Low Price, Ea.
Women’s Washable
Stretch Nylon Top
100% nylon is perma-prest for easy- 
care. Short sleeves; mock neck with 
front zip. White body with Purple, Blue 
and Yellow contrast. S-M-L, ft Aft 
Simpsons-Seari Low Price, Ea.
Personal Shopping: Accessories (88)







100% cotton. Warm and cosy for 
those chilly spring,days. 4 
Simpaona-Seara Low Price





Flight Bag Packs A
' II I ' ' I II
Complete Wardrobe
Durable nylon flight bag features two 
locking zippered pbekets. Blue, Olive 
and Grey. Opens to 39". Buy now for 
travelling time ahead. > 4'® ft1®
Simpaona-Seara Low Price Ea. ®
Personal Rhopping: Luggage (III
Polypropylene olefin fibre with light 
density back. Resists stains; most 
Spots easily removed. Green, Gold, 
spots, easily removed, Blue, QQa 
Rust. ......Sala Price, Lin. Ft.
Spring Assortment 
Fashion Jewellery
For one hour only, and at these low 
prices you can buy the latest In Spring 
costyme jewellery. Excellent collection. 
Simpaona-Seara QQa i Q7 
Low Price, Ea. ••• to
Personal Shopping; Jewellery (4)
Sliced.
“Fresh from Our Ovens.”.... 16 oz. loaf, each.
29c
■ , |jl Wil W wwwmw inWttWhlWW WWPII Ito .
Personal Shopping: Floor C'orerlnga (37)
\ Bright, Colorlull
Washable 100% Nylon 
Crimpsei Yarn 
\ Good quality nylon crimpset for wool- 
like softness. Colorfast, shrink resist- 
. anl, 3-ply, 1-oz, balls in good ft*®-, 
' color selection. .. ... Price, Ea. vl v
f'eraonal Shopping: Notions (25)
Electric Slacking Coffee Mugs
Cake Mixes
Robin Hood, 
19 oz. pkg.        ....
I... ..
Prices effective Friday and Saturday, Feb. 11 and 12
WH 'RESERVE IIIK RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
NOW 2 FINE FOOD MARKETS — DOWNTOWN — ORCHARD PARK
(an Opener
I I ■
Easy to operate. Fully automatic. 
Features magnetic holder, ft ft1® 
In White.........Sala Price, Ea.
Personal Shopping: Electrical! (34)
Bright and attractive colorful designs. 
8-oz. porcelain mugs cheer up any 
coffee break. J *j 1"®
Get several Sole Price for ■ ■
I'rnoiul Shopping: llouaewarra (II)







Personal Shopping; ('and/ Counter (B7C)
Pork, Kelowna.
SUPERVALU
DOWNTOWN and ORCHARD PARK
Hundreds of “Penny Pinchin* Prices” — Designed to Save You Money!
I
